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I. XWr.ROOCTZON AND SUMIAR7 

A. Background
 

Since 1979 USAIW/Cmroon's program strategy ba emphasied better QRCplanning and management of agriculture sector resource allocation and 
use. This strategy has been implemented through the Agric;lture 
Management an, Planning project (AMP) (631-000a). The AMP pr-ec- was
autnorined in January, 1979, with a LOP funding of $9,700,000 to
 
strengthen the capacity of the Ministry of Agriculture's statistics and

econoiLc units to provide sound economic analysis on which the Ministry
 
can rely for planning and policy development.
 

Important progress has been made under the AMP project in establishing
 
an area sampling frame and in training Cameroonian staff in its use. 
In addition to the sampling frame, the 1984 agriculture census, the 
coaprebensive anual sector surveys for the years 1985 through 1987 and
the significant nuaber of persornel trained vill be the AMP's major
outputs. Although publication of the official census data and
processing of subsequent annual survey data has been significantly

delayed, some 1pmortant uses have been made of the data, particularly
of the agriculture census. The latter was used in the development of 
the Sixth Five-Year Plan and by Cameroonian government and 
non-government 
and foreign organizations for numerous other 
development-related purposes. 

In addition, the AMP project has produced some analytical studies based
 
on the census and other data. The fact that the number of studies,particularly the number in-house, haa been significantly lower than had 
been expected Is due in part to the lack of both iIMAGRI demand and 
technical, resources provided on the studies side. However, as the 
significance of Cameroor.'s recent economic decline has become apparent,

interest has renewed in the MINAGRI's data and in the conduct of policy

analysis and planning studies relevant to the needs of the GRC's
 
structural adjustment progras.
 

The conclusion of the assecsaent conducted during this project design
is that while important progress has been made in developing the GRC's 
institutional capacity to carry out data collection and processing and 
policy analysis and planning, a great deal remains to be accomplished
in both areas. This is particularly true in palicy analysis and 
planning. The assessment also concluded-that ministerial participation
should be expanded to include the Ministry of Livestock, Fisneries and 
Animal Industries (MINEPIA) and the Ministry of Plan and Regional
Development (MI"DAT). More generally, the assessment concluded that
the increased need for improved policy and planning to support economic 

1. The AMP project provided assistance to the Direction of Studies and
Projects (DEP), spepcificaV - In two divisions within DEP: 1) Division of 
Statistics (DS), and 2) Division of Studies (DE). 
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recovery and the Potential for providing thatsUpport bybuiding on',AP

project accomplishments Justify proceeding vith a ollow-on bro~t-.with
 
appropriate design modifications.
 

B. Goal and Purpose
 

Consistent with USAID/Cmeroon's emphasis on supporting the GRClI

long-term strategy to carry out structural adjustment, the goal of the
project is to support the GRC's agricultural economic policy reform and

gradual adjustment to a liberalized market economy better aole to meet 
domestic needs and international competition.
 

The project's purpose is to strengthen and institutionalize the GRC'scapacity to conduct economic and agricultural policy development and
planning for the agricultural sector in the broad 
sense of the term.
Toward these ends the project will assist the three Ministries of Plan,Agriculture and Livestock to conduct systematic data gathering and policy
analysis aimed at identifying constraints and opportunities in rural
sector development and to propose policy options to address them. 
Change.
expected by the end of 
the project that will indicate that the project

purpose has been achieved include: (1) regular procedures are in use for

identifying, designing, 
and carrying out or supervising needed policy

analyses; (2) private sector policy options tor purxuing development goals
are presented to and considered by decision makers; (3) data collection
procedures, tabulations and analysis have been routinized in KINAGRI andHINEPIA; (4) GRC decision makers are 
Informed by policy analyses and

annual reports; .nd (5) interministerial coordination takes place in 
policy analysis and management of survey systems.
 

C. Project Components and Inputs
 

Five long term technical consultants will be placed in three ministries
that are key in agriculture sector policy making, the MINPA?, KINAGRI and
 
NINEPIA. 
Other important ministries in the agriculture policy making
process may receive short-term technical assistance on an as-needed basisin support of particular policy studies. The Long and abort-term
consultants will guide and assist the core institutions in collecting

processing and analyzing data, conducting policy studies, designing

programs and projects for implementing policies, monitoring implementation
performance and impact, conducting management studies, and conducting
in-country training courses, seminars and workshops. Long-term
participant training will be provided to selected Personnel from the three
 
core ministries. 
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Overallp the project viii provide approziaately 19 person years of 
long-term technical assistance and an estimated 24 person months of 
sho:t-te:r technical assistance. in addition, approximately 36 person 

- *I... e;: L o . 

related to analysis, design, implementation and evaluation of key policy 
issues and programs. Commodities to be provided include macro computers 
and associated equipment and software, reproduction equipment, books and 
learning materials and vehicles. In addition, AID will support the
 
collection and processing of survey data.
 

D. Pinancia1 Summary
 

The total cost for AID will be $12,006,000. Costs of input category are
 
as follows:
 

($000) o%
of Tota,)
 

Long- and short-term technical assistance; $5,500 (46),
 

Long- and short-term training; $2,150 (18);
 

Commodities; 8 650 ( 5);
 

Studies; $ 750 ( 7);
 

Other (evaluation/auit' local dmin.); 725 . .
 

Support for collection
 

and processing of survey data; 818450 C 8);
 

Contingency $ 775 (10);
 

Total 812,000
 

Note: Inflation calculated into all lines aSt compounded per annum :(see,
 

de:ailed zo;.get Annex P
 

Rest Available Document
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The GRC contribution from the three participating ministries will be thebudgeted salaries for active personnel and trainees, office space and some

operating expenses for materials, travel, per diem, vehicle support and
 

undertake full support of the field survey and data compilation services.
 

E. Implementation Plan
 

Overall guidance and oversight of the project will be provided by the
Interministerial Cnmy.ittee, which will inclide the Minis:ers of

Agriculture and Livestock, 
and the Minister of Pla, 
 w.c will De the
chairman. This conm-:tee will set tne broad goals of tne. project in te:.s

of 
the empnasis on policy analysis, identification of priority analyses t
be conducted in the project, define the basic agreement 
and guidelines
that will allow their respective subordinates to com.i."icate d.re:: y w:teach other on issues of comaon concern (such as joint studies,
responsibility and 
access issues related to the core data bank, 
allocatio*r.

of long 
and short term technical assistance), and provide guidance for the
 
preparation of 
annual work plans and budgets.
 

The project coordination team will be composed of 
the U.S. Contractor Team
Leader and the Director of Plan in 
the Ministry of Plan. 
 The function of.this tern is primarily a coordinating one. This tea will tx present forUnterministerial committeepeetings, to mset the agenda, to assist in the
Identification of -analyses, review project progress and project direction 
and report all recommendations back to the Project Team. 

The Project Team will consist of U.S. technical assistance personnel andtheir counterparts. 
This team will 
oversee the day-to-day &specta of
project implementation, including the preparation of the 
annual work plans
and budget, and the management of technical studies, data
collection/processing And analysis.
 

The Project Team will include (a) 1 Macro-Economist/Planner who will have as his counterpart, the Director of Plan in the Ministry of Plan or his

designee; (b) 1 Agricultural Economist who will have 
as his direct
counte.part, the Chief 
of the Division of Studies and 
Planr, :n EP in.MZNAP.:; (c) 1 Agricultural Economist who will have 
as his direct
 coan:erpart, tne Director 
of DEPP in M:NEPIA or his designee: td) I S.;:ve:

statistician who will. have as 
his direct co.ntera:: .. e Cnr.ef of ..: .' of Statistics in DEP in MINAGRI; and (e)1 Data Processor/Computer

specialist who will have 
as counterparts the Directors of 
all three

ministries or designees. 
The Data Processor's responsibilities will be
concentrated in MINEPIA and HINAGRI the first year of implementation. Heis to liaison wfith 
the 3 mtnistries to 
see that the i-forratiior f., 
 a
processing, data DanK, retrieval, software and 
all otner aspects o. an
 
automated system ,,te efficient.
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IO PROJBCT RATIONALE 

A. Economic Sectoral Background
 

evaluate alternative means of attaining it; objectives for growth in
rural areas has become more critical than it was previously. The 
country has 
a good economic growth record in general, but

financial resources are scarce, 

now
 
more funds from overseas lenders comeonly at a substantial price in terms of either interest payments or

difficult structural changes, export prospects are not presently
encouraqin., and import sj stitution is difficult Decause of 
a

unfavora-:e exchange rate and high-cost prod'cx.on and Ma.:K.rtnc
 
systems. 
At worst, these proclers could bring development to a halt 
or result in a heavy external debt. T'o avoid this outcome and

instead to guide the economy onto a faster sustainable growth path,
there is a need for an improvement in the ability to evaluate 
progress, identify and assess the constraints that are slowing orpreventing development, locate new opportunities for building on 
the

considerable resources the country andhas develop an environment in" 
which those opportunities are realized.
 

Cmeroonian agriculture is cbaracterized mainly by traditional 
agriculture, though there is 
a strong commercial sector growing such 
crops as cocoa, oil palm, rubber, tobacco and bananas. Among
trtaditional.farms j.and distribution-In relatively even, for over 95% 
of these farme have less than 5-bectares of land. However, important
differences in, the agricultural environment exist from 
one region toanother. For example, the population density is much greater in thewestern portions of the country, where the scarcity of land is more 
severe than in other parts of the nation. Large variations in
climate, from the very wet coastal areas to the semi-arid north,

makes it possible for a great variety crops
of to be grown in
Cameroon. Livestock raising is most important in the northern
 
provinces, where traditional migrant herders 
 find their movements
affected little or not at 
all by the narrow confines of Caoeroon's 
northern borders.
 

Ag'- .:e 'growJhhas always played a central role in Cameror.'s 
oojectives, out the strategy for develop'ng it has varied
 
considerazly over trne years. T:ee phases have bee. 
ide.tife.
(Ntangsi, 'The Political and Economic Dimensions of Agricultural
Policy in Cmeroon', Augus: 19A7). 
 In the first, covering the
 
immediate post independence years, 1960-68, the traditional 
sector

received considerable attention, but through 
an extension service
 
which followed the diffusion/modernization model. 
The impact on farm 
productivity was notably disappointing. The next phase, 19CS-77, saw 
ma&ssive state ie~~rr.-..-e f.r off &. -:.plantation sector, rural resettlement, specialized crop deve!opment
 

Best Availabl Document
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tbrough bodies as NKY!, RIDIrI, SOD3.AO, BODULLIl ODI COTTo4,gECAVl
and intgrat4d rural development projects. Tb e pabils vas *thus*on the 
modern rather than the traditional sector as the major force for 

carry out development. The growth rate in agriculture fell, from 4.71
 
in 1960-73 to 2.5% in 1974-78.
 

The third phase of evolution in policy, began in 1977, when oil
 
production diminished the importance of agriculture as a source of 
revenue, and taxation of export crops, which bad been becoming 
increasingly severe, was ea.sed (see Ntangsi, Table 1-2, p. 21).
However, tte oil revenue aiso eased the pressu':e to reform the 
parastatals and vigorously pursue efficiency 'An agricultural producton, 
pricing and marketing. It is true that tv' government &ttempted to
 
insulate its budget and the economy from t e distorting effects of a
 
large, temporary flow of oil funds, but in practice most of the funds
 
did flow into the institutions and economy.
 

A further reason for the lack of pressure for reform is that the
 
performance of the agriculturaJ. sector in Cameroon has been adequate to 
support its growing population. Although food imports have been
 
considerable, the country is close to being self-sufticient in certain
 
foodstuffs when food production is compared with nutritional 
requirements (see Table 5.1 in the VIth Five Year Plan). This success 
ba4_been attributedto two factorsq ._.Tbe first in that the generous 
jgricultural -resource base-ha allowed farmers to be qiifteproductive
 
relative to those in other countries. The second is that, while
 
government has been -losely involved in managing export crop marketing,
 
the markets for food crops havQ largely been left to respond to movement 
in demand and supply, and food production has remained profitable. 

The economic situation is now changing. Rural/urbar, migration, 
especially mong younger people, threatens food security as the 
country's food needs must be met by a smaller, and on average, older 
proportion of the population. The fall in the price of oil alone would 
have caused a significant deterioration in the country's financial 
situation. At the same time a decline in the prices of agricultural 
expo:r has occurred which directly reduced the margin the v:r:e.: 
was ootaining through transfers, to the point where losses ae now being
lade. The result his been a severe reduction in liquidity. B ..'s have 
not been paid for construction and other work done by the private sector 
for the gove:rnment, causing serious cuts in various operations in tne 
country and leading to a further contraction in the economy. The
 
government has moved towards cutting its oudget deficit, introducing
 
measures to lower expenditures and subsidies, reduce hiring, and
 
increase taxes (though not those on agricultural exports). These are
 
s:r,.f a,: toards'actior.s'riicr. iridica:e a sr.nt: not or.. .:.:. r 
Durden of government obligations but also an interest in creating an 
Pconomic environment more conducive to, private enterprise and 
ifticiency. 
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The cbanges made so far are. only a beginning. It is difficult to achieve 
much more reduction in the budget deficit through expenditure cuts 
alone. The GRC has placed more emphasis on the investment budget to 

expenditures oeing accounted for oy salaries, and the scope to: 
lovertnq

spending further is almost nil without making eztremely painful

reductions in employment. &s government has been such an important

employer of people with education, this poses a serious problem.
 

A temporary allevia:ion of the liquidity problem appears to De or. its way

in the form of a struct ral adjustment loin from the World 3anK. 7h'-s
 
will give the goverrmen: tize to begin max.ng changes in the struc.;re
 
and functioning of paras-at:a enterprises and the economy as 
a wh:cle,

accelerating the development of the private sector so 
that it will offer
 
more opportunities for employment, income, and also sources of government
 
revenue. 
 To pursue these ends in the agriculture and livestock
 
suD-sectors, it is the purpose of the CAP? project to assist tne GR.C 
in
 
establishing the capacity for identifying and evaluating specific options
 
for actions to be taken.
 

For example, the government has directly involved it3elf in the pricing

of export crops and bas subsidized certain inputs. Analysis will assess
 
the impact of pricing margins on quantities and qualities of crops

produced, the implications for goverament revenue and whether or not
 
:changes.might.be introduced which wold..o further towards achieving all
 
the .bbove ends. - t would also evaluate the effects of-the current 
reduction in the fertilizer subsidy on the kinds of crops produced,

productivity and farmers met incomes. 
In both cases the proper roles of
 
the government and the private sector would be assessed, so as to gauge

the extent to which the latter can take over the functions of the former
 
tb the benefit of net public sector revenue and market efficiency.
 

As a further exaple, producers and marketers sometimes experience

difficulty because of the lack of competitiveness of their produce in
 
export markets or vis-a-vis imports. Given the country's membership in
 
the Central African Finance zone, a change in the valuation of its
 
currency to increase commetitiveness is not currently feasible. Other
 
means to the same erd, s:c. as tariffs, taxes and subsidies, ne-rt
 
tne:efore to De a.ssessed, Keeping in mznd not only the oenefits tne"

Dr~ng to farme:s z.t a-s: .-..n t.e case of import sabsti;t: n' :ne::
 
effects on cons;mers, As a final example, there are questions a z': :e 
non-price factors in tne promotion of agricultural or liveStOCK 
development. The effectiveness of the extension service, the ade;uacy of 
feeder roads, the g:ading of commodities, the availability of s .itazle 
plant varieties, are all areas in which government is involved and where 
analysis of pro. lems and opportunities car. lead to better attainrent: of 
tnt gove:azen.'s s;:a:.,ns for r;rai areas. 

Information on matters such as 
these can greatly assist governrent

policy-makers to maxe better informed decisions concerning tne investment 

BestAvi~ £~oum ~ /
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of the resourcel they have at their disposal, and the enlistment of the 
private sector 
in the effort to promote development and employment. As
 
has been indicated, economic circumstances have, until the economic crisis
 

Cameroon economies today requires greater precision and care in 
management. The for information the relative merits theneed on of 
alternatives is now more pressing, and the purpose of the CAPP project is
 
to assist the governnent in acquiring it.
 

B. Pro ress .n4der tne Aocicul.ire Management and Plannin_ (AMP) Proect
 

The AMP project has made a large contribution to those concerned vitr
 
studying options for agricultural development in Cameroon througn the data 
it baa collected and made available. The Agricultural Census of 1984 
alone has been of major importance because it has provided a conten..:ary
picture of on-farm popula:ion, cropping patterns, yield, holding size, 
and 
livestock ownership which would not otherwise have existed. 
The census
 
data were first accessible in 1986.
 

Since then there have been annual surveys using virtually the sare
 
questionnaire, minus the inquiries concerning livestock. 
 This omission
 
was made, not because of a lack of technical or logistical capability, but
because the project. s situated in the Miaistry of Agricult.re while 
livestock-is the -responsibility of a separate ministry 

The data collzcted in the years subsequent to the census have been slow to
 
be publisheO. Project evaluations have looked into the reasons for this,
and the Technical Analysis Summary and Annex of this paper have something 
to say about what should be done to get quicker output from this type of

pr'oject. However, there is every 
reason to believe that by the middle of 
next year (1989) statistical data will be available timefor series 
analysis using the first year's 1984 census data and annual survey data 
1985 through 1987.
 

Past GRC cash contribution to the data collection efforts been morehas 

than adequate to 
support a valid area frme and resultant statistics. 
Aass.ming :t.at 20C mi.'ion ?Aor $650,COO CFA) ne(S..0 3C05 :-- avera:e
annual cnoant to support data collection, MKAGRI has oudgeted, or. te 
average, from 1963-19V7 approximately 450 m'ion CFA. 
 "be h'n c::: ir.
 
those early years illustrate costs in estalrlish'ng the fracre and ca:.--a 
investments to create survey units. 
 In 1967, the budget was cut me:e tra.-. 
50% due to the economic crisis and to more of a realization that an annual
 
survey ,.an be conducted for much less. 
 Tne KIMAGRI bodget levels :e:ently
released in mid-July 1988 show another drastic cut to the statistical
 
division. Por the 1988/89 fiscal year (June to July) 
the opera:.n: :-.:et 
for data coliection is or,." 30 Due to Z: sS.smiion FFA. toe eccn: .. 

and the importance USAID, the GRC and other donors have on a so.d,
 
accurate set of national statistics, USAID has made a decision to s.port 
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the statistical efforts of the government in completing the 1988 tLrough1992 survey schedules. The GRC has agreed# during design of this project
to incorporate into the Project Agreement to increase its contribution 

In addition to setting up 
an extensive collection and processing system,
the AMP project has trained 
R9tLtq~ , - These individuals areanxious to embark on i more exciting and sophisticated learning andproduction curve. The project has also trained over 40 personn~l in
statistics and data processing in short term courses in the U.S. The
project nas and continjes to train enumerators and provincial statistz-a'supervisors in statistics, questionnaire development, quality con-:rol,
area frame sampling a.-,d all otner necessary components wnicr, lead to
accuracy and validity of the probability sampling of the statistical
 
population.
 

Tne project has also produced some analytical studies, the numoerespecially of those produced in-house, has been lover than had Deen
hoped. One reason is simply that most of the TA 
 resources funded under
the project were devoted to data collection and processing. It is
apparent that there has not been great demand for policy analysis,particularly from the G1RC. A major part of th3 explanation for this vasgiven in the previous sub-section on the project's economic rationale,

nmely, that the pressure of econonic circunstances vas not sufficiently
peyeke _until the _crisise arrived .to. force the governhe. ,to tackle thedtgiditieswaid inefficiencies in the'uconomy. 
A summary of the CAPP
project's strategy for placing greater emphasi3 on policy studies is given
in section III.C.
 

In conclusion, tbe CAPP project has eight years of experience under the
AMP project Lo build on,.in addition to 
a system for collecting and
processing data, A body of data already available, and a larger number oftrained personnel. Necessarily the CAPP project vill benefit from all of 
this.
 

Best Aval1labDle,
 



C. Conformance to MUssion Strategy and Progr-m 

1. Relitionshio to OSAID's -':rcinq Strateav
 

economic and progrmatic transition. As is discussed in the previoLs
section, the Cmeroon economy is in decline due to a combination of
factors primary mong vich are V es-wr1 loarketices for mayor 

capiacty tb compete In international markets and have reduced tr.e
efficiency of domestic goods production and marketing. Overcominc
these proolems will rev:: -e ma~or policy/institutional or struct;,r:adjustments designed to expand the role of the private sector and to
reduce the puzlic sectcr zurden.
 

In response ko the economic downturn, the Mission is reassessing its 
strategy to better respond to Caneroon's priority needs for econcr.: recovery. While the reassessment viii result in some changes in
strategic emphasis, the Mission progzan will continue to focus on tne
agriculture sector. 
with agriculture accounting for approximately 35
 
of GDP and employing approximately 78% of the work force, 
and witn the

oil, meStCLt'o~ ffact -~RL--4-WV- agriculturewill be the primary source-o lconosi€ and employment growth for the
 
foreseeable future.
 

ThWs5i;-nsupportinmg conosic ecovery and the acbievement ofsustainable economic and employment growth, the new stiategy viiiplace greater emphasis on agriculture policy and institutional reform

aimed at expinding the rt:a of the private sector and reducing the
 
public sector burden.
 

Because of the complex and politically sensitive nature of this reform
 
process, it is essential that decision makers be better informed oy
timely, reliable and objective data and analysis for policy selection,

planning, implmentation and *valuation. 
the CAPP project will
provide needed data and analysis for agriculture sector structural 
adjustment. It vill also provide basic information required forfuture Mission program and project identification, design,
implementation and eva;.;ation. 
 As such, it will be the cent- ;ie:e cf 
the Mission's stratec. 

...s inc:eased emphasis cv t.e Mission on strictural reform is
consistent vith a siailar change in emphasis by the Agency. We aso
 
note that concern is growing on the Hill and within the Agency

regarding tbs impact of the reform process on the poor. 
 We share tnat
 concern. The CAPP project would provide, through an agreement with

Cornell nIversltv's :ncorme/Policy Reforr pcject,. 
 :!-: 
reliaole data on tne ixact of policy reform. Thus, the CAPP project
should also provide the Agency with an important source of infornat.or
 
or, reform impact.
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D. Linkigi with Other"Mission Projects
 

Cornell University has, over the past eight years, developed
 

policies. The Ministry of Plan cas recently asked for A:D support to 
analyze the consumer expenditure data compiled in 83-84. In response 
to this USAID has set aside $250,000 to effect a *buy in' to the 
existing Cooperative Agreement between AID and Cornell. Cornell's
 
purpose statement for the Project is:
 

(a) To provide quantitative estimates of the effects of specific
 
policies in selected countries on poverty indicators;
 

(b) To develop improved methodologies and enhance current capacity in 
the analysis of the consequences of economic adjustment policies 
on incomes, consumption and the nutritional status of the poo: 
including exurination, where possible, of differential impact 
dependent on gender; and 

(c) To improve understanding of the relevant processess that bring
 
about changes in living standards that result from structural
 
adjustments and to enable policymakers to better predict the 
consequences of econoaic reforms.
 

-Cornell Ailialso be.Integrating the consumer expe iture data with 
-.the Agricultural Survey data to analyze price trends-in consunption
and production of stable foods and analyze policy Issues from the 
perspective of consumption factors. Cornell's efforts will be
 
integrated into the overall plan of work for the project so 
as not to
 
duplicate efforts.
 

The comprehensive nature of the information that will be developed and
 
published under the CAPP project (based on the ag census and the 
follow-up annual sueveys) provides basic sector performance data which 
is useful in all Mission projects. The linkages are greatest between 
the CAPP project and the Agriculture Education project (AEP). Each 
will benefit significantly from the other, particularly in the 
research and studies of agricultural economic factors. 

The AEF is assisting the GRC in the establishinent of a aric.t.re
 
university at Dscnang patterned after the U.S. land-grand col.ece
 
concept, which emphasizes practical education integrated vith :esea::h. 
and outreach. Tne CAPP data collection and policy analyses/planning 
activities will produce important information about agriculture se::rc 
constraints that the University can address (1) through its education
 
component by shifting its curriculum to meet specific high-level skill
 
neez-s iden:i.!et; ,!, t.:o.;g:. :.zs researct component cy s.i..
 
research emphasis to address apecific policy, institutional,
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technical, ecoOmOic and cultural constraits identified and (3) throughits outreach components by changing emphaJfes, approaches, and activitiesunder the components which address meet crop- and location-specific needs 

The potential AEP contrioutions to the CAPP project oDjectives axe 
also
significant. 
 Under phase II of the AEP, the faculty of the Agriculture
Economics Department will be upgraded to contribute to Cameroon's
 
long-term policy analysis and planning needs and to conduct agriculture
policy-related research that can be of important use 
in data and policy
analysis. The participatin; ministries will be able to hire
 
Dschang-trained statisticians and economists who will have carried out
agriculture sictor 
research and analysis and to engage existing University
faculty in the policy analysis and planning activities they carry out.
 

The National Cereals Research and Extension project (NCRE) and the Roots
and Tubers research project (ROTREP) can also benefit from the CAPP data

collection/processing and policy analysis activities that identify the
marketing, pricing, credit and other constraints that 
 ight limit adoption
of improved agriculture technology and therefore could provide importantguidance for research and extension activities. It might also identify
research gaps. Such information will be important in setting researcn 
priorities and plans. 

At the same time, the CAPP project will utilize the research results of.these."to project.inAnterpretiag some of the production, market.q

:Income data produced by the data collection system 

and
 
as well as in "-'" conducting special studies developing future scenarios based upon improved

technical factors.
 

The Fertilizer Sub-sector Reform Project (FSSRP) will benefit greatly froir
thb CAPP project monitoring activities. 
 The data on fertilizer use can be
used directly in predicting demand and tracing future benefits. 
 The
clients of the data set includes the banking system, importers,
wholesalers, retailers, USAID and GRC organizations involved. The studies

and analysis vill include production and productivity by crop and cropprices and b'aefit/cost to various-sized farmers. Having toaccess
reliable and timely data on these indicators viii enable the GRC and OSA:D
 managers of the FSSPP to make timely adjustments to the FSSRP program.
 

The CAPP project will also benefit from this monitoring activity Dy
improving its understanding of both the reform process and the nat re of 
tne agriculture input marketing system. 
The latter is particularly

important because the GRC has declared its intention to liberalize the
 
marketing of other agriculture inputs.
 

The Credit Union Develooment Project (CUDP) will also benefit frcm a.d
provide oeneiits to tne CAP pro3ect. 
 In the current iiquidity cra:isfacing the Cawroonian banking system, there have been numerous
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difficulties experienced in providing small farmer credit. 
While relative
 
success ba been experienced under tbe informal T,ntine- system and formal 
Credit Union system, t ere is considerable GRC and donor interest in . . .. . - - ...- . - -- . - . . : - -' . . . •, 

under the CAPP pro)ect. in conducting this analysis, the CAPP pro~ect

vill benefit significantly in terms of improved understanding of the 
subject from the experience recorded under the Credit Union Development

Project. Perhaps most important, CUDP stands to profit greatly from

policy reforms that might result from the analysis conducted under the 
CAP project.
 

Finally, Mission health p:o:ects stand to gain from the information 
provided tnrough the CAPP's comprenensive data system, which will provide
important indicators of nutrition and health status. 
 Such information as
 
size faily holdings, crops produced by type/quality, and livestock

ownership, as examples, all contribute to an 
improved definition of health
 
status and general well oeing.
 

In sum, the comprehensive analytical focus of the CAPP project will enanl
to enhance the quality of nearly all the projects in the Mission
 
portfolio. At the same tim. , the data provided and lessons learned under
 
on-going projects will provide grist for the CAPP project's analytical

mill. Finally, the policy studies conducted will provide OSAID with
 
important information needed to develop strategies and progrms for
 
supporting Cameroon's economic recovery. 
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B. Conformity with Gi Stratla. 

The GRC's develipment strategy as presented in the Sixth Five-Year Plan'
 

crisis becane apparent in late 1986 and 1987, the GRC acted resolutely to
 
both understand and address it.
 

The basic GRC strategy that has emerged includes a number of components.
The first is assertive leadership and control of the recovery process
rather than reliance on a strategy suggested by the IMP/IBRD. To this
 
end, the GRC has taken the initiative on 
several fronts, including hiri,o

a consortium of international consultants to and
ascertain the nature 

severity of the financial crisis and to help the government to prepare a

medium-term progrm financial economicfor and rehabilitation. in
 
addition, the GRC has 
2cted to bring state revenues and expenditures into
 
better balance. It has eliminated more 
than 16,000 false positions,

imposed 
i hiring freeze, and reduced fringe benefits for public sector

workers (the size of the government motor pool, housing subsidies,
 
telephone use). To further reduce expenditures, the GRC has reduced input.
 
subsidies for fertilizers and insecticides.
 

In addition, the GRC has taken steps to improve tax 
and customs
 
collection. It has also imposed higher taxes luxury items andon on 
certain high-volume consumption items such as gasoline and Thebeverages.
SRC.ha.also established -a nev-Secreteariate for Scononic Stabilization in 
the Office of.tbe.Presdency-And a Public Enterprise Rehabilitation
 
Commission that reports to an Interalnisterial Cozmittee chaired by 
 a 
representative of the Office of the Presidency.
 

After having these other totaken and steps understand and deal vith its
economic; and financial crises, the GRC entered into negotiations with the 
IMF for a stand-by loan and with the IBRD for 
a Structural Adjustment

Program loan. Indications are that hoth organizations have been highly
impressed with the GRC's preparedness for these negotiations. The

negotiations appear to be going very well and are scheduled for completion 
in November-Decenber 1988. 

While the GP.C actions to deflate the economy to date are inporta.nt, t.hey 
may also be the least difficult. 
The GRC has declared its intention to
 
implement a broader, 
nore complex and more difficult structural ad~tcsazent
 
prograr aimed at increasing reliance on market forces and the private

sector. Steps in this direction will 
likely include privatizing
 
parastatals, implementing public sector administrative reforms, further
 
liberalizing and privatizing agriculture input markets, increasing
 
producer incentives, mobilizing rural savings and credit, and reducing
 
governmen~t control over cooperatives.
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The GRC recognizes tha these structural reforms are couplez, politically
sensitive, and difficult to implement. These problems result because of
 
uncertainty regarding 
the direct and indirect distributional impacts on 

. ari : -o ... crouve, bea'.,se ... fores-ea'. .-. : --the 

laDorers involve political risk, and because implementation
 
responsibilities are often dispersed across 
several ministries that are
 
difficult to coordinate.
 

The GRC recognizes that structural adjustment needs to be implemented as 
an iterative 
long-term process during which accompanying problems need t:
be systematically identified. 
This approach allows corrective actiorns ::
 
be taken before serious harm has been done. Implementing structt;:al
ad~ustmen: in thi3 fashion requires that analystr and dec:sion m&Kers -v':e 
available timely and reliable information and analysis for tne 
identification of policy options and their consequences, for the design of 
programs and projects for implementing policy choices, for the monitoring
of performance in policy implementation and for the evaluation of impact 
of policy changes on various economic groups. 

The CA.PP project is designed to provide this information. The CAPP
 
project is, therefore, in conformity with the GRC's structural a d)ustment
 
strategy.
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?., : Other Donor Linkages 

Among the m-any donor projects in agriculture, five are of arteu=,a:
 

:eeee nten trie coot ination am.)ng Gono: pro~ects orie.44' oisc..SjeZ. 

The first two projects are engaged in an activity parallel to that ofCAPP project in that they also have policy analysis as 
the 

their purpose. The
Food and Nutrition Policy project, located in MINPAT and funded with PAo
assistance, is 3ust finishing its first phase and is about to embark on asecond. Tecnnical assistance comprises one long-term TA person, who hasbeen here during the first phase and will stay on, plus tne provision of
short-term TA and training of Caneroonian personnel. 
 The FAO pro.ect is
concerned with identifying groups.and regions at 
risk and w-tn formulatinc

policies to 
alleviate the difficulties identified.
 

The CAPP pro~ect will monitor progrefss made under the Food and N=:tr:ic.Policy project and also, if modifications are made to the survey
instrument 
in the area of food consumption or the collection of data onvegetable growing, for example, the expertise here will be consulted.Coordination should present no problem, since the project's work is
carried on in the Sub-Department of Rural Development, Communications andServices, which is in the same Direction in the Ninistry of Plan.
 

-Agjecond project with, directpolicy Implications is an Interagency Iission.for .the-Planningj Reyle-of theForestr Sector, also from FAO, but, as-themane describes, with the participation of otherc. It comprises aseries of missions to carry out an exhaustive analysis of the forestrysector, to assess potential constraints, and recommend on strategies for
development. 
The project will end in December, 1988 with a conference at
which the results of the Missions will be presented and discussed. 

A third FAO project, while not directly concerned with carrying out policystudies, has helped the GRC improve access to information relevant to suchanalysis. This is the MINAGRIz documentation center, which PAO has helpedto fund together with USAID, under the AMP project. The center has been
very useful for assembling 
 the large mount of literature created byprojects in agriculture. A bibliography has been published, and neweditions are expec:ed in tne future. 
 S50,000 in the CAPP prone:: D..e:

is set aside for supporting future centers 
activities, notarly cor-';:e:
 
and mxcroficne equipment.
 

Fourth, there is 
a set of projects in the livestock subsector wticr., 
like
USAID's fertilizer project described in the previous section, have
implications for the future direction of development initiatives. 
The
largest of these by Zar is the Third Livostock Project (Plan Viande),funded D% tPe World TheBank. ear:er phases -.f the F' a. v:-.E .:certain ends 
 suco as the establishment of ranches whicn engage farmers in range management techniques, and the building of two sla;gh:erho~ses.

Other prc.e:ts have also aimed at 
creating ltvestock-blased ind.;stries,
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such as the tvo hatcheries f6r day-old chicks funded vith ADD assistance 
at Yaounde and Douala. 
The degree of their success will also have 

however, tne IBRD representatives apparently do plan to procure ana
install microcomputers and 
 ancillary equipment in HINEPIA DEP'sstatistical and economic units. IBRD will also support these units withconsultancies when needed. 
 To complement their assistance, the CAPP
project will be coordinating very closely with their year-to-year

objectives in the livestock sector.
 

Fifth, are tne 
activities of tne World Bank in connection witn its
structural adjustment loan. 
 Details concerning this loan and
adjustments to be'made are not 
the 

yet available because the World BanK isstill engaged in complex dialogue with the GRC and identifying the needsfor finance 
and the reforms it wishes to elicit. 
 The general aim of :nereforms is to maxe the sector more responsive to fluctuations in economiccircumstances. 
 Attention is focused particularly on the pricing of exportcrops and import substitutes, the mu=rketing of export crops, theefficiency of parastatals, improvement in the food security situatior.,
the management of forestry and other natural 
and
 

resources. Possibilities
 
under consideration for support are unifying the extension service,
improving coffee production and marketing, strengthening the cotton
.sub-sector and oil and rubber plantations, fostering the trmsformation ofagricultural and livestock products,.upporting private sector developmenti .ood marketing and the development of credit facilities in ruralareas. These activities are particularly important, not becauseonly vastamounts of funds are involved, but also because the aim is to chance thetpt l t'o '-Ir • The CAP?
project can provide information to assist in designing policy
i plementation programs and projects and 
 in monitoring implementation
performance and tne impact on the agriculture economy. 

Coordination among donorprojects: Coordination among donor projects can
be approached in two ways, through management and the second is trro.-gr.
compatible analysis. 
At the management level, there are offices in thethree participating ministries that chargedare with maintaining
information or. projects, donor and GRC funded. 
 :n MINPAT tris de.:a.,-er,.

is called the Direction des projets et progranmes. MINAGRT: nas a.n :i.':Z,
Division de Gestior. des P:cjets, DEP which, Worldin with Ba-, a--s.t-ice,has developed a system fcr monitoring projects and is working on ti 
 .up a capacility for evaluation. It also has an office for project
preparation in the Division des Etudes. 
 ItNEPIA has an 
office responsible
for project preparation and monitoring, la Sous-Direction des Etudes et
des Projets. The official in charge bas information about projects thatis roughly equivalent to that kept by MINAGR:, thoich doesit not rave t e sane capdz iity for foliow up and evaduat.on. beoever, unce: ::.e ;:..::Plan Viande the World Bank may provide technical assistance in this areasimilar to that being given to MNAGRI. 
Although these offices 
are
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I Is 

presently unable to provide some basic f acts about donor projects, they
have potential to nore effectively coordinate donor dctivities. Where the
 
CAPP project will make a difference is in the matter of analysis. 
 That
 

di~~~~ ~ '. 6::; . etn 

plan.
 

Producing an analytical framework within which donor projects can be 
placed and their consequences for livestock or 
agriculture effectively

gauged will be =.nimportant aspect of the work conducted by the project.
 
Constructing an 
analytical framework of each sub-sector, wnat its
 
components are, the major constraints facing it and the significant

opportunities lying untapped will oe 
part of the general process of

sub-sector analysis and planning. 
The information will oe valuazle for
 
ensuring that donor projects are most effectively placed, just as it will

be for evalualing the allocation of other resources. 
Such a sub-sector

framework will be produced very rapidly or in elaborate form. Ratner, it
will emerge in more and more detail over time. 
As this framework, the
 
contribution projects can make, 
 and the interactions among them, vill

become claarer, and the information so produced can be a useful inp.t to 
the GRC planners.
 

Further means of working towards donor coordination, in both management
and analysis, will be the establishment of aml:V-._ocy. reviews/ 

.. Mstries with which the CAPP
-%."a pae 'sadata gatheriag, analytical
-and planning work. - Donors,- all other interested inistrie', and private 
sector individuals will be invited to this conference. 
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IIM FROJBC DISCRZP2O 

A. 	 Go al 
-._:.. .:.:. .- .. .: .. : ....- ::, :........:,~... . . . ....-- .. : . :.. 

economy better 

ompetition. 

able to meet domestic needs and internatzonal
 

Cameroon ia facing an economic crisis vhose proximate cause is achange in external market conditions and inappropriate policies trnat
have exaceroated the impact of those market conditions. 
 In order :o
 overcome the problems of the severe deterioration in the governmet.:'s

revenues, the threat to the competitiveness of exports and impor:
substitutes, the need to increase employment opportunities for at.increasingly educated population and 	 the requirement for higher foodproduction to meet food needs of a groving and rapidly urbanizing
population, the government 	 will be making adjustments in thestructure and functioning of the economy. 
The CAPP pro3ect will
 
support the GRC in these endeavors.
 

B. 	Purpose
 
The project's purpose is to strengthen and institutionalize the

capacity of the toGRC conduct 	 economic and agricultural policydevelopment and planning. CAPP vill asist the Ministries of Plan,
Agriculture nd Livestock vith systematic data gathering and 	policy_-Aalyso.aimed 	 At.ldentifying .oppartuities and entr*&ints in rural-sector development -and -evaluating policy options to-address then. 

At the end of the project the status should be the following:
 

1. Regular procedures are in use for identifying, designing, and 
carrying out or supervising needed policy analyses. 

2o Private sector policy options for pursuing development goals 
are
presented to and considered by decision-makers. The options taxe 
into account information sought from private sector interestsconcerning the conditions under vhicb they can best contribute to 
development objectives. 

3% Data collection procedures, tabulations and 	 analysis has zee. 
routinized in MNAGRI and MKNEPIA.
 

4. GRC decision makers provide guidance for and are informed y,
policy analyses and annual reports. 

S. Interministerial coordination takes place in policy aalytsisand 
management of survey systems. 
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S. Providing AID support to data collection activities throughout the LOP
to assure the validity of data collected during this period and 
to
llow time to redesign the area sapling frme to bring it witnan GRC

financing caOcity. 

- :"91:. .-... :* - ..-::..: 

-. :ney crea:e a oetterimproved performance by policy analysts and planners.set of incentives for
 

To address the lack of coordination in policy formulation and in contrastwith the AMP project, the proposed project will formally include two otherkey lin:stries in the process. 
 The MINEPIA will be included because the
rural sector comprijes an important livestock 
suz-sector as well as
sedentary farming, whicn is what the term agriculture has come to mean in
Cameroon. 
The two suo-sectors 
are interlinKed components, and if r ra;
development is to improve, policy analysis and planning must reflect the
need4 of both. 

The Ministry of Plan w-1" be inc..ded because of its key role in
coordinating the GRC' policy analysis and planr.ing process. In additior,its inc_.sion increases the likelihood that the information produce-- -der
the CAPP pro3ect will have some impbct on policy a-.n planning; this :ne
ministry expressly charged with weighing compe-ting &:ernatives ari.;
arbitrating netwl 
 licting claims for the same resources. put her,
by inch '- '.cess o' 'raving up the plan could itself -emuch in; 
 *coker -)re effective instrwwnt for resource
allocati 

Coordin' ther facil:. rough the formationintermir of joint-a to conduct pa ar policy studies. In adition,represer 
 ither ministries t. 
 -ve significant decision-taking
responrs. 
 :-..a:ive to a particula; -icy being analyzed will'beirwited :..articipate in 
a formal review of the analysis.
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C. Prolect Strategy
 

To achieve the dual objectives of institutionalizing the GRC's capacity to ..- .- -. . .-- : -:- . .-. : : -...

oojectives, past constraints to the full achievement of the AMP project
 
must be overcome. Three problems stand out. These include (1) the log
d4lsy*yen tb* peocessil -And .epo-iti..9qthe data collected under the area saplingire; (2)the lack of-policy analysis and planning around
major policy issues; and (3) the limited frequency of meeting mong theministries most responsible for agriculture sector policy analysis,
planning and implementatiop. Another problem of more recent vintageinvolves the declining MINAGRI budgets and its implications for data

collection/processing and policy analyses.
 

Although technical and institutional problems can be cited for the lessthan complete achievement of AMP objectives, the most recent obstacle has
 
oeen the lacK of priority of participating organizations to processing and

publishing collected data and to planning, financing and conducting
economic studies. 
A major reason for this lack o! priority has been the

dearth of high-level demand for information from the data collection 
system and for analysis from the economic studies Division in MNAGP.I. 

The recent economic decline is expected to help alleviate the demandproblem. As the bureaucracy has recognized the seriousness of the
 
..decltine, analysts-and-decision makers have increased their demand for-sector -information to-guide -them in developing strategies and programs for 
stimulating economic growth in the agriculture sector. 
 This information

need was significantly heightened by the recent opening of negotiations
with the IBRD and the ADB regarding a Structural Adjustment Program (SAP);
both Cameroonian and IBRD team members complained openly about, the lack of
intormation. As the negotiations on the general objectives and targets ofthe SAP proceed and the detailed program design phase begins, the demand
for information is expected to grow.
 

A two-fold strategy will be followed to provide further assurances ttat
project resources are more efficiently uped in the data collection and
policy analysis and planning processes. First, heavy emphasis will be
placed on responding rapilly and substantively to the current he.gcrtened
demand. In tnis context, iigh priority has been given to the early
completion of :.ne collection, processing and punlishing of ar.n,.'&" sL:veydata through 1988. This will be accomplished by the AMP project. :n

addition, relying heavily on the analytical skills developed unde: A"P,

immediate priority emphasis will be given to providing financing and

technical assistance to address problem-specific study needs identified 
during the SAP negotiations.
 

Second, the proje:t strategy calis for a nuz.Der of conceitual and
programmatic changes aimed at raising the priority placed on data
processing and reporting and on policy analysis, planning and monitoring.

Major among these are the following:
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I, 	 Raising the level of general oversight from the directorate level tothe ministerial level. The directorate level is less concerned with 
policy formulation than with program and project design and 

----- .. ... ... .. . ,. 

making decisions on the objectives, content and targets of the ., 
Tbus, tbe establishment of an Interuinisterial Comittee initially

involving MINPAT, MINAGRI and MINEPIA will provide the ministers with
 
structure through which they can more effectively focus project data
 
collection and policy analysis resources on 
priority problems before
 
them and periodically adjust that focus to address changing analytical
needs. 
Should the need arise the numoer of ministries formally
included on the committee may be expanded to include, for exxrple, t.e 
Ministry of Commerce, Finance and Women's Affairs. 

2. 	 Focusing d,.ectly on the analytical requirements of the structural 
adjustment prograt which will be a major priority of the GRC. A major
element of this strategy calls for setting aside $300,000 to finance 
policy analysis, planning and monitoring studies, with first priority. 
given to SAP needs. 

3. 
Sponsoring high-level and b:oad-spectrum periodic policy

reviews/seminars to heighten knowledge of* interest demandin, and for 
the outputs of the CAPP project. 

These will include: 

a) Annual Policy Reviews/Conferences to be attended by high level 
officials in the three project ministries and invited officials

from other concerned ministries, universities and private sector.
 
Participants at these meetings will critically review the 
completeu policy analysis and project direction.
 

b) 	 Workshops to review completed sets of policy analyses conducted
during the project dealing with particular sector problems or 
issues. These would include agriculture inputs, rural credit
 
cooperatives, ezprt crop prices, etc. 
 Invitees would include

public and private sector organizations and individuals with
direct responsibilities for oand/or stake in tne pc':ces at 
iss;ue. 

Allocating the majority of 
long and sho:t-term technical &ss:stan:e
 
provided under the pFoject to policy analysis and planning activities

and giving increased attention to preparing detailedmore workplans 
and holding periodic reviews by the project term will create 
additional performance incentive.
 

Best Available Document
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Do 'Proiect output$ 

O.ItDut A. 	Well trained Carneroonian technicians with both a theoretical
 

Data gathering, data processing and oubpaquent analytical studies will De
 
carried out by ministry and TA persohn.l workiznq in collaboration. The
 
aim will be not only to do the woik but provide the Cameroonian
 
professionals with practical experience in their fields.
 

Concerning formal instruction, approximately twenty Cameroonians will nave 
returned from the U.S. with M.S. degrees oefore the end of the pro~ect. 
These individuals will have bad formal U.S. academic training, done. 
applied research in Cameroon or with data from Cameroon and had practical 
expe.ieice both in the U.S. and in Cameroon working on project related 
activities. These individuals, together with those who have returned 
under the AMP project, will constitute the core of the staff which will
 
carry on the activities of the project after it is completed. During the
 
design process, there has been some uncertainty on the exact number of
 
long-term participants to be trained under this project. However, during,
 
the first months of implementation a thorough training plan will be
 
prepared to ensure appropriate staff is trained and reductions in staff
 
(due to the participants being absent) do not cause serious counterpart
 
interactions-with the ?A team in coapleting work objectives.
 

In support of this core group about 150 Cameroonians w-ll have gone 
through one or more workshops held in Cameroon by the pro.)ect and be 
capale of carrying on distinct technical functions related to the project. 

An additional 20 Cameroonian technicians will have received short tern
 
training primarily in economic, statistics and computer related fields in 
the U.S. and applying these Akills to their regular fuuctions.
 

*Refer to the illustrative training plan for the timing of activities and
 
the phasing of the degree progras, Annex B.
 

Output B. 	 An integrated, functioning darta bank vhich will serve the
 
planninc and analyticai neeJs of t.e th:ee .in:stres .4:e:tv'
 
involved in the proect.
 

There will be a continuation and enlargement of the existing
 
computer-Dased system for the storage and retrieval of agricultural
 
statistical data, statistical data frcm other sources, and other
 
information helpful to planners and analysts. The data bank will be
 
supported by a computer in each of the three sinistries involved and be 
updated eitler througn telecommuniation "inKs or t r.u.h m;a! -roced-res 
to keep the common data cases updated to the same level. Tne fac: trna. 
the database will be common to the three ministries will ensure that the 
same figures on production, livestock figures, etc. are availazle to all 
who are likely to use then. At the same time., the ministries will have 
:.e:: can !atazases A te. :c. use t: m- . 

Best Avalal''" VO~ COMAM"I0 ?"t
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Output C. A system for collecting, processing and disseminating key data and
publications on the rural sector in a timely Cashion for use at
the national and provincial levels.
 

S.1Zn.- Z a: e..........

documentatian, and training. 
 In addition to tne computer hardware already inplace, computers will be added in Livestock and Plan. Computer softwarecurrently being used in Agriculture/Statistics will be completed, or 
possibily
replaced entirely, to provide reliable and user-friendly quostionnaire

management, data entry, editing, and tabulation progr ms. Procedures willestaolisned for the flow of data from the field to the 

be 
computer systez and oftabulated results from the com:uter system to analysts inplanners and 


national and provincial offices. Documen:at-on (manuals) on tne compter

systems vil oe prQduced for technicians, data entry operators, and users. 

The questionnaire data will be maintained in database a ofa as part the databank as vill the summarized tabulations of the data. The sumrarized data will
be dissesinat,,d to analysts and to provincial offices in preliminary forr
 
until final, accepted result- --? published.
 

Training will occur at :omputer scientists (informaticiens)
will oe trained in the tff for the continuation of tne dataprocessing when technica. longer being provided. Technicianswill be trained in-country L. 
 -era and use standard software
packages such as spreadsheets, 6 _stems, -... databases, word.processors, and thetke.-a-vll..... ' data processing software.

Data entry operators will be trained  of the project data prt.cesingsoftware. I'ovincial level personnel w.. rained in the use of da try
and tabulat: n software. Every analyst an. nomist who needs and v. 
process dati will be trained 
to use computera.
 

By the end c: the 
 oject a staole systez of data collection, entry,processing, md emination will be in p'ace. 
Routine procedures will
support the ann urvey of agriculture and livestock and produce timely
reports for ist :ovincial and national cffices for 
eccn.nic analysis and
planning. :he z ie operations will be supported by a trained staff
statistic~ias, c. operators, economists 
of
 

:er and capable of handling not onlythe rou:irm, annu data but special requests for reports fro: ministers or
professional economists in the ministries.
 

Outot . . series of Iclicv s-jdes assocatz with structura. r-:user.t
 
a--:. ra)cr :ncerns of o i..in dec:s:. ris intne 

ac~r:u:tura. a Lyestock sector:. 

Working toward completion of these studies will te the major activity of the
long term TA oersonnel who are planners and economists and theircounterpart: 
 Their eff-:.:s wl be s.p:eme.te! .y cons;*t!7t :Cameroon fo; t:,rt term peri.os to carry out specific studies, especially

during the f year or two. An early aim of the studies is to deal withtopics whic: of immediate practical importance so that decision-raers are 

A$
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provided with information of which they can imediately see the use. Bringing
out consultants early on In vne iay accelerating the studies output lintbe 
initial years of the project. 

principle that the studies undertaxen should not necessarily cover every

aspect of the problem or all its variations over the whole country. It will
 
often be better to treat 
a topic in a series of shorter papers than in 
one
 
large, comprehensive effort that takes 
a long time to accomplish.
 

In 
addition to carrying out the studies in-house including the use of U.S.

short-term consultants, there is the possibility of strengthening the system

which already exists for contracting studies out. 
 This would allow the
 
government to take advantage of expertise available in Cameroon but not 
in the
 
ministries. In cultivating local consultants, there is need for the DEP's to
 
go beyond writing terms of reference, as they nov do, to reviewing both work

in progress and completed work, so that the studies and reports are 
relevant
 
to the strategic framework of the government.
 

The crucial aim of the studies, as they accumulate, is to build up 
a
comprehensive picture of the agricultural and livestock sub-sectors in
 
Cameroon, showing, for example, in which crops productivity is growing and
where it is lagging, where markets are adequate and where they are lacking,
and how different agricultural activities interact with other sectors of the
 economy. 
This kind of information will be invaluable when consideration is 
given-to where in agriculture -sector-one can find the highestreturns to 
-investment or the greatest impact on farmer Income. 

- The impact of privatizing fertilizer supply and removing subsidy on

fertilizer availability, farm costs and crop production. 
As the subsidy

removal program is underway, and has important implications where
 
additional market liberalization programs are concerned, this will be 
a
 
good study to undertake early on.
 

- A study of the role of cooperatives in agricultural and livestock 
suD-sector development with a view to defining which commodities and which
activities can make the beat contribution to viable cooperative 
enterprises. 

- Estimates of farm costs of producing major food and export crops to
provide a tool for assessing the impact of changes in market conditions

and goverment policies. This kind of information is of value, 
as an input

to other studies such as that mentioned above on fertilizer. It will
 
therefore be helpful early on 
to assemble available information on farm
 
costs so that §aps which exist are clearly known.
 

-Best.~
 



A, survey of land use patterns in the country# in order to determine whereland is being used profitably and where it is being underused, either 
because of the farming methods employed, the items produced or the labor 

An evaluation of industries involved in the processing of agricultjral' a.nd

livestock products with a view to overcome constraints and identify
additional opportunities for increasing value added in Cameroon. 

An assessment of the means of relieving constraints on the competitiveness

of domestically pro'tuced goods which are potential substitutes for imors
 

The market outlook for major existing and potential exports (coffee,
 
cocoa, ruDoer, palm oil) witn a view to relating programs for prom--tingproduction to realistic assessments of the future sales possibilities.
 

A study of the extent to which existing road networks and transportation

facilities act as a constraint in the efficient supply of inputs and sale 
of farm outputs.
 

Evaluation of 
on food pricing in different locations and design of 
a 
system for reporting price information so that the private sector can taKeadvantage of it improve foodand distribution. 

- _The effect of rural-urban migration *n the supply and demand for foodproducts-vith-tyvlew to.forecastjng the impact on food security and 
identifying actions the government can take to safeguard -t. 

Identification of opportunities for supplementing farm incomes through

small ruminant production and on farm fattening and finishing of large
stock.
 

Description and analysis of the basis on which land is allocated acng

alternative uses, particularly in 
 the vicinity of population centers.Improvements in land use planning will be investigated, recognizing
importance of traditional social and political criteria. 

the 

A study of the potential impact on the GRC project, medium-sized farm

production (EAM:) on agricultural production, 
 marketing, food sec:'r.it', 
and exports.
 

http:sec:'r.it
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output g. 	 Zmprovement in the planing Process in the three ministries for
 
the preparation of the agricultural and livestock sections of the
 
Seventh Five Year Plan.
 

to ensure that consistency of targets and availability of resources are
clearly addressed and means of monitoring and evaluation provided for. This
 
work will begin early in the first year of implementation so that the policy

analysts clarify for themselves how to improve the contributions their
 
ministries can make to the next five year plan.
 

An important part of the work towards this output will be collaborative
 
between MINPAT and the other two ministries, as the former makes known the
 
kind of input it expects and provides feedback on 
their contributions. :n
 
NINPAT itself there will be 
a good deal 	of work to be done to improve

procedures, 	and there is a very specific deadline of 1991, the year by which
 
the new plan must be out. This is not to suggest that there will be no work

for 
a planner in MINPAT after then, because the monitoring of progress under
 
the 
new plan will also need much attention.
 

Output F. 	 Functioning inte:ministerial comnittee which will approve policv

analysis priorities, annual work plans and budgets.
 

.. .Lnterinisterial .comittee, composed qfThe 	 the Ministers or their designees
:from:1X4ZN 	 ,-AI3PIA- and JIMPAT.vill be functioning on a regular basis. The 
planning process and coordination efforts of the three ministries will oversee
the development of a core data base, identify and review the policy studies 
produced by the project team, attend and chair annual policy

reviews/seminars. The selection 
 and prioritization of policy studies to be

undertpken by the various implementing units will have been rountinized.
 

Output G. 	 Annual Policy Reviews (APR)/conferences at which papers produced

under the project are presented and which is attended by

representatives from interested ministries, donors and the private
 
sector.
 

This output 	will provide 
a means of making Known the work of the pro:e:t &1! 
generating discussion on the topics covered among a broad group of interested
 
participants. 
 Even the circle of people with whom it normally wo:ks will
 
generally have only a partial view of what is being done 
and a narrow inp*:

into the project effort. Tbh APR will allow insiders to step back and see the

accomplishments in the general context of the country's development, and
 
outsiders to learn about what is being done and make suggestions about both
 
the kind of analysis undertaken and policy options which should be considered.
 

Best Av&Vc~~
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E, I'. USilD Project Inputs
 

(a) Technical Assistance 
There ; De a .e! '. 19 -rsCn veers .f .,'
 

zne-Y oi!-e p&.e-ners z: ecoJnomists, ar.- n:e r~~r 
survey statistician and a data processing specialist. 
Among the
short term TA, there will be 
a total of 24 person months,
allocated between training (10 months) and technical consulting
(14 montbs). 

The following is a summary list of long term personnel: 

Team Leader, Planner MINPAT 
 5 years
Agricultural Economist 
 MINAGRI 
 4 years

Agricultural Economist 
 MINEPIA 
 3 years

Survey Statistician MINEPIA, MINAGRI 
 4 years

Data Processing Spec. MINAGRI, M:NEP:A 
 3 years

Project Administrator 
 5 years
 

Their specific duties are 
sumarized here. Requirements that they all
share in common are an 
ability to communicate with their counterparts

in both French and English, and a commitment to working in
collaboration with Cameroonians so that they provide on-the-job
training rather than being tocontent produce papers or other outouts 
on their own.
 

Team Leader (Ph.D. in agricultural economics, public administration
 
or related discipline. Professional experience Thirdin Worldplanning highly desirable). The team leader will be attached to the
Ministry of Plan, where be/she will work with the designatedcounterpart to en:sure that the pro,.'-t fulfills its purpose. 
 This
will involve coordinating the efforts of the other team members,

taking 
a lead role in drawing up the budget and the workplan
coordinate plans with the Interministerial committee, and coordinating
with USAID, the GRC and other donors to keep then appraised of prcje~t

progress. He/she should have had sabstantial experience in 
a

leadership role. The technical duties, which will take 
an increasing

anount of time, vili 
be to assist the ministry in establishing

".
proved proced-res for putting together and monitoring the f-ve yea:
plan. 
 The Teat Leader snould also have experience in a deve:' ,er.t
planning role. The tea 
leader will coordinate the policy analysis

under:aken in the project. 
 Ee will prepare TORs, coordinate vir.
World Bank and the GRC in setting priority studies, prepare strategies
 
on the process or mechanism to have the studies reviewed by tne policy
makers and he will conduct the necessary follow-up actions on options

which the policy makers demand attention. He will be responsible to
cocrdinaze witz USA::, G?.:, 
 tne.:.,wcrd Ba-.K or 
o" .e - a.plan of action for most effectively conducting economic and policy
analysis: what is to be done, by whom and by when.
 

Best Avan~cla. I~
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2 Agricultural Ec-onists, UIMAGRI and KINEPIA 
(PbD's In economics or
 
agricultural economics, or closily related disciplines. P-otoslonal
 
experience in developing countries required). These two posts can be
 

carry out studies which will ,ivaluate the impact of current policies andthe potential impact of alternative policy options so that the policymakers in the GRC can base their decisions on sound information. 

Survey Statistician, MINEPIA and MINAGRI (M.S. degree with over 10 years
of experience in survey and 
census design). The levels of development in
 
the area of data gathering are extremely different in the 
two ministries,

MINAGRI having had 8 years of technical assistance and KINEPIA none. In
 
the former ministry the statistician will be able to focus on refining tne
 
existing system in order to economize wherever possible on the re.sources
 
employed and to allow for some variation from year to year in the kind of
 
data collected, although there will be 
a core set of data on production
 
that will always be collected. In MINEPIA she/he will not have to begin

from nothing, because as 
far as possible the same data gathering and
 
processing system will serve that ministry also. 
 There will, in addition,.
 
be the livestock section of the 1984 census to work from. 
However, there
 
may be a system set up, either through the area frame or some other
 
sampling method, to obtain data from migrant herders.
 

Data Processing Specialist (MS degree in computer science with 5 years' 
professional -experience; including personal computers. -fluency in 
Pascal) 
-This position is divided between-the three ministries. This is
 
feasible because the data gathering is to be, as far as possible, a common
 
system, and there is also to be 
a central database. The tb-ree sub-data
 
bases will be established once the main facility is set up, for the core
 
of the sub-databases will be 
taken from the main database.
 

Project Administration A person will be locally hired to organize and 
carry out the administration of the project, such as dealing with the 
in-country aspects of commodity procurement, maintenance of vehicles,

computers and other equipment, organization of workshops and conferences,
 
travel for project personnel, provision of housing, utilities, etc. for
 
long-term technical advisors. If the administrator has the necessary

conceptual as well as practical knowledge of management, and experience as
 
a trainer, he or she will participate in management training workshops
 
organized by the project. it is expected that a qualified person will be
 
found in-country.
 

Short Term Technical Assistance There will be 14 months of short term
 
consultancy devoted to technical assistance, including economic and policy

studies and assistance to the statistica,t and data processing elements of 
the pro~ect. (There will be ten aiditional months of short term 
consultancies devoted to training). 

3S.
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(b) 	 Long- era Training:
There are two crucial technical areas concern theof for CAPP project: (1)economic policy analysis, including program and policy evaluation; and (2) 

analysis and dissemination. In conjunction Vith these two oroad
categories of technical needs and 	the rxisting capabilities of theparticipating ministries, training inpts were selected.
 

In the Direction du Plan it is proposed that six Cameroonian staff membersin the ministry be sent for training at 
the M.S. level in planning.

Emphasis in their programs will be on agricultural sector
planning/institutional economics (2), 
livestock sector planning (2),
use 	 planning and 	 natural resource management (1) and agricultur.al 

land 

economics. All of the participants will receive training in policy and
program evaluation and 	 the use of computers as part of their course work.Because of the lack of practical e@perience on the part of the likelyparticipants, their programs will include an internsnip and/or relevant
thesis work conducted in Cameroon, or with Cameroon data.
 

In the Ministry of Livestock's Division d'Etudes et Projets (DEP), nine
individuals vill require training at 
the 	M.S. level in the U.S. Five will
study agricultural economics to enable then to contribute to policy
evaluation and analysis in the livestock sector. Two staff members willstudy program and policy. -planning with emphasis on the livestock sectorLnciuding fisheries.. Theplanning:and analytic techniques learned shouldmake It possible to -ore effectively integrate the livestock sector intothe 	larger national planning process and 	provide for more effective
monitoring and evaluation of plan implementation. 

ro meet the recurrent personnel needs of the 	MIKAGRI DEP, training of L.additional five long term participants will occur, including threeagricultural economists, with a specialty in policy and program evaluationtechniques, one person trained in computer information systems and one
trained as survey statisticians 
 (including survey methodology andmanagement). 
 All of these individuals will conduct their thesis research
in Cameroon in conjunction with DEP activities, therefore providing 
an
important contribution to project needs in terms of analysis whileproviding for closer links between the participants and the project
implementation staff, including tne 	technical assistance team. 

Short-'erm.Training

Many Qf the training needs of the three ministries involved in the projsot
can 	 be addressed by either on the job training or workshops and seminarsof relatively short duration. One of the pressing needs expressed almost

UnivenuLlly by Cameroonian participants 
in the design workshop is forassistance in the area of management. In order 
to respond to this need 
a
series of in-country management workshops will be provided. In-country
worksbops in this area using case studies derived from African experience,
 

Docurrv4 
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are cost effective because of the relatively large audience which can be 
reached and because of the possibility of developing a local training 
capacity. Training teams composed of U.S. management specialists and 
C~re7r-)cn4 2---c in the area wi 1 e..,-el.e-_ -.as'ement be cor.stite'. Te 

various offices of the participants to provide the kind of assessment and 
assistance which in needed if the new techniques are to be really adopted
 
and used effectively on a regular basis.
 

One other high priority training need expressed by Cameroonians now
 
working as analysts in the three DEPs was the need for computer literacy
 
as it relates to establishing economic study methodologies, establishing
 
economic/social modeling, input/output modeling in order to build various
 
scenarios of economic/social options resulting from the policy analysis.
 
To a degree, many of the models and economic analysis configurations are
 
present in various software. In order to demystify the complex set of
 
economic functions and option analysis, microcomputers will be used in
 
everyday training. Simple methodologies for economic analysis will oe
 
established and consistency in use will be an output of this effort.
 

Some other areas in which short term training is clearly called for are in
 
the use of the software being employed for data analysis purposes in
 
Cameroon, field survey design, quality control and sampling techniques,
 
data processing and tabulation methodologies, financial analysis and
 
budget preparation and policy evaluation techniques. Other topics which
 
uill-xrquire some short term training-will..be identifie and addressed in
 
the -ourse-of Abe-iWlementation of the CAPP project.
 

Short term training in tbe CAPP project will be designed to supplement
 
previous training, including long term training, and to provide the
 
possibility of perfecting and expanding existing skills by providing
 
opportunities for practical experience through internships (for example
 
with NASS state offices in the U.S.) and on the job training.
 

luphasis will be placed on offering workshops and seminars in-country to 
as great an extent as possible, since that is the most cost effective 
approach. In this fashion a significantly larger nuAber of Caeroonians 
can be trained by doing so at a relatively low coat. Training teams can 
be sent from the U.S. on short term assignments. Ten months, or about 
half the total provision of short term technical ass;.stance will be 
allocated to training. In addition, expertise available through the long 
term technical assistance team, their counterparts and other Caueroonian 
consultants drawn from other ministries, the universities, consulting 
firms and the private sector can be tapped. This can serve the dual 
purpose of offering the particular training program and of also creating 
the opportunity for the training of trainers. To the extent that
 
Cameroonian specialists can be given on the job training as part of a 
training :ear, the long term capac ty to provide similar traS-nn an t.e 
multiplier effect of the initial workshops will be maximized. 
Approximately fifteen in-country workshops will be organized during the, 

life of the project.
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Although the emphasis in abort term training vil 
be on in-country
 
progrms, tbere we instances in which abort term tiaining in the U.S.Is more productive. About four Cameroonians per year will be sent for
 

C. Commocicies:
 
Commodities which will be provided as 
inputs to the project and
procured by the contractor include vehicles, vehicle parts and
maintenance, fuel, office equipment and supplies, microcomputers and
associated equipment and software, and support equipment for conducting

the annual agricultural survey.
 

Vehicles, which will be locally procured, will consist of two
four-wheel drive vehicles, a 
pickup truck, and 3 small cars 
to be used

by U.S. technical assistant tea 
and their counterparts. Parts,
maintenance, and fuel will be provided by the project. 
In addition, 50

motorcycles will be acquired for enumerators in departmental offices to
provide transport to the field fnr conducting surveys. Parts,

maintenance, and fuel for the motorcycles viii be provided by the GRC.
Cohuodities purchased under the data collection effort are 
treated as
separate procurement and are indicated in that line item.
 

Most of the office equipment will be locally purchased and consist of
typewriters, calculators, pbotocopiers, file cabinets air conditioners,

and some office furniture, if appropriate. Office supplies for the


%technical assistant team will be provided by the project and the GRC.
-For-the'-most part:offite 
 space- supplivs and office turniture vilI be
 
provided by the GRC.
 

Microcomputers and related equipment will be purchased by the
 
contractor in the U.S. and will consist of IBM PS/2 standard personal
%computers. 
The three ministries have standardized its specification
for equipment to IBM. Maintenance can be purchased locally and
identical replacement equipment procured in Cameroon. However, a
computer procurement plan and cost analysis will be conducted to ensure
cost savings for procurement of these services locally having available
 
a stock of power boards and chips bought in the U.S. in order to
maintain the equipment. The microcomputers will include external

equipment (such as printers, disk drives, networks) and software(incliding spreadsheet, statistical, datazase, word processing) witr.
 
some copies in French where available.
 

Support equipment for the annual agricultural survey will include such 
things as compasses, calculators, planiseters, and other survey 
equipment. - -

d. Data Collection:
 
A:D w:.. finance fje', ve.icle mantenarce, tires, field s pport (pe:

diem), training/field supplies, printing of questionnaires and sumary
data, offic. supplies and limited replacement vehicles (motorcycles

only). 
 The Contractor will be responsible for the administrative
 
arrangementr and coordination of this activity. 

Best A~k~~~~ 
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e, Policy studies and support to other projects:

AID will finance through a separate agreement vith Cornell university
and AID/W a study on the impact of lover Income groups to the SAP. 

-.. i -:s fi nance svec -::f economic Do :'., -I..e. 4 , 
--- :-:antC '. :r*zz 

local universities or a Liz thereof.
 

2. GRC Inputs
 

GRC inputs to the project over the five-year life of project are estimated
 
at the equivalent of $4,309,000. The contributions of the GRC include
 
salaries for senior and support personnel, commodities and other costs
 
which are primarily support costs to the data collection effort, studies,
 
office space/maintenance, and office supplies. 
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A. 	In-kind Contribution. $2,309,000
 

Personnel: $2,309,000. Estimated personnel costs include salaries and
 

-,f:..-.t pcsitions. .he senior s. . frne.O--..'-;
will serve as counterparts to the technical assistance team include two 
personel from DEP in NINPAT, two personnel from DIP in MINEPIA and five 
from DEP in NINAGRI. Also, it in anticipated that the three Ministers or 
Secretary-Generals representing the interministerial committee will be 
meeting on a regular basis to direct and review the policy analysis
 
conducted in the project. Support personnel include MINAGRI's provincial

and departmental statistical service. Secretarial service will also be
 
provided to the T.A. team in the DP of Plan, and DEPs of MINEPIA and 
KINAGRI. 

B. 	Cash Contribution: $2,120,000
 

19 	 Comodities: S30,000. This overall category includes purchase of 
vehicles, office furniture and field support equipment. 

a) Office Purniture: $10.000. The Government will purchase at a 
minimum $10,000 worth of office furniture to the technical 
assistance tern. 

b)--Field Support: ..20 000. 
*'o 1thiesuch-as -calculators,--area frme sapling and sur vey 

.-	 The Government will pay costs of 

.	 kits to eiiuirors- department chiefs for data collection. 

C. 	Other Costs: $1,970,000
 
1. Studies: S315,000. The Government will assume responsibility to pay 

per dies to its own staff to collect primary and secondary data for 
economic analysis and procure studies on a need basis. 

2. 	 Building/maintenance: $220,000. Recurrent costs for maintenance of 
existing offices in RINEPIA, MINAGRI und MINPAT have averaged about 
$20,000, a year. The Government will assume tL' respoasibility to 
ma;ntain an adequate office facility for the TA tea and especialy a 
conducive environment to preserve the computer oquipmen: financed by
AID. The government is responsible to provide adequate eleztorical
 
and power supply for the computer equipment.
 

Best Available Documnt
 



3. 	Office Supply: $25000. The Government vii assume the
 
responsibility to purchase office supplies for the TA team.
 

4. 	 Date C !Iectiin: S',4!0,000. The Gove:nmen: and A:D wI!2 56are 

effort. A,: decreases Lts contrioution for crns eifort as tzle.. 
increases 	its contribution: ($1.00n 305 CIA).
 

1988 1989 1990 1991. 1992 Total
 

$ 	 105K 460K 420K 300K 160K $1,445,00.0
 
- 75 	 50 25 

GRC
 
$ 150K, 190V 230K 350K 490K S1:,410,000
 

CPA 4,5.7. 57.91 70.21 
 0106.7s. 149.4u 359.995.000
 
25 3 	 75
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IV. Financial Plan 
A. financial Summary

Total costs for the five year CAPp project are estimated a
$12,000,000. A.I.D. will fund 74 per cent and the GRC viii fund 26
 

USA:D AmountGrant Funds PeT cent$12,000,000 
 74,0
 t
 

GRC
 
In kind and cash costs 8 4,309,000 26.0%
 

Total_16,309,000 

i. USA4D Funds 
 (Grant): S12,000,000
 

(a) Technical Assistance: S 5,500,000 

Long term Tecnnica Assistance: Aid will fund approximately 19 person

years of long term technical assistance in Cameroon which include ninetee.n
person years in technical areas of agricultural economics, agricultural
national planning, statistics and data processing 1and related areas.
In addition AID will fund from this budget element 
three round trip
tickets to CID universities (for up to three senior level Cameroonian

project personnel from the three concerned ministries) for the purpose of

interview .and selection of long term advisors.
 

.Short-term Technical Assistance: AID will also fund 14 person months ofshort-term technical assistance devoted to economic and policy studies,statistice and data bank e3tablishment and processing. (There vii be 10
additional months of short-term consultancies devoted to short-term
 
training which is covered under the next section).
 

(b Training: Total $2,150,000
 

Long TermTraining: 
AID will fund training in the United States for
twenty (20) participants at the Masters Degree level. Candidates willconduct their thesis work in Cameroon, only if appropriate. funds have
been incorporated into the training element for international travel costs.
of participants, and their advisors, if appropriate, to travel to
Cateroon. 
 if it is dee.med inappropriate for a participant to retj:n-r toCa.,e:oon, t.e costs of mailing data sets to the participant's un;versi-.v
for his/her analysis will be funded by A:D. 

Short Term Training: AID will fund short-term training in the United
States for up to twenty (20) participants at an average cost of $10,060
each. AID will also fund annual policy conferences in Yaounde, Cmeroon(rentinc a conference room in a hotel, and providing meals to Care:or.:-.c.nference pr:acip4-.rts and limited per die/*transport costsi. 

le'Inflation calculated throughout cost analysis, at 
5% for U.S. cost items
an! : fc.:-- :ca: :-s: :tems. :.efai:eJ .;Iz.ets re ":-
 - - -.
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This cost will average about $5,000 annually. In-country training will also 
bI provided in workshops on various aubj*cts. Two workshops per year
 
including costs of short-term consultancies and local costs average about 
$52,000 annually. Each year approximately 60 Cameroonian participants will be 

(c) Commodities: $650#000
 

USAID will fund vehicles, vehicle parts and maintenance, fuel, office 
equipment and supplies, microcomputers and ancillory equipment including

software, and field support equipment and supplies for the annual agricultural 
surveys.
 

(d) Data Collection: $1,450,000
 

USAID will fund approximately $1,450,000 in support of the data collection.
 
Support costs will include fuel/oil, tires, motorcycles, field support costs
 
(per diem), printing of forms and reports, training and field materials. 

(e) Policy Studies and Support for Related Projects: $750,000 

USAID will fund approximately $300,000 for economic policy studies which would* 
be conducted by a mix of U.S. short-term advisors with DEP counterparts, 
University professors and, if appropriate, personnel seconded from the GRC.
 
In addition, USAID will provide approximately $250,000 to an existing 
Cooperative Agreement with AID/V with Cornell University to do policy
 
;analysis.:.6upportwill--also be provided.to the ]PA Documentation Center 
Activity for-computer or related docmentation equipment at-an-estimated cost 
of $50,000.
 

(f) Evaluation and Audit: $200,000 

USAID w'ill fund two independent and comprehensive evaluations. The primary
focus of the first evaluation will be on the recurrent costs of the project,
specifically on the data collection effort. If GRC does not comply with its 
contribution to the data collection effort as outlined in section GRC inputs 
2.C.4), then USAID must redesign the project to reflect the reduction in 
statistics operations. The second primary focus of the evaluations will be to 
assess the mpact of the economic and policy analysis and the contractor 
perfor.mance. See the evalza:ion section of this design for more detail. An 
audi: will oe performed during the second or third year of project 
impiement aton.
 

(g) Local Administration: $525,000 

USA:D will fund approximately $525,000 to support an administrative asstant 

one secretary# two drivers and a translator during the LOP. 

(W) Contingency: $775,O ,; 

USA:D will provide approximately 6%or $775,000 to the total grant assistance 
as contingency for cost overruns in line items illustrated above. 

.. ... tne ea: 

http:provided.to


sIuMMAmY tus'r ESTIMATE AND FINANCIAL PLAN 

USA GC TOTrOTAL 

rA L.C FX LC LC 
1. Te Iis Ical Asiatance 
2. Lot -ii Administration,TA 

5,000 

"22 

500 

300 - -

050 

22!.0U0 300 

3. Trdiilng 
4. Policy Studio 

5. Co,*.,itie. 

2,Out 
5.0 

400 

150 
250 

250-

-
-

" 
315 : 

150 

,uuu. 
500 " 

4u0 

150 
50 

400 
6. a,. ,ollection 
7. In-Kiad support 
8. 3v-sia- tio* 20UI 

1,45U0 -

-

1,410 
2.554 

2,0So 
2,. 

i,0 
9. .Col,i igency 400 :375 " - 4 375. 

Tot1i Project Costs 5,725" 3,275' .429, 77:7,4 
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SUMMARY 

USAID EXPENDITURES 

Long Term TA I'i p .,. yearal 
Short Term TA (14 person months) 
Rome Office s";....rct 

1908/89 1989/90 

1,290,UUU 1;190,00 
U2,000 69,100 

104r500 93,700 

1990/91 

-1,212,UUU 
66,000 
94,300 

1991/92 

742,000 

58,900 
96,000 

1992/ j 

291,0110 

71,UU0 
Iuoruou 

Total 

'.272-),00U 

317,2UU 
4U19,300 

1 U,1. 18!. 

T H 'AI. ASSISTANCE 1,44b,700 1,352,600 1,372,3UU 896,900 462,000 5,531,5UU 4ft 

Long Term Traiimi g(20 partlci.,..a KS) 
Short Term Tr.iming 

103,856 

131.823 
206,757 
138,414 

471,331 
145.335 

363,858 
152.602 

176,331 
160,232 

1#04Uz,32 
720,405 

TOTAL TRAINftrm; 235,679 425,171 616,666 516,459 336,563 2,13u,537 III 
POLICY STUDIt::; 381,540 85,611 89,898 94,393 99,112 750,560 
Commodities 

Local cost 

TOTAL COMMUII'I*IES/ CAL CT 

269,100 

36,516 

305,616 

32,550 

40r168 

72,718 

61,740 

44,185 

105,925-. 

9,261 

46,6U3 

57,864 

bl,383 

!J)4b4 

114,647-

434,034 

22209J6 

656,970-7 
DATA COLJLET'IlIN 105,000 460,000 420,000 300,000 160,000 1,445,000 12 
LOCAL ADHINit';*.'jATI0N 86,268 94,395 103,335 113,166 12J,985- 521,151 4 
EVALUATIONS 

0 0 90,000 0 11AU0 20u, 000 
CONTINGENCY 50r000 190.000- 190,000 laU.000 149,282 764 .282 
GRAND TOTAl. 2,610,803 2,685,700 2.988.706 2,158,185 1,556,548 12,000,000 hl.f 
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USAID 739
 

Salaries 

Senior p.,. nnel 

SupPort 1.",u:;onnei 

Commodtic
t iez..00
 

FurnOitureO 

Field SUI..ta.,t 


Otuo e .-

Studies 

Building/..,ntenance 

Office Selal-ty 

Data Colt.. 'ion 


"2!&&...ciJ," ontribution 

CPA (000) (., 
data collection only) 


($1.00 - 30'. ,rA) 

1., Cost O ,I.,t.. collectLon avecage at 

SUMMARY
 

GHC EXPENDITURES BY VILCAL YEAR
 

VT V~/89 FY 89/90 
 FT9/1 T9/., 
 49 
 OA
 

-Jsfou 
 76,000 
 94,000. 105000 
 116.000
35 U00U0 364,000 4Z0,000
377000 
 3806000 
 402,000 
 1,06l,00
 

.
 - 5.000 10,000 
-
 10,000 
 - 10,000 2000


10,00 20, 000
 

-st 
 1 0 0
 
10,000 
 75,0Q0 
 75,00u 
 75,000
40,000 40,000 U,000 J15,0o0
45,000 
 45,000 
 5u,u00
5,000 .ZU,uou
51000 
 5,000 
 b000 
 5.000
150,000 45,000
19U,000 
 230.00 
 350.000 
 4900.0 
 1.410,000
 

4. 000
 

57,950 
 70,150 106,750 149,450
 

$650,000 per ann"m or 200 million CPA. 
 Budet comparison of 
 -GC

F8 89/911 1i 


and USAII, represents GHC Increasing contribution 05 USAID reduces contribution. 
heyinniny in
FY 92/9J the WHC wi11 increase contrib44ion cash costs to Lhe data collection foll,,wing
approxi,,,-.

1 percentage apportionments (in percent:AS, 35, 50. 75).
 



Methods of Implementation and Financing, 

-:. :--- :;. -:. . -- .--. - .- ---- ... - -.. .. ... 

assesment and do not require any further 3ustification of the Payment
 
Verification Policy Implementation Guidance. As shown in the tble below, all 
project inputs, with the exception of evaluation/audit and policy studies, 
will be implemented under a direct contract with a Title XII institution.
 
Evaluation/audit and a portion of the policy studies will be implemented 
through direct AID contracts with either profit or non-profit contracts in the
 
U.S. Finally, a buy-in to a Cooperative Agreement with Cornell University is
 
intended to implement the remaining portion of the policy studies.
 

Methods of Implementation and Financing
 

Method of Implementation Method of Financinm Approx. Amount 
(000'.) 

TA, Training, Commod., Da*a 
Collection, and Policy 
Studies- direct contract 
vith Title XII institution LOC-TCS S 10,400 

Policy Studies- Cooperative
 
Agreement LoC-TFCS 250 

Policy Studies- Direct Contract
 
(profit or non-profit making) Direct Pay 375
 

Evaluation/Audit- Direct Contract 

(profit or non-profit making) Direct, Pay 200 

Contingency i75
 

Total $ 12,000 

As host country contracting will not be utilized in regard to A:D funds, a 
detajied explanation and assessment of the host country government's specific 
procedures for contracting and payment verification is not requited. Tne data 
collection and FAO Documentation Center support components of the project are 
planned to involve financin costs which will be incurred by tne GRC. Tnese 
AID funds (estimated at $1,500,000) will be implemented under the Title XII 
contract agreement and therefore require a minimal level of AID involvement in 
exercising the day-to-day oversight of accountability. 
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INTERNINISTERIAL COKNITTE 

PROJECT COORDINATION TEAM 

PROJECT TEAR
 

MINPAT - DP 

INAGRI - DP XINEPIA - DIPP 

DS DE DS DE 
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V. IPLZME1NTATION PLAN
 

A. GRC Responsibilities
 

re re are tn:ee =st;nct ministr:es :nvc.veo 4::ect. o 
tMINAGRI, MINEPIA and MINA:) and additional minisrires tspeclficaliy
MINDIC and HESIRES) which will bave potentially important roles to, 
play. 

In order to participate fully and access the resources of 
the CAPP
 
project HINAGRI, MINEPIA and MINPAT are in a situation in which they

must cooperate in the performance of certain key functions. Each
 
will, however maintain control over those actions and studies which
 
are clearly part of their respective official functions. There is a
 
need for establishing organizational procedures while not violating

the official operating procedures of the GRC.
 

Discussions during the design workshops and in the ministries have
 
indicated that there are some fears that one Ministry or 
another will
 
dominate the project and hence block the legitimate work of the others
 
in the context of tbe project. The plan selected for implementation
 
addresses these concerns. 
 It will establish an Interministerial
 
Committee (IC) consisting of the three ministers or 
their designates

who will define the basic agreement and lay out program objectives and
 
guidelines and interrelationship among three ministries - endorsing
 
-unrlyingstrategy for day to day operations.
 

Annual Policy Reviews (APR) conducted in an conferences or seminars
 
will be held, for which each Minister will either personally attend or
 
designate a representative. These reviews will also be attended by

representatives of USAID, the project technical assistance team, their
 
counterparts, senior consultants from the contractor's home office,
 
other ministries, private sector and Cameroonian University professors

and students interested in the policy analysis conducted in this
 
project.
 

The project tem will be charged with producing annual work plans and
 
budgets for tbe project. This work plan and associated budget will
 
then be discussed and when approved by the interministerial committee,
 
signed by USA:D and the GRC. 
 (Note: The Project Coordination Teat
 
signs the workplans. This is discussed further below). 
 The day to
 
day management and implementation of the project will then be left 
to
 
the project team, with signatory power for approved expend:t;res :ef:
 
with the Project Coordination Team. This approach has the advantages
 
of simplifying procedures and allowing participating ministries to use
 
existing internal communication channels.
 

*'or a more thorough discussion of the organization of the project see the 
Institutional Analysis Section in the Annex. 

Best Available Documen
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Te Proiect Coordination Tern is comprised of two people - thecontractor tern leader and his direct counterpari, the Director of
Plan in the NINPAT. Their role is to coordinate project 

which viii be detailed in the Annual Workplans. This team viii assist 
in setting agendas for the IC and the A.M. It will also sign the 
annual workplans after IC and USAID approval.
 

S. Contractor Responsibilities
 

The CAPP project will be negotiated as a Title XII collanorative mode
 
contract. A contractor backstop officer will be assigned by theUniversity to oversee contract performance and assist the field inprocurina goods and services. The contractor viii report to USAID on: 

- procurement process and planning 
- fund control and cash flow
 
- accounting oversight/audit 
- subcontracting to other organizations
 
- local currency review/audit
 
- all logistics and ins'irance coverage for contract personnel
 
- assistance with prolict implementation and closeout. 

1be Title -lzIgollaborativo node contract timt inat thi. the designpro.essvill be negotiated vith the Consortium for International 
Development (CID).
 

If negotiations are successful and contract is let with CID the lead
a 

uqt" 
 -. .-Unvfiti[ (WSU). It will beresponsible for administration and management of the CAPP pro)ect with
the assistance of the CID Executive Office and participating

institutions. 
WSU vii1 appoint a Campus Coordinator who viii maintain
project backstopping. 
 Be/She viii be the point of conta.t when either
project personnel or 
USAID in Cmeroon who wish to comaunicate vwtnproject support in the United States. 
In addition, WSU will:
 
coordinate long and short-terB TAX&4"*ccrz arlntation,

deoieting..and vupport)I,;-procure, -ship and Install comod1ies; serve 
as 
l.: .etween CID, USAILD and O institutionst.oonitor Anu repo:t on
project p:ogress. -r:
In all training aspects of the projezt, C¢f: .a
P61It6chnic University will have the major management responsibilty,

on abort. Atd long-temc0. coun try, third country, and Us trai.nng,but all comunications between Cameroon and the USA regarding training
wili be routed through the WSU Campus Coordinator in order to ensurethat all information regarding project management are properly
centrali zed.
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Personnel The contractor vill provide 19 person years of long term
technical assistance, distributed according to tbe following list. 

Ton Leader, Planner 5 years
2 Agriceltural Econom,-ts 3 and 4 years eacn
 
Survey Statistician 
 4 years, 
Data Processing Specialist 
 3 years 

-i*l 
 iec • 

Annex G to this paper.
 

In addition, 24 months of short term TA will be provided, 10 months to 
serve in the training component of the project, and 14 to carry outstudies relating to policy analysis or 
assist long term TA personnel

and their counterparts in such analysis or statistical and data
 
processing or related fields.
 

An administrative officer will be for therecruited in-country
operations of the project, supervised by the Team Leader and backed up
by the lead university's progrm support office. A secretary anddrivers for the project vill be hired also. All of these posi:ions 
will be filled for the full duration of the pro3ect.
 

Training Training will be provided at the masters degree level for l
participants, and English language training will be furnished for
those students who need it. The "raining Needs Analysis and Plan in
 
Annex E lays out details concerning the nature of the training and
 
the schedule.
 

Phe *ntqactor.:will- al&s- provide the In-country training workshops,

utilizing short term TA, and will sen4 20 pirsons 
Cor 'appropriae
ihort-tera training in the United States.
 

The costs and administration of the Annual Policy Reviews as
conferences will be provided by the contractor for the purpose of 
presenting and discussing analytical work produced by projectpersonnel and counterparts and reviewing priorities and di:ection of 
the project.
 

The contractor will provide for the contracting out of studies to
 
individuals or organizations outside the ministries connected with the
 
project.
 

The contractor will also provide for the administration of the V.SA:D 
financed data collection efforts to the GRC each year of the pro~ect. 

Comodities The contractor will purchase and, where necessary, snip
these for the projec'. according to Procurement Plan laid out in 
sub-section D. below. 
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Gray Amendment Over the years the beads of the International program

offices at WSU and Tuskeegee University have d&veloped a close
 
personal relationship, and the working relationship between the two
 

CAPP project and in the orientation for the project paper design
 
team. The highest consideration will be given to candidates from this
 
and other Historically Black Colleges and Universities who apply for 
either short or long term TA positions, and to their facilities for
 
training short- and long-term participant trainees. As a concrete
 
move in this direction, CID will hold discussions with Tuskeegee

University well before project implementation begins to explore ways

of ensuring thit university's active participation in the pro3ect. 

Procurement Plan 
Procurement under this project will consist of basic support items (to
the project, and including the support to the data collection
 
activities), including vehicles, office equipment, air conditioners, 
other supplies, data processing equipment, and vehicle operating and 
maintenance costs. It is the intent of the Mission and the contractor
 
who has. overall responsibility of procurement of commodities to
 
procure all computer and ancillary equipment from the United States 
according to the new Africa Developeent Fund fur Africa guidance. 
Most office equipment/supplies and household goods will also be
 
-procured from the United States. Vehicles and motorcycles,

maintenamce and fuel expenditures will need to be purchased locally.
 
Approximately, $400,000 or 62% of the total commodities will be 
purchased in the United States.
 

Vehicles
 
four vehicles will be purchased for use by the U.S. advisors, their
 
counterparts, and dArect support of work in the survey and analytical
activities of the project: t Otbee rw-vbicles one pickup 
Ma eefro. These vehicles will be procured through
local agents in accordance with recent AID/Caneroon practices which 
have proven to be satisfactory. There if no U.S. automobile retail or 
service capability in Cameroon. Because of maintenance and servicing 
considerations, vehicles will probably be of Japanese origin. fifty
motorcycles will be procured for use by enumerators in the departments 
under the commodity line, and up to another 50 motorcycles will be 
procured under the data collection effort. 

Office EquiLment/Supplies
 
This budget item includes typewriters, air conditioners, photocopiers,
office calculators, paper, and other office supplies for the U.S. 
project advisors. Calculators, file cabinets, survey equipment, 
compasses, planimeters, and supplies will be purchased for f.eLd 
operations in data collection. Articles requiring local servicing 
such as in typewriter and photocopiers will be procured locally as 
shelf items, while other equipment and supplies will be purchased in 
t # -..
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Nicrocomputers

In reference to AID BB l.b.' and specifically to n lk*Cbapter 3, 2, 25 on 
proprietary procurement this project Justifies procurement of themicrocomputers as specified in Annex E under Technical Analysis. 
 Tre 	:30
 

tecnnical committee on information systems nas a standa:dzazion p
 
for IBM and 2) The PS/2 50 and 80 sodels can be linked with the existing

IBM computers financed under the Agriculture Management and Planning

Project and have adequate networking and power/storage levels necessary

for the high volume of data. Theprojectrov1IdWz200 000 for
micr cospute5 with-tela edequipment sueh euprinters, eternal disK 
dr.t .v,.san:p... part*p. Included will be various commercial software 
packages, support documentation, manuals, and maintenance. Microcompute:s

will be procured in the U.S. Some software and keyboards will be procured
 
locally or in France so that French language capability can be supported.

Procurement will be through normal procedures at 
a cooperating university

and will be consistent with Federal regulations for procurement.
 

Vehicle and other Maintenance and Fuel
 
The project provides $170,000 for the maintenance of vehicles and
 
photocopiers and for fuel costs over 5 years. 
 Vehicles will be serviced
at commercial facilities and will not be treated as part of the GRC motor
 
pool. The U.S. project advisors and their counterparts vii be
 
responsible for appropriate use and maintenance of project vehicles.
 

Household goods/Furniture 
The project: will provide 1urniture;,'appliances, and other household goods
for the U.S. project team. Appliances including stove, iefrigerator, 
freezer, washer, dryer, transformers, and small appliances will be 
purchased. Furniture viii include living room couches, tables, chairs, 
book cases, lamps; bedroom beds, dressers, wardrobes, mirrors, 
eightstands; dining room table, chairs, china cabinet, buffet; kitchen 
table, chairs; and miscellaneous such as rugs, water filters, sweepers, 
outdoor furniture, etc. 

Summary of analysis on supply and prices of indigenous and shelf item goods

and services. 
As required by Section 18Alc(l) of Handbook I, an analysis was
 
conducted on the availability of goods and services and prices of those items
 
wh:ch are planned to be purchased locally. The goods and services fa.l int:
 
three categories of goods and one category of services:
 

a) 	Miscellaneou. household goods/furniture: Some bousehol, goods or 
furniture may be procured locally during the project. lost such goods,
however, vili be purchased in the U.S. and shipped tr Yaounde. Because 
the specific procured locally not theitems to be 	 are yet known, technical 
assistance contractor will be required to be able to justify the 
reasonableness of the prices of indigenous and shelf-item hc-set.d ;o:s 
and furniture in light of Section 18Alcti) of Handbook I. 

O -ABest Available Doc 
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b) 	Office suPplies/typewriter/pbotocopier: It is planned that some office 
supplies and all typewriters -and photocopiers viii be purchased from local 
sources because of maintenance requirements. aintenance contracts for
 
photocopiers and typewriters are approximately 50% less for items procured
 

c) 	Vehicles: 4 x 4 vehicles and motorcycles are available in Cameroon and
 
will most likely be from Japanese origin. The only reliable and least
 
cost supplies in Cameroon are vehicles of Japanese origin. The costs of
 
purchasing these vehicles in the U.S. and then shipping to Yaound. is more
 
than the costs of direct procurement in Cameroon.
 

d) 	Servicing of vehicles and office equipment: The costs of servicing 
vehicles and office equipment can be one area whereby the reasona!Dleness 
of costs may be questioned. However, OSAID/Caeroonus procurement office 
constantly monitors this area in our day to day manageaent of our 	 own 
fleet and competitive bids are obtained for servicing whenever appropriate
 
to do so.
 

In general, in USAID/Cameroon's experience, it is possible to assure that
 
local costs are reasonable. First, there are often several competing local
 
firms offering tbe same line of goods and market surveys are conducted
 
periodically in order to ensure that the best quality commodity is purcbased 
at the lowest competitive price. Secondly, local prices paid over the counter 
can be compared to catalogue prices and there is little difference between 
%he;--rheonly elements that account for a difference are the transportation 
costs from the place of manufacture to the point of conounption, iocal 
handling and insurance. These costs are, of course, unavoidable even if the 
goods are bought directly from.the U.S. or Europe. Finally, there is less 
risk of damage or loss of goods. This &lleviates the tine and the 
administrative costs involved in following up insurance claims.
 

Experience has shown that over the years the supply of goods locally here in
 
the CPA zone is adequate. The shelf-iteA goods nor~ally purchased such as
 
paper, calculators, manual and electric typewriters, computer accessories,
 
light duty farm implements, etc., has been constant and smooth over the
 
years. This has been largely due to the existence of financially viable local 
firms dealing in a wide range of goods and several firms offering the same
 
goods. "out four-fifths cf the total shelf ites goods that DSAID has
 
purchased in the past were delivered within the stipulated time frame.
 

For the above reasons, it is believed that a recommendation for local cost 
financing can be fully supported and that the technical assistance contractor 
will be able to assure that local costs are reasonable. 

Customs Duties and Looal Taxes:
 
Whenever practicable it is USA:D,/Cameroon policy to request a customs
 
exoneration from the Ministry of Finance at the time of issuance of 
te
 
purchase order. The Government of Cameroon has been extremely cooperative and 
this procedure has proven to be acceptable for both local merchants and 
government officials. 
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D. Xmpleaentation Schedule*
 

,*Actions for the first 18 months are presented in dotail.
 

- Project Paper Approved 9/88 AID/Yaounde
 
- Project Agreement Signed 9/88 USAID/GRC
 
- T.A. Contract Negotiated 11/88 USAID/CID
 
- Commodities ordered 12/88 CID
 

As soon as the contract is signed an administrator will be hired andl
 
the vehicles, computers and other equipment found in the commodities
 
list will be ordered.
 

- T.A. Personnel Arrive 1/89 CID 

Long tern TA personnel will be immediately nominated for positions
 
under the project upon signing of the contract. A Cameroonian team
 
will participate in the final selection of candidates and make a tour
 
of CID campuses. All personnel will be prepared to begin assignments
 
in early January of 1989.
 

- Policy Analysis - TDY 2.89 CID
 

CID senior level consultants vill have assessed the background of the 
-GRC-economic -reform with IBRD and others prior to arriving in Cameroon 
in order to spend 2-4 weeks in country in high level metings.
 
(Ministrys of Plan, Livestock, Agriculture, Commerce, Finance and
 
selected individuals in the Presidency) to conduct first and second
 
year policy priority inventory. This inventory will include a list,
 
,in rank order, of the studies that require economics option reports as
 
attachments.
 

- Work Plans developed.
 
Interministerial Committee
 
reviews and approves then 3/89 CID/GRC
 

Cameroonian counterparts, and a seminar involving eminent authorities
 
on agricultural policy, th% srategy for developing the work plans
 
will be agreed and the work plans themselves will be developed. The
 
Interainisterial committee will then consider them, specify any
 
adjustments, and approve them.
 

Organizational Analysis and
 
Plan for HINEPIA DRPF 3/89 CID (TDY)
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Action ZA4sponsibility 

In response to a request by the Director of the DEP? in MIN!P:A, an 

Series of recommendations for improving the operations. 
This work can 
be expanded as requested. 

- Policy Studies Begun 
 4/89 CID/GRC
 

The first policy studies to be undertaken by the TA team and which
have been approved in the work plan will be launched jointly with
Cameroonian counterparts. Need for U.S. consultancies, Cameroonianuniversity professors, private sector specialists, and/or other
ministry participaiion will be determined during the first year of
 
implement at ion.
 

- Fertilizer Supply and
 
Distribution Study 
 4/89 CID (TDY)/cRC
 

This study will be undertaken in collaboration with the FSSRP project
and insure that vital data from that project is input into the 
planning process in the affected ministries.
 

- Software Development and
 
I provement .---
 1/89 CID (TDY)
 

A software specialist will be 
 brought out to complete work on thesoftware packages being used for data processing purposes under the
 
project.
 

-
 Saple Design Revision Study 4/89 
 CID-HASS (TDY)
 

A survey specialist will be brought out to assist the TA team in
refining the sampling system for the annual agriculturia surveys which
includes retabulation of questionnaires on livestock data. 
This will
stremline the system in accord with resource capabilities,
monitoring requirements of the structural adjustment 

the 
program and
 

policy study data needs. 

- Participant Trainin Begun

(7 start H.s. programs) 6/89 
 CID/GRC
 

The first wave of long term participants will have been identified and
nominated by the GRC. 
 Programs will have been selected and the

participants placed in the most appropriate intitutions. 

- WorKshop on Methodology 
in Policy Analysis 7/89 CID/GRC TDY 



Action 
 Date Responsibility
 

A workshop will be conducted which will elaborate some of the more 
.... - --: .: -':-.. - : :..  : : -..- '. : .': : -. :'.. . ... _ _. . : 

the economic and structural adjustment. This will help initiate 30Cmroonians in these methods and prepare them for practical fieldwork 
as a follow up.
 

- Transportation as a Constraint 
in Agricultural marketing Study 8/89 
 CID (TDY)/GRC
 

This study will examine the constraints imposed by transportation on 
the marketing of agricultural produce, including cereals and grains,roots and tuoers, vegetables, fruits and other food products. Thisstudy may be conducted in stages by commodity groups and or regions. 

- Special Survey System Revised 9/89 CID/GRC
 

The national survey system will have been studied, tho data needs forpolicy analysis and moritoring decided upon and a final system for 
special survey sampling and intervieving devised by the TA Team.
 

- Computers Installed in
 
MINEPIA and MINPAT 
 10/89 CID/GRC
 

computers ordered- earlier will have arrived and the TAcomputer
specialist will have installed then in these two Ministries.
 
Preliminary training of the GRC staff their
in usage will have begun. 

- Management Workshop 11/89 CID/GRC TDY
 

A management workshop, hstressing the management of uman resources and
personnel administration viii be conducted in Cameroon by an 
experienced tern of CID management trainers. Approximately 30 
Cameroonians, including regional supervisory personnel will 
participate. 

- Annual Pclicy Review 12/89 
 CID/GRC
 

The first dnnual Agricultural Policy Conference will be held. 
Papers

will be presented by TA team members and their counterparts, 
representatives from Cameroonian universities and others. The papers 
will,be published and distributed. 
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Action DaeOonsibility
 

Work plans developed second year
 

The second annual work plan vii have been developed by the TA tern in
collaboration with their counterparts and participating GRC agencies.
The plan will be presented to the Interministerial Committee for
 
review and approval.
 

-
 Workshop in Data Processing

Software packages 
 2/90 CI D/GRC
 

A workshop vill be held for GRC personnel in the use of several
 
software packages in such areas as word processing, data base
 
management, spreadsheets and statistical analysis. 
 Approximately 30
 
Cameroonins will participate.
 

- Joint Policy Studies 
 3/90 CID/GRC
 

A series of joint (collaborative) policy studies Will be launched by

the TA team and participants in the Methodology workshop. 
The purpose
vill be to conduct some £mall scale but useful policy tudies designed 
to improve the capabilities of GRC personnel to conduct policy

analysis.. 

- Short term consultancy in
 
policy analysis 
 6/9(C CZD/GRC TDY
 

A TDY specialist vii be brought in to help carry out a study on
cooperatives in agriculture and livestock that will complement work
folloving up the 198U seminar on cooperatives, or on another to 
be
 
determined in the second work plan.
 

- Second Wave LT Participants
 
depart for M.S. Training 
 6/90 CID/GRC
 

The second vave of .T participants vill have been identified and
nominated by the GRC. 
 Their programs will have been selected and they
will have been placed in U.S. institutions by the CID training
 
coordinator.
 

- feasibility Study for Data
 
Processing at Provincial Level 6/90 
 CID/GRC TDY
 

A feasibility study viii be conducted, based 
on the experience with
 
tne first three tes-"provinces, on the utility of undertaking data

processing at the provincial level throughout the country. 
A series

of rocoumendations will be made and implemented.
 



Action 


- Annual Policy Review 


- :ns:-a-, Cen:tra;-zed Data Ba.. 

- Third Annual Work Plan 
developed. Reviewed by
Interninisterial Committee 

- first wave LT Participants 
Return for Thesis work 


- Mid Term Evaluation 

- First Wave LT Participants 
Complete Degrees and Start
 
Work with Project 


- Third Wave LT Participants
Depart for U.S. 

- Fourtb Annual Work Plan 
developed. Reviewed by 
Interainisterial Committee 

-- Second Wave LT Pargicipants 
Return for Thesis Research 


- Second Wave LT Participants 
Complete Degrees and Start 
Work with Project 

- Project Evaluation 

- Annual Policy Analysis 
Conference 


- Fifth Annual work Plan 
developed. Reviewed by 
Interministerial Committee 

- Third Wave Prticipants 
Return for Thesis Research 

- CAPP Project Final Report 

Date 

12/90 


1/ 

1/91 


1/9] 


2/91 


6/91 


6/9 1 

1/92 


1/92 


6/92 


12/92 


12/92 


1/93 


6/93 


12/93 


Responsibility
 

CID/GRC
 

" 

CID/GRC
 

CID/GRC
 

CID/AID/GRC.
 

CID/GRC
 

CID/GRC 

CZD/GRC'
 

CID/GRC
 

.,CID/GRC 

AID/C c/GRC 

CID/GRC.
 

CID/GRC'
 

CID/GRC
 

CID/GRC
 

*More detail is shown for the first eighteen months of the project than 
for the remainder because the selection of studies, workshops and other
activities will proceed in accord with emerging needs. 
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VI. NIITORING PLAN 

A. Contractor Xonitoring,Responsibilities
 

7n-seet- 7,**: M: :c actor wl!etcin-n 

monitoring system under the project to ensure proper management of
 
resources to ensure that activities carried out are consistent with
 
approved work plans and budgets, and that key management information 
is available for project evaluation,. The system will facilitate 
timely modifications and corrections. 

Several different units will be involved in the regular monitoring of 
the project. The most important monitoring unit will be the 
Interministerial Committee (IC). The IC participants will include the 
Ministers of "INFAT, MINAGRI and HINEPIA or their designees, and the 
Project Coordination Team. Each of these individuals will receive 
quarterly progress reports prepared by the proje:t team leader and his 
counterpart after the latter two have consulted with the pro)ect
 
team. During the review, progress over the past year will be assessed 
and the IC will agree on project direction and the work plan and
 
budget for the following year.
 

CID, through the CAPP project management committee (composed of
 
representatives of the CID executive office, Washington State
 
University, California State Polytechnic University and Oregon State 
University), rill-refully monitor the quarterly reports and the 
iresults of the project team and IC. Through the regular contact 
between the CAPP/CTD team leader and the campus coordinato at WSO, 
the CID organization will bc kept informed of day to day progress, 
problems and performance. Other CID member institutions and 
cooperating institutions such as Tuskegee University and NASS will 
also be kept informed of the status of the project on a regular basis 
thru scheduled contacts and receipt of qiarterly progress reports. 

The training component of the project utll be carefully monitored by a 
CID appointed training coordinator. The progresr of long term 
participants will be monitored through academic semester or quarter 
grade reports and through more frequent communications with each 
student's academic advisor by the training coordinator at California. 
quarterly reportr will be prepared, with copies sent to the project 
campus coordinator at WSU, AID/Yaounde, the TA team leaders, and to 
the GRC organizations grom which the participants are drawn. 

The CID comptroller will also prepare quarterly reports on project 
expenditures and the budgetary status of the project. 

'C"Best Aval ble 
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Be AD Nonitoring Activities 

The USAID Project Officer in the agriculture Development Office viii have

prima-y res~onsibility for im-'lementation monitorinc. 
 :..s w.! i:
.re reviei ^_; =:-e:±y procress re. crs, con-:a:t: ar." -. ,
training reports, expenditure reports and other relevant documents;
participation in the annual policy reviews and couunicat, on a day-to-day
basis with GRC project leadership and technical assistance personnel. 

The Mission's Economic policy office will assist with monitoring of

substantive aspects of project implementation including the review of the
annual work plan, review of policy analyses completed under the project

and attendance at the annual policy reviews and policy analysis
conferences. 
The training officer and the commodity management officer
will assist in their respective areas of specialization. Monitoring will
be further facilitated through the regular activities of the Project

Committee, including the semi-annual project implementation review, review 
of quarterly reports and review of the annual work plan. 



VII, A.i SUMMARY 0? 1STITUT1OA.L ANALYSIS' 

'!Seethe Institutional Analysis section in the Annex.
 

- ...;-s. -oe .: -,a, w,-:-.. .-"-v::--es s' .mT-.. ' ".. ' -.- - . 
environment of ';ne CAPP project, the following suojects w~il be 
discussed: 1) the formal structures of the participating ministries and
 
their sub units associated with the project; 2) orgmizational 
perspective in these units; 3) the role, actual and potential, of policy 
analysis in these units; 4) the organizational structure of the CAPP 
project; and 5) conclusions and an overall assessment of the prospects 
for success of this project.
 

There are three distinct ministries participating directly in the
 
project (MINAGRI, MINEPIA and MII4PAT). In addition, input will be 
sought from other ministries on particular agricultural sector policy 
matters where they have influence or responsibility. For example, the 
Ministry of Comerce and Industrial Development (M:NDIC) is concerned 
with the pricing and marketing of agricultural exports, and the Ministry 
of Higher Education and Scient'fic Research (MESRES) is responsible for 
agricultural research. The key organizational problem is to achieve 
effective interaction among them so that each can carry out its assigned
 
role in the policy and planning process. Given the limited resources
 
availale for the project, the closely linked responsibilities of the
 
participating ministries and the different level of experience and
 
development of capabilities in the areas of data collection, processing 
'and analysis between the ministries, a careful balance must be actileved 
in the provision of technical assistance and participant training. 

Formal Ministry Structures:
 
(For a more complete description and the organigramnes see the
 
Institutional Analysis Section in Annex)
 

The organizationL1 units directly involved in the project, DEP 
(RIHAGRI), DE:" tKINKPIA) and DP (MINPAT) are all located at a 
sufficiently hbkjn level in their respective structures so that they can 
provide important policy analysis studies directly to the decision
 
making authorities in their respective ministries. Their staffs, while
 
highly capable, lack some of the training and experience necessa:y to 
conduct systematic policy analysis, but will be able to do so wi-r. tne
 
assistance of the CAPP project.
 

Organizational Perspectives: 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the role these various ministries
 
will play in the CAPP project it is important to have some perspective 
on the organizational behavior and perspectives within each of them. In 
essence we are planning 'that these ministries, within the context of 
this project, witl sign.ficantly reorient the activities of the DEP
 

-""- - ": " 'A|ihnd the .tmwA2),* 
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The Cameroonian bureaucracy hac Raintained and expanded on the administrative
perspective 4irived mainly from its francophone colonial tradition (although
elements of anglophone administration are also present). emphasis is placed 

-t . - ::.i .iS -. tex.-ts we'w -::-e r er 4 :r :e::a a -..- e- .:": : 

extremely limited. This of course poses tremendous potential problems for a
 
project which, although officially based in one ministry (MINPAT), will have
 
important components in two others. There has traditionally been little
 
incentive for close interministerial cooperation.
 

The development activities of Cameroon, like those of most African countries,
 
are based on the discrete projoct as the basic unit for analysis and
 
consideration. The donors themselves subvert the planning process within the
 
ministries by offering new projects from time to time and distort the
 
organizational reward structure. Identifying and generating new projects has

become a major preoccupation of Ministry staff. Only in recent years have 
donors focused seriously themselves on policy issues.
 

Policy Analysis:

The CAPP project is oriented toward a type of output which is outside tne
 
experience of most Cameroonian functionaires: policy enalysis. Th- output of

policy analysis, a series of studies and papers evaluating current policies
and presenting policy options, bears little relationship to career objectives
and advancement. Thus far, for reasons explained in section IIA above, 
requests for policy studies from higher level ministerial officials are

limited.__.n tbe-past,_agricultural policy. making has been highly centralized,
heavily influenced by vested, particularly elite interests and political and
 
regional considerations (Ntangsi, 1987: 61). The result was series of
a 
regressive policies which have helped contribute to the current national
 
economic crisis. The high degree of centralization of policy making in the
 
Presidency which has predominated in Caueroon since independence is being

seriously modified by President Biya. For both technical and political
 
reasons, policy making is being decentralized to the level of the Ministries,

thus providing the opportunity for much greater technical expertise and 
analysis to enter into the policy selection process.
 

Top ministry officials, who in part because of the decentralization and in 
part because of the impact of the economic crisis and the attendant budget

cuts, are now much more cognizant of the importance of technical and economic
 
considerations that was previously the case. 
 They now recognize the need !or

better analytic studies in order to promote new, and defend existing 
programs. The demands by the World Bank and other donors for such studies as 
a precondition for financing projects may also have an important impact.

I 

Those Cameroonians who will be charged with producing policy studies have
little experience in doing this type of work and, based on past experience,
feel that they must take account of the policy priorities of high level

decision makers rather than presenting thez with real options. :".s
 
perspective will gradually change as decision makers seek objective analysis 



of policy options. Good analysts will become highly valued members of theirteams, especially with the reinforcement provided by the CAPf project. As afurther means of stimulating interest both within and beyond the ministries,
 
ana-r. ~- i:=- se,-nr -Pt 

t:e a :te 
 :.:..-, a-- -..;nctora:es not on-y t.o r.:er:aKestudies but to encourage their dissemination. 
'.-


Project Organization:

In order to participate fully and most effectively utilize the resources of
 
the CAPP project MINAGRI, 
IKNEPIA and MINPAT will develop a ne% network to
cooperate in the performance of certain key funcions. 
Each will, however
 
maintain control over those actions .,d studies which are clearly part of
their respective official charges. 
There are still some 
fears that one
 
Ministry or 
another will dominate the project and hence block the legitimate
work of the others in the context of the project. The most appropriate

project organization was selected from among alternative plans. 
 It will

establish an Interministerial Committee (IC) consisting of the three ministers

who would define the basic agreement 
to allow theiL respective subordinates to

communicate* directly with each other on issues of 
common concern such as

identification of priority policy studies and the review process.
 

The project coordination team comprised of the Team Leader and 
the Director of
Plan or his designee will be charged with implementation, coordination and
 
--..ing the agenda for the I.C.
 

C&PP PROJECT ORGANIZATION 

INTKRJ(NISTERIAL COMMITTEE 

PROJWCT COORDINATION TEAR 

PROJUICT TEAR
 

The project ter composed of the U.S. technical assistance team and their
counterparts will be charged with producing the annual work plans and budget
for the project. 
This work plan and asociated budget would then be discussed

and approved by USAID and the IC. 
 The day to day management and 
implementation of the pro3ect would then be left to the project team, with
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signatory power for approved expenditures left with the TA team leader and

his/her counterart. the Director of the Plan in XINPAT. This approach hasthe advantages of simplifying procedures and allov!ng participating ministriesto use existing internal communication channels rather than creating 

In conclusion, it can be said that the organizational and incentive structures

in place are not designed specifically to support or reward policy analysisstudies. These structures are, however, not so rigid as to prevent change in
this orientation from taking place. 
 In fact there is some evidence that
organizational perspectives on policy analysis are changing. Pressure from
above generated by both the ecor 
sic crisis and donor demands coupled with

carefully designted rewards in tae context of 
the CAPP project can provide

important incentives for appropriate analysis. 
 It is extremely important to
keep in mind that the first few studies to be undertaken must be carefully

selected so as 
to insure a quick payoff in terms of Ministry interests in
projects. The theses to be done in Cameroon by long term participants

enrolled in U.S. universities are 
 another vehicle for policy studies and forinitiating the younger staff into the process. 
The continued involvement of

faculty from the University Centers of Dscbang, Yaounde and Douala in helping
to supervise participant theses and their par'.icipation in pro)ect policy

studies should be continued and strengthened. The structural reform package,

especially the agricultural sector adjustment loan will require careful
monitoring so that the GRC can demonstrate compliance and theassess impact.
Policy analysis capabilities developed in MINAGRI, MINEPIA MINPATand will
becoh increasingly valuable resources. Linking the finance of projects to-such ardlysis could provide one of the strongest incentives. The oconomic
 
crisis, the resources of 
the project and donor interest and pressure can all

help the government of Cameroon move in the direction of encouraging policy
analysis. 
 The job ahead is not easy but the current economic crisis presents
 
us with 
a limited vindow of opportunity to success~fully initiate and implement

the CAPP project.
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VIZ. Bo Technical Analysis Rumary 

To carry out effective policy analyses, CAPP will continue to address
 

n 
 .. :5,-.~ z e dZeall 	data collection, Kand toe delays experienced in the tabulation ofdata, errors are highly likely to occur. If errors are 
not found and
corrected in the current surveys, the credibility of 
a statistical

activity can be brought into question. Consistency checks may be
performed through error 
analysis, sensitivity analysis, or, at

minimum, a


review by a knowledgeable statistician.
 

CAPP goals for the annual agricultural survey will be guided by the
 
following:
 

1. 
Analysis of the data needs of the involved GRC ministries,

adjusting the survey system as 
necessary to meet those needs.
 

2. 	Have the survey system operating so that it is collecting, 
processing and tabulating data and disseminating reports on a
 
regular cycle.
 

3. 	Adjust or increase the capacity of the present survey system to
 meet increased demands for data from the three ministries
 
involved, including:
 

a) 	 addition of livestock questions/sections.
 

b) 	ability to bohduct special or 
add-on surveys or studies on
 
as-needed basis.
 

c) 	ability to revise/improve questionnaires and procedures based
 
on intormatioh gained in the annual survey process.
 

d) 	ability to carry out special treatments of the data for
 
specific statistical summari~s, including the calculation of
 
sampling error.*
 

e) 	addition of such characteristics hs cultural practices, food
 
consimptiont maketing, cost of production, and prices
received'by-ikrmers in the survey systes on 
as-needed basis.
 

Grfiii'lhat CAPP pro"jet willempbasize strengthening the analytical
deh9pblities of f'e6difstaf within the Ministry of Livestock,
ifts'@Ui'm°ortant 'to PY 
 ecial attention to the major weaknesses that
duff'intly exist in9 
ata' olf1ction, processing, tabulation, and 
riIrting with the-Min'isatry. 

Best Available Documo,
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It may be necessary to enlist te assistance of some sbort-term technical 
ausuitance to address issues related to gathering data on migratory 
herds. At any rate, planning for the inclusion of livestock questions
shoulz proceed carefu.l-, wi:h the case studies and Dilot st~dies ze:n: 

to !r-. 	 a l:vestc tn teFenen:at:cn of ccmponen: 

agricultural survey.
 

In addition, particular attention will be given, during the assessment of
 
the current questionaire and planned redesign to the measurement of 
women's role in agriculture. It is planned that the basic purpose for 
strengthening the data collection and analysis in this area would be to 
improve the GRC's capacity for planning and policy formulation in respect 
to female farm operators.
 

The redesign would be geared toward improving the determination of the 
actual farm operator, measuring rural-urban migration patterns and 
detecting complex tenure definitions within the extended family structure. 

Presently, the census and surveys do not currently collect enough
 
information on women engaged in farming activities. Current reporting
 
procedures apparently understate the number of female farmers. A major
 
concern in the agricultural sector is rural out Ligration. Apparently
 
young people and men migrate to cities, leaving an older, female farm
 
population.
 

-Tha 1984 census reports that 71% of all female farm operators were above 
thi"age of 454.- In order for the GRC planners to accurately define a 
strategy to assist women farm operators, a clearer identification and 
differentiation of the farm operator and his/her roles must be made. 

The implementation team will not only review the current questionaire and
 
shrvey methodology but assess the existing procedures used by others,
 
especially the IRA's Testing and Liaison Units. A determination will be
 
made 	 on the access and sufficiency of female respondents and the 
possibility of increasing the female enumerators. 

Strategies and Major Issues in Data Collection 

1. 	 Sample and Survey Design
 
The area sampling frame used is the AMP Project is a stable frame
 
requiring few changes from year to year. A review of several segments in
 
the north and extreme nortn, however, indicates that the segments are too 
large and it is difficult to enumerate them completely. The CAPP Project 
will perform a study to reduce the size of the segments in this region by 
subsamping or two-stage sampling. The main advantage is that a frame 
has to le prepared for only those units which are in the sample. The 
fieldwork Decomes less expens,.ve since the survey is to De carried out in
 
the selected primary sampling units (psu's). Supervis"ion is easier when
 
the work in restricted to a few clusters.
 

http:expens,.ve
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Qiven that data collected by interviewers cannot be treated as an 
independent random sampre of responses, a nov interpenetzating 
subuample, ignoring department boundaries, should be selected within
eic - .z.rc;"i..ae. 

2. 	Quality controi
 
The previous project has generated a census, and several agricultural
 
surveys. To reinforce the present system, CAPP goals for the quality

control aspects in the agricultural survey system in Cameroon will
 
include the following steps over the next 2 to 3 years:
 

a) 	Strengthen the existing system for 
a formal, documented, (but
 
fairly simple) rechecking of interviewer selection and
 
enumeration cf sample units by Department supervisors and
 
Provincial Office personnel to verify that households were 
correctly listed in segments, sample households were correctly 
selected and actually interviewed, all farm operators were 
identified, the interviewer asked appropriate questions, and 
field measurement was accurate by remeasuring at least one 	 field. 

This recheck will be done on a regular basis, on a rotating 
scheduled sample of interviewers, so that all interviewers are 
aware that their work will be checked and reviewed. Forms, 
manuals and training will need to be developed to implement this 
system. The important thing to emphasize in such system is thea 
need to keep forms, instructions, and training sample, and to do 

-the recheck on a rotating ample of interviewers., 

b) A reinterview program will be instituted (beginning as a pilot 
study) which will require complete and careful reinterviews of a
 
small sample of households and/or farm operators, including 
redoing field measurements and plant counts.
 

c) 	 The practice will be reinforced of making periodic visits by

national office staff to provincial and department offices to
 
verify that the correct procedures are being used in the
 
identification and selection of segments and housing units, and
 
that interviewing and measurement techniques are being correctly 
carried out. Although these visits nay not seem as important as 
other quality control efforts, tney can De of great importance in 
building good relationships between different parts of tne 
system, in improving morale, and in improving the national office 
staff's ability to plan and develop new or additional s-!dies. 
Such visits are to be scheduled on a regular basis to assure that 
different offices throughout the country are observed, and that
 
different national office staff are involved in the observations.
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The system will continue to stress the importance of quality control 
in all meetings with staff at all levels, through the continuing 
training sessions and by introducing special seminars or workshops on 
quait.y control and its iTportance wit -:-ar. to : :-
dat a. 

In terms of questionnaire management which encompass all activities 
related to data collection, field editing, computer editing and
 
tabulation in national office, and 
 storage of questionnaires before 
and after the data have been entered into the coaputer, the system

must be responsive to the needs of those who depend on timely
 
publication of data.
 

The irregular flow of work in the National Office has contributed
 
significantly to the delays and bottlenecks in timely processing of
 
data. Work flow measures such as the development of weekly charts
 
showing the number of questionnaires processed would be extremely
 
helpful.
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vle,C. iCOeORIC ANALYSIS
 

The economic analysis for this project is based on cost effectiveness
 
criteria. Co.nven'ional oenefit-cost 
ana.'ys s is n,.- s-:.ae
 
!neo,:lcv oeca-se :te ex-ec-ed rDenef!is are "e:y .- :z -4 in:.y
due to the nature of the project's purpose. This purpose is tostrengthen the GRC's capacity for policy analysis and the supposition
is that, as a result of improved analysis, the policies adopted for
developing the livestock and agricultural sub-sectors will be more

effective. There are many intermediate criteria by which
effectiveness can be judged, . reater 

, r ' t., 4, itlo or a higher 
However, the ultimate criterion is the extent to whicn 
a greater flow
of net income is generated for farmers and (through processing

industries and multiplier effects) other Caneroonians.
 

The conventional benefit-cost zpproach would require that

expected stream of increased net 

this
 
income in the future be estimated
 

and discounted, to be compared with the present value of projects
costs. 
 However, putting figures on the increase in net incomes to be

expected cannot be done with any degree of accuracy, primarily
because the CAPP project is not dedicated to the improvement of any
particular policy in any specified way but rather to the
policy-making process in general. At this stage, neither the nature 
not the magnitude of the hoped for policy changes can be defiEiqd
sufficiently narrowly tn allow a quantification of benefits. What 
can be said is that they are .otentlal.y very great, for the projectis so placed that it can exert a very large azount of leverage. Anychanges in policy will affect many farmers. An improvement in food
marketing systems across the nation; for example, would affect all

those farmers who sell 
some food crops. It would take a very modest
increase in the aount of net income earned by these farmers to cover 
the costs of the project.
 

Cost Effectiveness It is quite a different question to ask whetherthere might be a more cost effective way to attain the same end (of
improving the government's ability to carry out sound policy
analysis). The project contains two main components: the policy
analysis part of it, and the section dedicated to data gatheringprocessing. 
Each of these parts, in turn, consists of long 

and 
term TA
personnel, short term consultants, and participant training. 

The policy analysis section of the project is it-s main 
justification. 
The section of the Project Paper providing the
economic rationale for th* project shows why an improved capability
in policy analysis is necessary, namely, that the country is facing
an economic crisis and that dealing effectively with it will require
some difficult and careful choices concerning what changes should be 
made in th* structure and functioning of the economy. 



Tbere are two approaches, ot mutually exclusive, that can be adopted 
here: on the one hand to bring in consultants either short or long term, 
or both, to do the analysis for the government, and on the other hand, to 
work witn GC personnel in d-nc the analysis in a process of on-the-': 
training. As a crac:ica" ma:er, a focus exclusively on :he la::er w 
considerably slow the output of analytical studies, because the work 
would have to proceed at a pace which GRC personnel, often without a high 
level of training or a great deal of experience, could absorb new 
analytical techniques. By contrast, relying entirely on short-term 
consultants would preclude effective institutionalization because there 
would be no opportunity to build up the necessary long term 
relationships. Furthermore, the per month cost of TDY personnel is 
significantly higher than that for long term resident TA people. 

For this reason, the CAPP project proposes combining tbe two strategies:

the short term consultants being asked to produce papers on policy
 
questions early on, so that the value of the work can be demonstrated
 
quickly while the long term experts devote a good proportion of their
 
time to on-the-job training. In sum, dropping or cutting back either the
 
long term or the TDY elements in policy analysis to reduce project costs
 
would therefore reduce the benefits each is designed to produce.
 

Timing: The agricultural economists will be brought in at the beginning
 
of the project. Any delay would mean that the objective of producing a
 
large number of studies early on in the project would be less effectively
 
.met.---Furt'.rmore, the trainees seat away in the early years will 
diminish the number of personnel available to do studies,, though the 
deliberate staggering of the training schedule described in the Training 
Plan will keep this problem to the minimum possible. Later, returned 
trainees should be able to take on some of the analytical work. Ideally, 
the economists would stay on for the fifth year also, because the 
returned trainees could benefit from continuous contact with experienced

analysts. However, in view of budget constraints, short term personnel
 
will have to be brought in to oversee .iie studies done and assist wlth
 
technical problems.
 

The data gathering and pr,cessing section of the project was the subject 
of such discussion within the design teas because it is such a costly
 
element, involving not only personnel but also commodities, particularly
 
vehicles. The cost burden is important not only from tne point of view
 
of USAID's budget for the project but also because the amount of
 
recurrent costs which the GRC has to continue to bear after the project
 
is over should be kept to a minimum.
 

It is clear that the data gathering and processing component must be 
continued. This decision is not based, it should be made clear, on the 
fact that a large mount of money has already been put into it and it 
would be very painful to cut the effort off now. These costs are sunk 
costs and as such should not influence the direction of future spending. 

Best Available
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Tbe reason for continuing is the same as the reasoa why the expenditurewas comitted in the first place, namely that polfcy analysis cannot be 
carried on in the absence of reliable data of the kind the AMP project
has Deen pr.d.cina. F'.rhe:, t.e data are imporr.- , . . 

involvne' w-in a win AM? an1d ;Project-s, Z.: a&.o : L..:involved in policy analysis, in particular the FAO Food and NutritionPolicy project and the very large World Bank projects being contemplated
under the sectoral adjustment loan.
 

This is not to say that there is no room for improvement or economies in

data gathering and processing. The technical analysis section of this

Paper lays out the design team's thoughts in this area. Tpa-proposed 

ee ,d rS_o lowthe CAPP implementation tea to concentrate on such changes.
 

There is one long term statistician programed gor the project, to be
brought in during the first year of the project. In MINAGRI she/he viii
 
refine the system and implement the changes just alluded to. In M:NEPIA
 
the task will be to work on adding livestock data gathering. After the

TA statistician's departure, returned trainees will be able continueto 
the system with the assistance of occasional visits from short term
 
advisors.
 

Similar considerations apply to the training element of the data 
gathering and processing section as were stated above for the policy

analysis section.---The mount of long.term training going to KINAGRI isless than for the other two ministries because it has already received 
considerable assistance of this kind from the AMP project. 

A major difficulty is bow the recurrent costs of data collection should

be met. 
 The level of costs is laid out in the financial section of this
 
dehign. The government has been cutting the funds it devotes to survey

work because of its budgetary difficulties. Any assistance given by
USAID to relieve this problems will be provided at its highest level in 
the first years of the project and then phased out, so as to ensure thatwhen the project ends the government is fully supporting whatever the 
level of spending then is. 
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VII. DO SOCIAL AVALYSIG
 

Socio-cultural Context
 
76e direct social i.,a:t of :.e CAP?.:ojec is lii:ei to :.e ,-'rec 
:enefi:.,a~ies, most rncazy ..-.e tw'enty long terr ar11pns
apprmnimately 150 short term participants (in Cameroon 
 and elsewhere)
and those Cmeroonian functionaires who receive on the job training
and practical experience working with the CID TA team. Indirectly,
the impact of the project will be considerably more exteoiive.
 

A major concern is employment. 
There is a rural exodus leading to
crowded towns with high unemployment while the rural 
areas themselves

suffer from labor shortages. In the past the public sector was able 
to absorb most graduates of the secondary schools and universities
and national schools. With a virtual hiring freeze in the public

sector imminent, it is no longer possible 
to guarantee employment to
graduates. These factors combine to create a potentially volatile 
situation.
 

While the CAPP project is not in itself an employment generating
project, .t will assist decision makers to 
address these vital

problems. 
Studies and analysis will be done of alternative
 

Z!bbP If the project can a3sist the
 
.. . .. 4A .Mtf
 

then it may have an indirect impact on stemming the rural exodus and
promoting employment in the rural sector an in light manufacturing
and food processing. Assessment of programs like the small and
medium-sized farm scheme (EAMI), which are designed to generate

medium sized agricultural enterprises also to
may lead considerable

gains or at least prevent serious mistakes from being made. To the
 
extent 
that the project can contribute the analysis necessary as 
a
base for serious policy reform, it may help contribute to the 
development of a more vibrant private sector capable of employing
 
many of the recent graduates.
 

Beneficiaries
The GRC will be tne most important beneficiary of the CAPP project in
that its ability to perform systematic policy analysis on
agricultural sector beissues will greatly increased. This will
 
improve government performance in responding to the demands of tbe

structural readjustment program and allow decision makers 
to consider
 
the potential impact of a variety of policy options. President
Biya's program of decentralizing the policy selection process to the 
level of the ainistries is dependent on increasing the ability of the
technical staffs of the three ministries involved to respond to
 
requests from their respective ministers for advice. The CAPPproject will be directly supportive of the decentralization program

and indirectly of the democratization program. 
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The direct beneficiaries of the project will be functionaries working in 
the NINAGRZ, NINEPIA and KINPAT, especially in the DSP, DPF and DP 
respectively. These individuals vill generally have B.3. degrees or
 
their eq'ivalent or professional training beyond this level 
(veter.nariar:s for exa-.ole). Twentv of these individuals W-". rece:ve 
M.S. level training in the U.S. in fields directly related to the needs
 
of the project. In addition, approximately 150 functionaries vill
 
receive short term training which will improve their ctpabilities and job 
performance in specific technical areas. Finally, enumerat=-s, working 
in the field will receive additional on the job training and brief 
training courses on interviewing techniques and data collection. The GRC 
has shown no reservations about placing women in responsible positions 
associated with the past, AMP, project and it is therefore expected that 
females will be well represented among the trainees, both long and short 
terit. 

Participation
 
There has been a high degree of beneficiary particptizn in the design
 
of the project. Two separate design workshops were held with
 
representatives of the three ministries involved. This representation
 
included not only functionaries from the capital city but also 
representatives from the Provinces. in addition, provincial and
 
department level officials who are likely to be involved in the training 
and implementation activities of the project have been consulted in five 
of the ten provinces. During the design worksbops, Cameroontans were 
given a full opportunity to express their views on the project purpose, 
outputs and inputs. Finally, Cmeroonians were inrited to comment on a 
draft of the project paper presented to them in both written and oral 
form. The proposed organization of the project is one which insures 
maximal Cameroonian participation in all aspects of implementation as 
well. 
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VIII; COIDITIOtI PRECEDENT AND COVENANT
 

A complete listing of the Condftion Preceoent ano Covenants vith 
s.,mary comments below the critical elements are as follows: 

a) Conditions Precedent to Disbursement
 

Prior to any disbursement or to the issuance of any commitment
 
documents under the Grant, the Cooperating Country shall, except as 
the parties iuay otherwise agree in writing, furnish to A.I.D. in 
form and substance satisfactory #o A.I.D., a statement of the names 
and titles oO the persons who will act as the representatives of the 
Cooperating '.:ountry, together with a specimen signature of each 
person spezifled in such statement. 

b) Covenants. The Cooperating Country shall covenant: 

1) To establish, within 90 days following the execution of the
 
long-term technical assistance contract, an interministerial
 
committee, which shall consist of the ministers of MINPAT,
 
MINAGRI and MINEPIA, or their designees, and which shall have the. 
authority to:
 

a) 	 Identify the need for particular economic and policy analyses 
and establish the priority for scheduling the review of such 
analyses.
 

b). 	Define the basic agreement mong the three mi'nistries that
 
will allow them to collaborate efficiently, particularly with 
regard to the definition of joint studies, the establishment 
of and access to a data bank, the allocation of budgetary 
resources and the review and approval of annual workplans. 

Comment: Please refer to Section I.E, Section III.C and Section 
V.A 	for more detailed discussion.
 

,2).To-nominate in writing to A.I.D., x1,S 'bp .rcb?1:l98 9, 
.%s~aq'atMhbUnited 

Comment: During the design process it was determined by the 
collaborative design team toA M*,f,-dt at the 

A.,mg"*&v*Atc in pl an 
--oth, of '-pro)ec t 

Sather, jttez o~ r werhrJ, the sapplxydemand analysis of 
(('-r~yas TtT'tYRhU needs and implications to 

project implementation of vacancies in key positions when 
participants are absent for two-three years. One scenario is 
that a reduction in the number of M.S. candidates be proposed and 
training budget modified accordingly.
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31 
 To require that, upon Completion of their tr'aining, all long-term

participant trainees spend i minimum of five years working in their
 
respective ministry planning units (i.e. the Directorate of Planning (DP)

in MINPAT, the Directorate of Studies 
and Projects ,DEP) in M7SAGR.: a-4 
tne Directorate of Studies, Projects and Training (DEP?? in M:NE?'A,. 

4) To provide adequate electrical power and facilities to support and house 
thecomputers and ancillary equipment financed by A.I.D. under the
 
project, which facilities shall be conducive to prolonging the life of
 
the computers.
 

5) To establish accounting controls acceptable to A.I.D. 
to verify that data

collection has been completed. 
The controls will entail statements from
 
the department and provincial heads of the statistical services
 
certifying that survey segments have been completed. 
 It is understood 
that there will be three suLveys each year, i.e. Form 1 (March - June),
Porn 2 (September - October) and Pr'rm 3 (February - March). 

Comment: 
Please refer to section IV financial Plan of the project paper,

GRC Expenditures. The GRC will guarantee to provide yearly financial
 
support to the Data Collection activity under the project. 
 AID agrees to*
 
also share the support costs for this activity (see USAID Expenditures).

The administrative responsibilities to effect the AID support to this
 
activity will be borne by the Contractor, according to payment
 
verification guidelines provided by USAID.
 

6) TO install or maintain telephones at each project site occupied by
members of the contractor technical assistance team. 

Comment: One 
area where project implementation activities were 
hampered

in the former Agriculture Management and Planning (AMP) project was 
one
 
of, daily communication among the different offices in MINAGRI. 
 This was
 
due to the physical distance between the Division of Statistics and
 
Studies and the Planning headquarters. Since this project will add two
ministries to the activities it is important that telephones be installed
 
at each location where T.A. are 
located to create an effective
 
communication channel.
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IX, BVALUATION AND AUDIT
 

Along with the regular system of monitoring of the project a formal
 
procedure for timely periodic evaluation is also necessary. A
 
regularized system of evaliation of the transformation of project ir,=.:ts
 
into outputs and of the overall impact of tne project will oe
 
established. The two scheduled evaluations of the CAPP project should
 
include at least three elements: 1) the GRC, especially the HINPAT,
 
MINAGRI and MINEPIA as the prime target beneficiaries; 2) USAID as the
 
source of finance; and 3) a set of independent, recognized technical
 
experts not linked to the project in any way and therefore not subject to
 
a potential conflict of interest. In order to insure the success of the
 
project, evaluations must be done in a timely fashion so that mid course
 
corrections can be made both from a management and technic&l perspective. 

Regular evaluations of the CAPP project will take place in three stages: 
l) -*ary.xe.vew-at the end of the first year; 2) a aid project review 
at- the end of the second year of the project; and 3) an impact review at 
theend of the fourth year of the project. The early review is a regular 
part of the CID management system. CID will finance this activity, 
including the provision of at least one outside expert, a representative 
of the lead institution and a representative of the CIP Executive 
Committee. USAID and GRC representatives will aloo be asked to 
participate in this preliminary effort. The basic purpose will be to 
identify areas for improvement and potential problems so that they can be 

- resolved early on in the implementation of the project. The evaluation 
report, including recommendationsp will be submitted to all interested 
parties.
 

The uid project review, which will be financed by USAID will be composed
 
of a team of experts recruited under a separate contract. USAID may also
 
bA represented on the evaluation team. Project documents will be
 
consulted, team members, both U.S. and Cameroonian will be interviewed 
and project outputs will be measured and assessed. Once again, the 
principal aim will be to make any corrections necessary to insure the 
future success of the project. A project performance audit will likely 
take place during the third year of the project. It will likely focus on 
recruitment costs and financial control 6echanimas set for the data 
collection activities.
 

The final evaluation exercise, to be conducted near the cc-)rtion of the 
fourth year of the project will be aimed at assessing the impact of the 
project, especially in.terns of the production and use of policy 
analysis. In addition, this evaluation will look to the utility of and 
the potential directions to be taken in any follow on to the CAPP 
pro'ject. This evaluation, funded by OSAID, will again include outside 
evaluators with specializations in policy analysis and data collection 
and analysis, representatives of CID, USAID and the GRC.
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In addition to the formal evaluations identified above, annual policy
reviews viii take place in the context of the monitoring plan and work 
plans and budgets. This along with other regular monitoring tnformatio 
will be input into all of the evaluation activities. 

CAP PROJ CT IYALUATION PLA/ 

YEAR. 

EVALUATION ACTIVITY 0 1 2 3 4 5 

CID EARLY REVIEW I 

MID PROJECT REVIEW X 

IMPACT ASSESSMENT I 
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AID'Z ICON A! DCM CEON (a)
 
El CIIHID 


LOC:2731
 
El RUErC Oe28/01" 309229e 
2NT CCCCC ZZB 06NOT3870 71 
P R 05222Z NOV 67 : D 
YM SICSTATI DISTI AID 
IC EUIBTD/AMIMBASSY TAOUNDE PRIORITT 28g 

AASICD 
INIO RUl-*2/AMJEMPASSY ABIDJAN e88 
LIMITID OFFICIAL,USE 
 STATE 346285
 

AIDAC 
ABIDJAK FOR RJDSOIYCA
 

I.C. 12356: N/A
 
SUBJECT: ECPR GUIDANCE CAMZIOON 
 AGRICULTURAL POLICY AND
PLANNING FRCJICT .(e31-0056)
 
1. THE ECFR MIT ON 23 OCTOPIR 1987ICS SUBJECT FRCJICT AT A LDVIL 

AND APPROVID TiE FID

OF DOLS 8.0 MILLION.
OFFICIS REPRISENTID AT THE EPR INCLUDE AFR/DP/PAj,
AIR/DP/PAR, APR/TR/ARL, AYR/TH/PRC, AIR/PD,
AIR/PD/CCVAP, GC/AMR, AYR/CCWA, BIYLAND USAID
.JOHNSON) THE FOLLOWING. GUIDANCE'IS PROVIDEDMISSION ACTICH 10'DURING IJJE PP DESIGN.
 

2. FUNDING- 1B1 MISSION EAS PROPOSED THISFT88 OBLIGATION. PROJICT TORIN VIEW OF PROJECTID CTI REDUCTIONS IN
17Ee AND FT8., AID/W REQUESTS MISSION TC CONDUCT AMORTGAGI/PIPIIINI ANAISIS OF PROJECT PCRTIOLIO TO SHOW
BOW THIS PRCJICT CAN 
 2E ACCOMMODATED. THIS ANALYSISSHOULD 11 COMPLITED AND SUBMITTEDFAIOR TO PROCIIDING To AIr/v JOR REVIIvWITH PROJICT DESIGN. IN ADDITION,IT APFEARS UNLIKILT THAT SUIFICIENT FU'DS'VILLAYAILABLI BEIN FT 88 AND MISSION SHOULD,';THIREFOR ITBE IMPLICATIONS 0 , REVIEW 
ANALYSIS SUPPORTS 

AN FTP9 START (ASSUMING MORTOAGTHIS) AND, ,TEX POTENTIALFOR THI RIPIRCUSSIONSCURRINT AG MANAGIMINT AND PLANNING PROJECT. T8E
 
MISSICN FAT NTXD TO C ,R, T
FICJICT l1TOND .. .T
.... ...
TBI PLANNED' PCD ( 12/'SUffICIENT TlM] ./,) ?6"ALLOWTOR eH HEPRCJrCT To, 
 61J OkSd I. 

~.o PRCJICT PUI POSg - tH Mtzassoa Is ~Ecu~TDRIIINE THE TOAC THIY PRIMARYRENATE TO O'JECTflyz 'OF I RCJflC'TANDPRCJICT DESIGN. rHE PID LOGIRAMEA[NALTZIEfCRIBES A JAIPLT NEUTRAL INSTITUTION-DUILDINO PURPOSE. 
JXI 'PLIIIID FT
CUALITT R!?OBTS, INTERMINIS'ZHIALVACUILT STATED FOPS (STR!NG'THINE D STATy,COOPIRATION).ICGRACI GCAL, STATEENT lIT TaTTPLICITLT .5UPPORT IIORTr ?TFCDUCTIO:"¢TI!;IwD A.ND IIPAL
TCC'JCC'!Rf RriAS-TILIzD , (AAL.,!TE RErUC D STA£ ENTERPStISY'E, RIDUCED 
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SICSIDIES). IT I2 R.QUESTID THAT TEI MISSION STITT MCRE|XPIICITLY TBI HANNIR IN WHICH THIS ACTITITT IS KIPRCIEDTO HAV OUTPUTS CONTRIBUTE TO PURPoSE, AND iPLICITIINKAGIS FROM PURFOSE TO GOAL-LEVEL CBJECTIVS. ASIDI
FROM ILNDING CCkCIPTUAL CLARITY TO THE PROJECT, SUCH AREEXAMINATION WILL BE NEEDED TO ADDRISS SITRAL KIT'

IlEMrNTS 
OF FRCJICT OPIRATIONS DESIGN INCLUDING: 
 DESIGN
TIAM COFCSITICN, TA/7RAINING TARGETTIDV'IX,

INSTITUTIONS, CZTRIA FOR S'UDY SELECTION, PROJICTMANAGEMENT, AND MCNITORING/ IYALUATION -PLANNING. 
4. DESIGN TEAM - IN YIEV OF THE INSTITUTION-BUILDING
CBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT, THI PC SUGGESTS THAT THEvIEsION CCNSIDER ADDING AN INSTITUTIONAL ANALTST TO THYr1SIGN TrAM AND THAT IHI DESIGN INCLUDE A DITAILED GRC
INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSISc PARTICIPATINGOf MINISTRIES. PCALSO SUGGESTS THAT IRV ?E REQUESTED TO TO EXAMINECCP.PUTLE BARDWARI/SOFTWARI R-IQUIRIMENTS OF THIS PROJECT. 
5. TA/TRAINING IrII
- THE PPOPCSED FRCJICT PLANS TOAILOCAIE APFRCIIIATELY DOLS 4.S MILLION TO TA AND DOLS
1.2 MIIIICN YOR TRAINWNG (EXCLUDING COMMODITIES ANDOTHER COSTS). THE PC QUISTIONID, GIVEN THE NINE 71ARHISTORY OF SUPPOIT TO THI AMP PROJFCT, URITH1 A GRIVTTRPROPORTION Of FUNDS SHOULD BE GOING INTO TRAINING RATHBR
?RAN TA. SIMLARIT, THE ALLOCATION Of LONG TiRM TAAMONG MINISTRIES SIEMS TC EMPHASIZE THIE 
STATISTICS UNIT
C T3E MINISTRY OF'.IICULTURI. THE PC SUGGESTS THATIRE.J? DESIGN TIAt' RECONSIDIE TBE LIVILS AND TTPIS OFTICNICAL ASSISTANCE ,ND RINING TO BE PROVIDED' TOrDlFPMINI Hlo'REER THFER SHOULD BE VO Rl EMPHASIS ON. LONGANUOR SHORT TERM TRAINING AND VHTH!R tORE LONG TERMTIChNICAL ASSISTANCE SBOULD BE PROVIDED TO TH1E GRC 
INTITT SAYING THI '.GREATER POIICT Ait ITSIS/D!TTLO PINTI-SPONSIBILIT. 
TBE DISIGN TIAM ALSO SHOULD CONSI'DIE
dyETBH.R THE ADDITION CE A SPECIALIST IN PUBLICAiMINISTRATIONTC THE LONG TEYR 
 TA TIAM WOULD BE ISEFUL
IN A'C*HIEVING INSTITUTIONALIZATION OVJICTITES.
 

,_.kULTI-?,NIS'lRIAL ISSIS7ANCF - THE CURRINT DESIGNCALLS FOR ASSISTANCE 10 TE PROVIDED TO THREE
MINISTRIES. THE PC NOTED THI LONG HISTORY CP SUFPCRT TOIRE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND THI FACT THAT VHILEfEIRE HAS PIUN SATISFACTORY PROGRESS IN SIIERAL AREAS(rATA COIECTION, STITISTICS, ITC), THI CURRENT PROJECTRAS NOT ACIOPPIISHID ALL TFAT HAD BEIN INTENDED. TH PCCU3TICNID WHITHIR THI EXPANSION OF THI NTV PROJECT TCINCLUDE OTHER MINISTRIES HIGET BE OVIR-AMBITIOUS ANDDIMINISH WHAI ALRIADY HAS I!.q ACCOMELIS..D WITH THIXINISTE OF AGPICIJITUFI. A FILATID CN1CERNI REGARDING() WORIING WITH THRI! MINISTRIYS IS THAT Of PROJECT 



CCCFDINATION AMONG MINISTRIIS. AS NOTrD IN TE! PID,
TIRE IS A HISTO;T IN CAMIRCON OFA 
ACI OF COORDINATIONVEIVZEN THE PINITRI OF AGRICULTURI AND TiHB 
 MINISTiT OFLIVESTOCK. BOWIVIR, THE PID DID NOT ADDRESS CLEAPLT BOWIHISF CCORDINATION FRCBLEIS WOULD 3L RESO1VED.EISIGN TEAM SPCULr RECONSIDER "RETHER'WCRKING 
TB 

WITH Tg3!Er'INISTRIES 
IS FEASIBLI AND PROVIDE A JUSTIFICATIONTIS APPRCACH INCLUDING A DETAILED PLAN 
0F 

FOR THE
'ANAGEINT OF INTEA-MINISTIRIAL COORDINATION DURING
 
PEOJECT IMPLEMINTATION.
 

7. MANAGEMENT 
ISSUES - THE XYALUATICN TIAM FOR THE AMP
FRCJECT NCTID EXCILIENT FROGRISS IN V'ANT ARrAS.'HOWEVER, 
TEE TEAM FELT THAT THIRI WERI SERIOUS
MANAGEMENT WEAKNISSES 
IN TEX PROJECT. IT APPIARS THAT
THIPE WEE CCNLICTING PRIORITIES BETWEIN M8E MISSION,
CRC ANt TE 
TA TIAM. 711i PP DISIGN TIAM SHC ADDRESSTHIS ISSUE AND INDICATE HOW THE NI' P1OJECT JS TO
AVOID TEX MANAGCIENT PROBLEMS EXP.RIINCIDRCJICT, B, 4 CURRINTPARTICULARLT TEX LACK OF DILINEATION )F THEFISPECTIVI ROLIS OF THE GEC, THE TA TEAM AND THEMISSION. OTHI 
 IESSONS Ifk-iNE1D FROM TS) CURRINT PROJICTSHOULD BE PACTORID INTO THE DESIGN OP TEX NEW ONI AND
SHOULD Bl BIGBLIGBTID 
 IN TEE PP. 

e. OTHER DONOR AND OTaI MISSION PRCJECT ,INIAGIS ?BIBB WAS INSUFFICIINT INFORMATION IN'THE PID REGARDINGTHI RELATIONSHIP OF THIS PROJECT TO.CNGOINO AND PLANNIDACTIVITIES OF OTHER DONORS, NOTABLY THE-WORLD BANK, FAO,
FIRANC! AND GERMANY. IN ADDITION TE RIELATIONSHIP OF
IBIS PRCJECT TO OTHER MISSION TROJECTSWAS NOT FULL
 
IItLAINID IN THE PID. THE DESIGN TEA. MUST FOCUS ONTHIS ISSUE AND PROVIDE 
IN-DEPTH INFORMATION RIGAIDING
bHAT OT1HR DCCIIS ARE DOING ANr PRISINT A DETAILEDPRCPOSAL TOR COORDINATION AMONG DONOS'IN PROJICT
IIILEMINTATION. THE PP SHOULD SIMILARLY DILINIATT TEIRILATIONSHIP OF THIS FR04iCT TO OTHER MISSION PROJICTS,
PARTCULARLT TE AEPRE.
 

9. CONTRACTING P'ICHANISM - THE PC QUESTIONED WHETHERTB! COLLAPORATIVI ASSISTANCE MICHANISM WAS TI MOST
AFIROPRIATE TOR TBi TTPES OF ASSISTANCE BEING PROPOSEDANE WHITHIR TITLE Il2 ZNSTITUTIONS WCULI ABLE MESTI TOTE TECHNICAL NEEDS OY TIllS ERCJJCT. THB PC INDICAID .THAT PZ RRAPS A TITLE .II/USDA/pRIVATI SICTOIR MIX'WOULD.BE MOREAPFRCPRIATE AND QUESTIONED WBHTUER THIS WOULD BEOSS11! UNDIR TBI COLLABORATIVE ASSISTANCE MOD1.WOULD AID/WAPPRECIATE MISSICN'S COMPI[NTS IIISISSUION AND -ANINEICATION 0 WHY THI MISSION 1E1S THAT COLLABORATITIASSISTC E IS THE CONIRACTIN4G METHOD OF CBOICZ FOR TISPFCJECT. IF THE COLLABORATITI ASSISTANCE MECHANISMUSED, THE R11 SHOULD ISALLOW FOR MAXIMUM ILhIBILITT INOBTAINING THE 71CBNICAL !,XPF TISE (VITH APPROPRIATE
!R!NCH LJNG'A. CAPABILITI) E^UI.RrD FOR PROJECT DISIGNAN .? ! '!'NTATICN INCLUDIIG ABCOITECTSTEIWITHPRI7ATI SICTCR. IN A-DITION, T37 MISSIONJ SEOUID ASSURE 
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THAT, IF C'LIABORATIVI ASSISTANCEIS USED, STANDARDLANGUAGE INCOURAGING 7HE PARTICIPATICK OF GRAY ANMINIII.JMITIES (BBCU'S) EITHER AS PRIME CONTRACTORS OR
EDICONTBACTORS IS USED IN ANY REI'S A3D RILATED C2D
 
NCTICIS DIVIICED FOR TEIS PROJECT.
 

It. CRC CCMP.ITMENT - AS*INDICATED EARLIER, TB! PC NOTID
TRI MANAGEMENT PROBLIPS OF TF CURRENT AMP PROJECT ANEQUISTICNED WEITHIR THIS BEFlICTED A LACK OF ORC
CCMMITMET TC IPPROVED ECONOVlIC ANALYSIS AND THE
IILIBERATE US! O THI! ANALYSIS IN TEX POLICTDVEFLOPMENT FRCCISS. IT WAS NOTED TEAT THE GRC IS 
IXPIRIECING SEVERE BUDGET CONSTRAINTS AND THAT THIS.MIGHT AYIUCT TH GRC PESct'RC' S AVAIIAELI FOR THIS 
FiCJECI. THE PC SUGGISTS TEAT THE DESIGN TEAM ADDRESS
 
THIS CONCERN IN TB! PP.
 

I. WAIVIRS- THE PC NOTES THAT VEHICLE AND OTHIR

COMODITY WAIVIRS MAY BE REQUIRED AND SHOULD BE
IKCORPCRATID INTO THE PP. WAIVERS REQUIRING AID/V
ACTION SHOUlr BE OBTAINED PRIOR TO PP AUTEORIZATION. 

12. III - TBI 21O ANI GC CCKCUR ON THIIIIINCLUDID IN 
TBI PID. 

1iz. :'AID/W DILEGATES AUTHORITY TO THE FilD FOR PP,
AFPROVAL AND PROJICT AUTHORIZA ION. HOIVETER, SINCE THIS
WILL MOST LIKEL, 21 AN FT 89 START, IF THIRE ART ANT 
PAJCR CHANGIS IN THT OVIRALL PURPOSE, DESIGN AND COST OFTBIS PROJECT FROM WHAT IS DESCRIBED IN THE CURRENT PIDAS AM1 DID PT THIS GUIDANCI, SUPPIMINTART INFORMATION
SHOULD B! SU MITTED TO AID.V FOR REVIEW PRIOR TO PP 

14. )I CNTROI UPON R.CEIPT.
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Attacment it 

ZZTIAL 	EVULXIUMTAL UAIXNATION 
C0 'IOR I,$G 
CA!'DOORY RZCLOSIOI
 

Country: Cameroon 

Titl e, of Activity: Agricultural Policy. and Planning Project 

Project No.: 631_0059 

Funding: $8.o millionL 

:rr Prepared By: Gary R. Cohen, Mission EnviroMIental Officer 

Bnvironmental Action
 
Recommended: Categorical 
 exclusion 

Discussion: This activity meets the criteria for a cattorical excl'usion in,ccg~da ivth' ection 216(2)(c)' of' AXD*R'egulatorJ'l6 and is thereforeexcluded from further reviev. The goal of the project Is to support theGovernment of Caberoon's agricultural economic policy reform and adjustmentefforts. The project purpose is to strengthen the capacity of the tocarry out economic policy development and planning. 	
GRC 

The Project's main focusvill be theto assist organizatlonal units in the MinistriesAg:iculture and Livestock to 	
of Plan,

collect and process Dore accurate and timelydata, conduct statistical economic and policy analysis and develop moreeffective investaent and development plans for the agricultural sector. 

More specifically, prroject refources vii fund the following activities
through the life of ptuject: 

(A) Enhancement of the analyticrl capabilities of tbe Division of Planningthe Ministry of Plan through provision of technical assistance, 
in 

microcomputers and staff training: 

(8) Assistance to the Mindltry of Agriculture to increase the ability tocarry out project design, economic analysis and data collection and 

(C) Assistance to the Ministry of Livestock to increase analyticalcapabilities, Including data analysis and report formats specific to the
Livestock sector. 
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A5S.a.;I:e tnds only; 
or 
(B)(2) the Economic
Support Fund only.
 

ELIGIBILITY
 

1. FY 1988 on uj utio
n se, S26. o
 
Has the President certified to 
the
 
Congress that 
the government of the

recipient country is 
failing to take
adequate measures 
to prevent narcoti
 
drugs or other controlled substances
 
which are cultivated, produced or

processed illicitly, in whole or 
in part.

in such country or transported through

such country, from being 
sold illegally

within the jurisdiction of such country

to United States Government personnel or
their dependents or from entering the

United States unlawfully?
 

2. 
FAA Sec. 481h). (This provision applies N/Ato assistance-of any kind provided by

grant, sale."oan lease, credit,

guaranty, or insurance, except assistance

from the Chfld Survival Fund or relating

to internati6hal narcotics control.

disaster and refugee relief, or 
the

provision of food or 
medicine.) If the

recipient is a smajor illicit drug

producing country, (defined as 
a country

producing durfng a fiscal year at 
least
 
five metric tOn's 
of :ium or 500 metric
 
tons of docaIor marijuana) or a "major

drug-trans'i'co~intryo (defined as a
 
country that 'S 
' significant direct
 
source of ill"iit drugs significantly

affecting the Uni'ted States, through

which such dr'ugs are transported, or
 
through whic'h4 significant sums 
of
 
drug-related -'rofitsare 
laundered with
 
the knowledge,'or complicity of the
 
government),: has 
the President in the

March 1 International Narcotics Control
 
Strategy Report (INSCR) determined and

certified to the Congress (without
 



3 

f -- ;nus session, of a resoiuton
 
disapproving such a certification), or
 
has the President determined and
 
certified to the Congress on 
any other
 
!ate :.i'h ena::men: y Ccngress :f a

resolution approving such certification).

that (a) during the previous year the
 
country has cooperated fully with the
 
United States or taken adequate steps on
 
its own to prevent illicit drugs produced
 
or processed in or transported through

such country from being transported into
 
the United States. and to prevent and
 
punish drug profit laundering in the
 
country, or that 
(b) the vital national
 
interests of the United States require

the provision of such assistance?
 

Drug Act Sec. 2013. (This section N/A
 
applies to the same categories of
 
assistance subject to the restrictions in
 
FAA Sec. 481(h), above.) If recipient
 
country is a "major illicit drug

producing country" or 
"major drug-transit

country" (as defined for the purpose of
 
FAA Sec 481(h)), has the President
 
submitted a report to Congress listing
 
such country as one (a) which, as a
 
matter of government policy, encourages
 
or facilitates the production or
 
distribution of illicit drugs; (b) in
 
which any senior official of the
 
government engages in. encourages, or
 
facilitates the production or
 
distribution of illegal drugs; (c) in
 
which any member of a U.S. Govetaxent
 
agency has suffered or been threatened
 
with violence inflictod by or with the
 
complicity of any government officer; 
 or
 
(d) which fails to provide reasonable
 
cooperation to lawful activities of U.S.
 
drug enforcement agents, unless the
 
President has provided the required

certification to Congress pertaining to
 
U.S. national interests and the drug

control and criminal prosecution efforts
 
of that country?
 



debtor or unconditional guarantor on any 
debt to a U.S. citizen for goods or 
services furnished or ordered where (a) (a) No 
such citizen has exhausted available 
:A;a: reme ies 3n! l tb: e !ett 4.3 n:

denied or contested by such government? 

5. FAA Sec. 6 O(e)(1). If assistance is to No 
a government, has it (including any 
government agencies or subdivisions) 
taken any action which has the effect of 
nationalizing, expropriating. or 
otherwise seizing ownership or control of 
property of U.S. citizens or entities 
beneficially owned by them without taking 
steps to discharge its obligations towatrd 
such citizens or entities? 

6. FAA Secs. 620(a), 620(f), 620D; FY 1988 NO 

Continuing Leqolution Sec. 512. Is 
recipient country a Communist country? 
If so, has the President determined that 
assistance to the country is vital to the 
security of the United States. that the 
recipient country is not controlled by 
the'international Communist conspiracy. 
and that sach assistance will .jrther 
promote the independence of the recipient 
country from international commu.iism? 
Will assistance be provided directly to 
Angola. Cambodia. Cuba. Iraq, Libya. 
Vietnam, South Yemen, Iran or Syria? 
Will assistance be provided to 
Afghanistan without a certification? 

7. 	FA SeSi62o(ij. Has the country
 
permitted, oL failed to take aequate
 
measures to prevent, Oamage or
 
destruction by mob action of U.S.
 
property?., 

8. 	fAA Sec. 620(1). Has thecountry faile: =1r
 
to enterrinto'an investenr..aa-.I.ty
 

agreement witfr OPIC?
 



A - IG . - . ...... ~v 
"c ". 
 ,as amended, Sec.. (a, rias
the country seized, or imposed any
penalty or sanction against, any U.S.
fishing vessel because of 
fishing


activitie.s 
in -"e-hat;-nalwato's?
 
(b) If so. ias any deduction required by
the Fishermen's Protective Act been made?
 

10. 
 AASec. 620g(): FY 1988 Continping

ResolutionSec. 518. 
 (a) H~s the 
 (a)No
 
government of the recipient country been
in default for more 
than six months on
interest or principal of 
any loan to the
country under the FAA? 
 (b) Has the (b)No
country been in default for more 
than 

year on interest or principal 

one
 
on any U.S.


loan under a program for which the FY
1988 Continuing Resolution appropriates
 
funds?
 

11. FAA Sec. 620(s). If contemplated 
 N/A

assistance is development loan 
or to come

from Economic Support Fund, has the

Administrator taken into account the
percentageldf the country's budget and
amount of tho country's foreign exchange
 
or other resources spent on military

equipment7 ',(Reference may be made to the
annual "Taking Into Consideration" memo:

"Yes, takeninto account by the
 
Administrator at 
time of approval of
Ag'aucy OYB.* 
 This approval by the

Administrator of the Operational Year

Budget 
can be the basis for an

affirmative answer during the fisc#1 year

unliss significant changes in
 
circumstances occur.)
 

FAA Sec6)2:o0(t). 
 Has the country severed Nodiplomatic relations with the Unitel
 
States? 
4fso thave relations beeu
resumedand:,-have new bilateral assistance

agreementsobenrnegotiated and entered
 
into since such resumption?
 



s.a:us o: the Count:y's U.N. 

obligations? 
 If the country is in arrears, were such arrearages taken into
acccun: by the A.I.D. Administrator in 
Cperational Year Budget? 
 (Reference may

be made to 
the Taking into Consideration
 
memo.)
 

14. 	F)A Sec. 620A. Has the President 

determindd that the recipient country
gra-nts sanctuary from prosecution to any
i..dividual 
on group which has committed
a-j act of international terrorism or

o*.herwise supports international
 
tarrorism?
 

15. 	FY 1988 ContinuinT Resolution Sec. 576.

Has the country been placed on 
the 	list
 
provided for 
in Section 6(j) of

Export Administration Act of 1979

the
 

(currently Libya, Iran. South Yemen,
Syria, Cuba, 
or North Korea)?
 

d.* 9SDCA
of [85 Sec._Jb). Has the 

Secretary of State determined that the
country is 
a high terrorict threat
 
country after the Secretary of
 
Transportation has determined. pursuant
to section 1115(e)(2) of 
the 	Federal
 
Aviation Act of 1958, 
that an a1.rport in
the country does not maintain and
administer effectivc security measures?
 

17. 	"A Sec. 666(bL. 
 Does the country

object, 
on the basis of race, zeligion.
national origin or 
sex, to the presence

of any officer, or employee of the U.S.

who 	is present in such country to 
carry
out 	economic development programs under
 
the 	FAA?
 

18. 	FAA.Secs. A9, 67Q, 
 Has the country.
after August 3, 1977, delivered to anyother country or received nuclearenrichment or reprocessing equipment.

materials, or 
technology, without

specified arrangements 
or safeguards. and
without special certification by the

President? 
Has it transferred a nuclear
explosivq device to a non-nuclear waapfn

state, or if 
such a state, either

received or detonated a nuclear explosive

device? 
 (FAA Sec. 620E permits a Ppecial

waiver of Sec. 
669 	for Pakistan.)
 

Ibe t. . 

as Ji the date of the 
FY 1988 Taking into 
Consideration Memo 	for
 
:ur:cses ,f sanc:i:r.s 

of the U.N. Charter. 

.o
 

No
 

No
 

No
 

No
 



non-nuclear weapon .state, 4 has it, on or
 
after August 8, 1985. exported (or

attem;ted to 
export) illegally from the

Ulnitel 
5:ates any material, equipment, or
 

significantly to 
the ability of a country

to manufacture a nuclear explosive device?
 

20. 	ISDCA of 1981 Sec. 120. Was 
the 	country 
 Yes, 	it wab represenrec
represented at 
the Meeting of Ministers 
 at the meeting. This wa.
of Foteign Affairs and Heads of 
 however, taken into
Delegations of 
the Non-Aligned Countries 
 account by the Adi:i::
to the 36th General Assembly of the U.N. tot in the FY 19S8 Tak_:n
on Sept. 25 and 
28, 	1981. and did it 
fail into Consideration Ypnn.
to disassociate itself from the
 
communique issued? 
 If so, has the
 
President taken it 
into account?
 
(Reference may be made to 
the Taking into
 
Consideration memo.)
 

21. 	FY 1988 Continving Resolution Sec_ 
528.
 
Has the recipient country been determined
 
by the President to have engaged in a
 
consistent pattern of opposition to the
 
foreign policy of the United States?
 

22. 	FY 1988 Continuinq Resolution Sec. 513. No
Has the duly eected Head of Government
 
of the country been deposed by military

coup or decree? If ascistance has been

terminated, has the President notified

Congress that ademocratically elected
 
government has taken office prior to the

resumption of assistance?
 

23. 	rY 988¢pniu..ing- Resolution Sec. S43. Yes
Does the recipient country fully
 
cooperate with the international refugee

assistance.organizations, the United
 
States, and other governments in

facilitating lasting solutions to refugee

situations, including resettlement
 
without respict~lto rdce, r.lig!on.
sex. 
 .i g .	 . or nation 4l, or.,g in? 



Listed below are 
statutory criteria applicable

to proJects. This section is divided into two
parts. 
 Part A includes criteria applicable to
 
a:- z:::s. 
Far: B applies to projects funded

from specific sources 
only: B(l) applies to all
projects funded with Development Assistance;

B(2) applies to projects funded with Development

Assistance loans; 
and 	B(3) applies to projects

funded from ESF.
 

CROSS REFERENCES: 
IS COUNTRY CHECKLIST UP TO 
DATE? HAS STANDARD ITEN 
CHECKLIST BEEN REVIEWED FOR 
THIS PROJECT?
 

A. GENERAL CRITERIA FOR PROJECT
 

1. 	EY 1988 Continuing Resolution Sec. 523: 
 Yes

FAA Sec. 634A. If money is sought to

obligated for an 
activity not previously

justified to Congress, or 
for an asount
 
in excess of amount previously justified

to Congress. has Congress been properly

notified?
 

2. 	EM, Sec. 611(a)(1). Prior to an
 
obligation in 
excess of $500.000, will
 
there be (a) engineering. financial or 
 (a)Yes.
other plans necessary to carry out the
assistance, and (b) a reasonably ftrM 
 (b)Yes
 
estimate of 
the cost to the U.S. of the
 
assistance?
 

3. 	TM Sec. 611(a)(2). If legislative N/A

action is required within recipient

country, what is the basis for a
 
reasonable expectation that such action

will be completed in time to permit

orderly accomplishment of the purpose of
 
the assistance?
 

Best Mllible Docl"
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.....
 : project is to:water or water-related land 
resource

construction, have benefits and 
costs
been cc:4put'ed to 
the extent practicable

in a:=ordance with the principles,
3tan~a:ds. 
and procedures established
 
pursuant to the Water Resources Planning
Act (42 U.S.C. 1962. g. qg.)? 
 (See
A.I.D. Handbook 3 for guidelines.)
 

5. FAA Sec. 6 11(e). 
 If project is capital 
 .j/A
assistance (eg., construction), and
total U.S. assistance for it will exceed
$1 million, has Mission Director
certified and Regional Assistant
Administrator taken into'consideration

the country's capability to maintain and
utilize the project effectively?
 

FAA Sec. 209.
6. Is project susceptible to. N/A
execution as part of regional 
or
multilateral project? 
 If so. why is
project not 
so executed? Information and
conclusion whether assistance vill
encourage regional development programs.
 
7. FAA Sec. 601(a). Information' and
conclusions on wheth7r projects will 

.--Iagbnetal; thip.-protect 
encourage efforts of the country to: 

vill build.-a- Epicity 
(a) increase the flow -- 1within'the agktcultural'of international : and livestock sectors totrade; (b) foster,private initiative and
competition; improve economic policy
(c) encourage development 
 analysis and planning.
and use of cooperatives, credit unions, 
 AID issupporting the GR,
and savings and loan associations; 
 efforts to adjust to a
(d) discourage monopolistic practices; 
 more liberalized market'
(e) improve technical efficiency of
industry, agriculture and commerce; and 

economy to meet domestic
 
needs &nd'44ternationai
(f) strengthen free labor unions. 
 cope it n. 

8. FAA Sec, 601(b Information and
conclusiona Ingeneral, this project,
on how project Vill encourage 
 will conduct economic
U.S. private trade and investment abroad 
 policy'opons'hich vil
and encourage private U.S. participation encourage tree market'in foreign assistance progras 
 (including internatitai trade vher'
use of private trade channels and the 
 by U.S. ffins would beservices of U.S. private enterprise), eligible copet0.
 
9. 'AA Ses. 612(b), 63,h'." '
 ,
Describe steps 
 In td.r...e to the Projti
taken to assure that, 
to the maximum Agrementthe agreoaont extent possible. 'th( "4 
fr4y Is provides 
 tributLor
cottUin'iecdes to meet the
cost-- to ~b o~ 6'coot*~

other services# 
 of 27 p es trnb.
and foreign culetis'l * owned by the U.S.
are utilized n lieu *o dof1a1s. 

I ~Y2" 
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excess foreign currency of the country
 
and, if so, what arrangements have been
 
made for its release?
 

..:7:" C.:. Iu~nq s:lution Sec. 521. 
If assistance is for the production of
 
any commodity for export. is the
 
commodity likely to be in surplus on
 
world markets at the time the resulting

productive capacity becomes operative,

and is such assistance likely to cause
 
substantial injury to U.S. producers of
 
the same, similar or competing commodity?
 

12. 	FY 1988 Continuin- Besolution Sec. 5). 

Will the assistance (except for programs
 
in Caribbean Basin Initiative countries
 
under U.S. Tariff Schedule "Section 807,0
 
which allows reduced tariffs on articles
 
assembled abroad from U.S.-made
 
components) be used directly to procure
 
feasibilitl studies, prefeasibility
 
studies, or project profiles of potential

investment in. or to assist the
 
establishment of facilities specifically
 
designed for, the manufacture for export
 
to the United States or to third country
 
markets in direct competition with U.S.
 
exports, of textiles, apparel, footwear.
 
handbags, flat goods (such as wallets or
 
coin purses worn on the person), work
 
glove' or leather wearing apparel?
 

13. 	FAA Sec. 119(o)C4)-(6). Will the 

assistance (a) support training &Md 

education efforts which improve tte 

capacity of recipient countries to 

prevent loss of biological diversity;

(b) be provided under a long-tori 
agreement in which the recipient country 
agrees to protect ecosystems or other
 
wildlife habitats; (c) support efforts
 
to identify and survey ecosystems in
 
recipient countries worthy of
 
protection; or (d) by any direct or
 
indirect means significantly degrade

national parks or similar protected areas
 
or int oduce exotic plants or animals
 
into iilh areas?
 

; 

N,A 

N/A
 

Ingeneral, the project 
does not focus primarily o 
these issues. However 
policy studies may be 
identified during the life 
of this project which 
addresses these iasues. 



14. .- ..A d. If a Sahel project, has 
a N,kdetermination been made that the host
 
government has an adequate system for
accounting for 
and controlling receipt
and expenditure of -r-fect funds (either

do! .ars or 
local currency generated
 
therefrom)?
 

15. FY 1988 Continuing Resolution. If 
 N/A
assistance is 
to be made to a United

States PVO (other than 
a cooperative

development organization), does it obtain
at least 20 percent of 
its total annual
funding for international activities from
 
sources other than the United States
 
Government?
 

16. FY Continuing Resolution Sec. 541. 
If N/A
assistance is being made availeble to 
a
PVO, has that organization provided upon
timely request any document, file, 
or

record necessary to the auditing

requirements of A.l.D.. and is the PVO
 
registered with A.I.D.?
 

17. FY 1988 Continuinq Resolution Sec, 511. 
 N/A
If funds are 
being obligated under an
appropriation account to which they were
 not appropriated, has prior approval of
the Appropriations Committees of Congress

been obtained?
 

18. oY
ContinuLnq Reolution Sec. 515. 
 If N/A
deob/zeob authority is sought to be
exrrcised in the provision of assistance.
 
are the funds being obligated for the
 
same general purpose, and for countries

within the same general region as

originally obligated, and have the

Appropriations Committees of both Houses
 
of Congress been properly notified?
 

19. 5tate AuthorizationSec.139 (as 
 N/A
interpreted by conference report). 
 Has
confirmation of 
the date of signing of
the project agreement, including the
 
amount involved, been cabled 
to State L/T
and A.I.D. LEG within 60 days of 
the
agreement's entry into Corce with respect

to the United State. 
 and has the full
text of thu agreement been pouched to
%hose same offices? 
 (See Handbook 3.
Appendix 6C for agreements coveted by

this provision).
 



...........	 Q. .. .
 .. 

1. 	Develooment Assistance Proiect Criteria
 

a. 	FY 19e9Conl i.q .esoljtin Sec.
 
552 (as interpreted by conference
 
report). If assistance is for
 
agricultural development activities
 
(specifically, any testing or
 
breeding feasibility study, variety

improvement or introduction,
 
consultancy, publication, conference.
 
or training), are such activities (a) a)
specifically and principally designed

to increase agricultural exports by

the host country to a country other
 
than the United States. where the
 
export would lead to direct
 
competition in that third country

with exports of a similar commodity
 
grown or produced in the United
 
States, and 
can the activities
 
reasonably be expected to cause
 
substantial injury to U.S. exporters

of a simllar agricultural commodity;
 
or (b) in support of research that is (b)No
 
intended primarily to benefit U.S.
 
producers?
 

b. 	FAA Sets. 102(b). 111. 113. 261(a). (a)Policy analyses to bi 
Describe extent to which activity conducted by Title XI.will (a) effectively involve the poor Universities may illustrain development by extending access to a series of production 
economy local incentive options to twa,at evel. increasing ilabor-intensive production and the 
 farmers such as ircentiv_
 
use, 	 of appropriate technology, brought on by increases4acuse f apropiattecnolgymarket supply of fertili-i
dispersing investment from cities to 
 mal subsidies on V
IUA,LL small towns and rural areas, and 	 'i=prts; identificatio 'Cc.ct. opportunities for supple.i
t 	 zr, mentary farm incomes thri
C CV 	 tZ' improvements in livestoel 

mawitement; increased'tAA 	 ol producer prices, etc. 

I , 	 (b)A policy study villVI I performed on the role ofn( 	 o,. cooperati-ies with a viftg j
towards identifying thbas
 
cooMdities and aceivttlt. n(:- •, ia mst @outrilute tf 
the suceee *t 0eo00pet1it 

S(a) Ihie pM' e will be, 

build is 6-se apei 
"IuSO 



..... ... Jt afl- t.,-epoor in the benefits of development es:aoiished in :he agricu
on a sLstained basis, using 
 tural census and subseque
appropriate U.S. institutions; 
 surveys to identify women(b) 	help develop cooperatives, 3oortunites i. orderesecially by 	 :cte-hnical assistance, 
. :her -. "a
to assist rural and urban poor to 
 fare 	and productiveness i
help themselves toward a better life, the economic subsectors.and otherwise encourage democratic (e)Policy options will.bprivate and local governmental developed with a focus oninstitutions; (C) 
support the encouraging the country'sself-help efforts of 
developing competitiveness in regor
countries; (d) promote the 
 trade. Analsis prepared
participation of women in the 
 this project can also be
national economies of developing 
 useful to planners in
countries and the improvement of neighboring West African
women's status; 
and (e) utilize and countries.
 
encourage regional cooperation by

developing countries.
 

c. 	 FAA Secs. 10?. 103A. 104. 10S. 106. Yes, 	satisfies requirement
120-21. Does the project fit the 
 under Developmedt Fund fcz
criteria for the 
source of funds 
 Africa Procedures.

(functional account) being used?
 

d. 	FAA Sec. 107. 
Is emphasis placed on Yes
 
use of appropriate technology
 
(relatively smaller, cost-saving,

labor-using technologies that are
 
generally most appropriate for the
 
small farms, small businesses, and
 
small incomes of the poor)?
 

e. 	FA&.Secs. 110. 124(d). Will the 
 Yes
 
recipient country provide at least 25
 
percent of the costs 
of the program.

project, or activity with respect

which the assistance is to be 

to
 

furnished (or is 
the 	latter
 
cost-sharing requirement being waived
 
for a "relatively least developed.
 
country)?
 

f. 	FAA Sec 128(b). If the activity Yes
 
attempts to increase the
 
institutional capabilities of private

organizations or the government of
 
the country, or if 
it attempts to
 
stimulate scientific and
 
technological research, has it been

designed and will it be monitored to
 
ensure 
that the ultimate
 
beneficiaries are the poor majority?
I 

Best Availdble DOcuMeL
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- - . Ze:be exten~t towhich program recognizes the
particular needs, desires, and 

capacities of 
the 	people of the
country; 
utilizes the country's 

.in :eta! res:-:ces to er:
institutional development; and

ura;e 

supports civil education and training

in skills required for effective 

participation in governmental
 
processes essential to
 
self-government.
 

h. FY 1988 Continuing Resolution Sec.

538. Are any of 
the 	funds to 
be used
for 	the performance of 
abortions as
method of 	

a

family planning or to


motivate or 
coerce any person to
 
practice abortions?
 

Are any ot the funds to be used to 

pay for the performance of

involuntary sterilization as 
a method
 
of family planning or to 
coerce or

provide any financial incentive to
 
any person to undergo sterilizations?
 

Are any of the fund, to be used to 
pay foryany biomedical research which
 
relates%,in whole or 
in part, to
methodsof, or 
the performance of,

abortions 
or involuntary
 
sterilization as 
a means of family

planning?:,
 

i. 	Fy.l9WeCont-.nuinQResoution. Is 

the.as'ist.Ance being made available
 
to any organization or program which
 
hasubeendetermined to 
support or

partialpateiin the management of 
a

programofricoercive abortion or

involuntvay,sterilization?
 

If asisitance is from the population

functibnail~atcount. 
are 	any of the
 
fundsC'o*'be made available to

voluhar--"f,
amly planning projects

which do nlot'offer, 
either directly

or throUgh: referral 
to or information

-about atces. to, 
a broad range of
famllya l*nhingimethods and services? 

Best Available Doc uvw 

:~~z: .. 

by tbe project is resPon 
to the needs of the gove 
ment in bui~dine i:s 
ana!vtica! .:a-aciti thr: 
::jii 
effective policy develop

and planning in the agri
 
tural and livestock sect
 

No
 

No
 

No
 

No
 

No
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11tilize competitive selection
 
procedures for the awarding of
contracts, except where applicable
procurement rules allow otherwise?
 

k. FY 1988 Continuing -Resolution. What
portion of the funds will be 
The REI, design contract
 

to Title XII, and Project
available only for activities of

economically and socially 	

Paper all have references
 
to encourage strong and
disacdvantaged enterprises.


historically black colleges and 	
effective participation o
 
these entities.
universities, colleges and


universities having a studont body in
which more than 20 percent of the

students are Hispanic Americans, and
private and voluntary organizations
which are 
controlled by individuals

who ar.e black Americans, Hispanic

Americans, or 
Native Americans, or
who are economically or 
socially

disadvantaged (including women)?
 

1. FAA Sec. 118(c). 
Does the assistance Ingeneral, this project
comply with the environmental 
 a policy project and will
procedures set forth in A.I.D.
Regulation 16? 	 have the opportunity to
Does the asgistance analyze these issues,
place a high priority on conservation particularly land use
and sustainable management of allocations and alternativ
tropical forests? 
 Specifically, does 
for optiocal investment.
the assistance, to 
the fullest extent
feasible: 
 (a) stress the importance
of conserving and sustainably
managing forest resources; (b)
support activities which offer
 
employment and income alternatives to
those who otherwise would cause
,estruction and loss of forests, and
help countries identify 
and implement
alternatives to colonizing forested 
areas; (c) support training
p;9grams, educational efforts, andthe establishment or 
strengthening of
institutions 
to improve forest
management; 
 (d) help end destructive 
slash-and-burn agriculture by

supporting stable and productive

farming practices; 
 (e) help conserve
 
forests which have not yet been
IFgaded. by helping to increase

Rrqd4Qtion,on lands.already cleared
 



or degraded; (f) conserve forested
 
watersheds and rehabilitate those
 
which have been deforested; (g)

support training. research, and other
 
actions which lead 
to sustainable and
 
more environmentally sound practices

for timber harvesting, removal, and
 
processing; 
 (h) support research to
 
expand knowledge of tropical forests
 
and identity alternatives which will
 
prevent forest destruction. loss, 
or
 
degradation; (i).conserve biological

diversity in forest areas 
by

supporting efforts to 
identify.
 
establish, and maintain a
 
representative network of protected

tropical forest ecosystems on a
 
worldwide basis, by making the
 
establishment of protected 
areas a
 
condition of 
support for activities
 
involving forest clearance or
 
degradation, and by helping to
 
identify tropical forest ecosystems

and species in need of protection and
 
establish and maintain appropriate
 
protected areas; 
 (j) seek to
 
increase the awareness of U.S.
 
government agencies and other donors
 
of the immediate and long-term value
 
of tropical forests; 
 and (k)/utilize

the resources and abilities of 
all
 
relevant-U.S. government agencies?
 

a. FAA Sec. 118(c)(131. If the N/IX

assistance will support a program or
 
px.oject.significantly affecting

tropical forests (including projects

involving the planting of exotic
 
plant species), will. the program or
 
project (a) be based upon careful
 
analysis of the alternatives
 
available to achieve the best
 
sustainable use 
of tie land, and
 
(b)/takt full account of 
the
 
:environmental 
impacts of the proposed

,activiries on hiological diversity?
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n. 	FAA Sec. 119 C) !4-. Will assistance
 
be used for (a) the procurement or (aj No
 
use of logging equipment, unless an
 
environmental assessment 
indicates
 
that all timber harvesting operations

involved will be conducted in an
 
environmentally sound manner and that
 
the proposed activity will produce

positive economic benefits and
 
sustainable forest management
 
systems; or (b) actions which will (b)No
 
significantly degrade national parks

or similar protected areas which
 
contain tropical forests, or
 
introduce exotic plants or animals
 
into such areas?
 

o. 	FAA Sec. 118(c)(15). Will assistance 
In general, analyses ma.
be used for (a) activities which be conducted to address 
would result in the conversion of these specific issues. 
forest lands to the rearing of Studies on resource allc 
livestock; (b) the construction, cation as regards landupgrading, or maintenance of roads use management will be a(including temporary haul roads for priority during the life 
logging or other extractive of project.

industries) which pass through
 
relatively undegraded forest lands;
 
(c) the colonization of forest lands;
 
or (d) the construction of dams 
or
 
other water control structures which
 
flood relatively undegraded forest
 
lands, unless with respect to each
 
such activity an environmental
 
assessment indicates that the
 
activity will contribute
 
eignificantly and directly to
 
improving the livelihood of the rural
 
poor and will be conducted in an
 
environmentally sound manner which
 
supports sustainable development?
 

p. 	FY 1988 Continuing Resolution 
 If
 
assistance will come from the
 
Sub-Saharan Africa DA account, is 
it
 
(a) to be used to help the poor (a)Yes
 
majority in Sub-Saharan Africa
 
through a process of long-term

development and economic growth that
 
is equitable, participatory.

environmentally sustainable, and
 
self-reliant; (b) being provided in (b)TAR'
 



accozdance wi:h the ;oIicies
contained in section 102 of 
the FAA;

(c) being provided, when conistent (c)Yes
 
with the objectives of such
 
assistance, through African, United
 
States and other PVos that have
 
demonstrated effectiveness in the
 
promotion of local grassroots

activities on behalf of long-term

development in Sub-Saharan Africa;
 
(d) being uied to help overcome (d)Yes.
 
shorter-term constraints to long-term

development, to promote reform of
 
sectoral economic policies, to
 
support the critical sector
 
priorities of agricultural production

an4 natural resources, health.
 
voluntary family planning services,

education, and income generating
 
opportunities, to bring about
 
appropriate sectoral restructuring of
 
the Sub-Saharan African economies, to
 
support reform in public

administration and finances and to
 
establish a favorable environment for
 
individual enterprise and
 
self-sustaining development, and to
 
take into account, in assisted policy
 
reforms, the need .o protect

vulnerable groups; (e) being used to 
 (e)Yes.
 
increase agricultural production in
 
ways that protect and restore the
 
natural resource base, especially

food production, to maintain and
 
improve basic transportation and
 
communication networks, 
to maintain
 
and restore the natural resource base
 
in ways that increase agricultural

production, to improve health
 
conditions with special emphasis on

meeting the health needs of mothers
 
and children, including the
 
establishment of self-sustaining

primary health care systems that give

priority to preventive care, to
 
provide increased access to voluntary

family planning sorvires, to improve

basic literacy and mathematics
 
especially to those outside the
 
formal educational system and to
 
improve primary education, and to
 
develop income-generating

opportunities for the unemployed and
 
underenployed in urban and rural
 
areas?
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z Deve::m:en1 Assistan:e Project Criteria 
(Loans Only) 

N/A 

a. 
FAA 	Sec. 122(b). Information and
 
conclusion on capacity of 
the country to
 repay the loan at a reasonable rate of
 
interest.
 

b. 	FA Sec. 620(d). If assistance is for
 any productive enterprise which will
 
compete with U.S. enterprises. is there
 
an agreement by the recipient country to
prevent export to 
the U.S. of more than

20 percent of the enterprise's annual

production during the 
life of 
the 	loan.
 
or has the requirement to enter 
irsto such
an agreement been waived by the President
because of 
a national security interest?
 

c. 
E.Y 1988 Continuing Resolution. If for aloan to a private sector institution from
funds made available to carry out 
the

provisions of FAA Sections 103 through

106, 
will loan be provided, to the
maximum extent practicable, at or 
near

the 	prevailing interest rate paid 
on

Treasury obligations of similar maturity

at the time of obligating such funds?
 

d. 	 FAA Sec. 122(b). Does the activity give

reasonable promise of 
assisting

long-range plans and programs designed to
develop economic resources and increase
 
productive capacities?
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3 Ec :.nir: Su~por: F: ?role:t Crite:ia
 

a. FAA Sec. 531(a). Will this assistance
 
promote economic and political

stability? To the maximum extent
 
feasible, is this assistance consistent
 
with the policy directions, purposes, and
 
programs of Part I of the FAA?
 

b. 	FAA Sec. 531(e). Will this assistance be
 
used for military or paramilitary
 
purposes?
 

c. 	FAA Sec. 609. If commodities are to be
 
granted so that sale proceeds will accrue
 
to the recipient country, have Special

Account (counterpart) arrangements been
 
made?
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5C(3) 
- STANDARD ITEM CHECKLIST
 

Listed below are 
the statutory items which
normally will 
be covered routinely in those
provisions of an assistance agreement dealing
with its implementation, or 
covered in the
agreement by imposing limits 
on certain uses of
 
funds.
 

These items are arranged under the general
headings of 
(A) Procurement, (B) Construction,

and 
(C) Other Restrictions.
 

A. PROCUREMENT
 

1. FAA Sec. 602(a). 
 Are there arrangements Yes
 
to permit U.S. small to
business

participate equitably in the furnishing

ot commodities and services financed?
 

2. FAA Sec. 604(a). 
 Will all procurement be Yes

from the U.S. except as otherwise
 
determined by the President or under
 
delegation from him?
 

3. 
FAA Sec. 604(d). If the cooperating 
 N/A
country discriminates against marine

insurance companies authorized to do
business in the U.S., 
will commodities be
insured in the United States against

marine risk with such a company?
 

4. FAASec. 604(e): ISDA of 1980 Sec. 
 N/A
705(a). 
 If non-U.S. procurement of

agricultural commodity or product thereof

is to be financed, is there provision

against such procurement when the
 
domestic price of such commodity is less
than parity? (Exception where commodity

financed could not reasonably be procured

in U.S.)
 

5. FAASec.604(g. Will construction or NO
engineering services be procured from
firms of advanced developing countries
which are otherwise eligible under Code
941 and which have attained a competitive
capability in international markets in 
one of these areas? (Exceptiou for those
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:ountries which receive direct economic
assistance under 
the 	FAA and permit

United States 
firms to compete for
construction or 
engineering services
 
financed from assistance programs of
 
these countries.)
 

6. 	FAA- Sec. 60. Is the shipping excluded 
 No
from compliance with the requirement in
section 901(b) of 
the Metchant Marine Act
of 1936, as amended, that at 
least

50 percent of 
the 	gross tonnage of
commodities (computed separately for dry
bulk carriers, dry cargo liners, 
and
tankers) financed shall be transported on
privately owned U.S. flag commercial

vessels to the 
extent such vessels are
available at 
fair and reasonable rates?
 

7. 	FAA Sec. 621(a). 
 If technical assistance Yes

is financed, will such assistance be
furnished by private enterprise on a
contract basis to the fullest extent

practicable? 
Will the facilities and
 resources of other Federal agencies be
utilized, when they are particularly

suitable, not competitive with private
enterprise, and made available without
undue interference with domestic programs?
 

8. 	 jinternational 
Air 	Transportation Fait
Competitive Practices Act. 1974. 	
Yes
 

If air
transportation of persons or 
property is

financed on 
grant basis, will U.S.
carriers be used to the extent such

service 
is availible?
 

9. 	FT1988 Continutinq esolution See.54.
If the U.S. Government is a party to a 

Yes 

contract for procurement. does thecontract contain a provision authorizing
termination of 
such contract for the
convenience of 
the United States?
 

10. 	FY1988 Continuing -esoutIon
Sec.524. Yes
If assistance is for consulting service

through procurement contract pursuant to
5 U.S.C. 3109, 
are contract expenditures

a matter of public record and available

for public inspection (unless otherwise

provided by.law or 
Executive ord.-)?
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B 	 CCNSTRUCTION 

N/A
 

1. 	FAA Sec. 601(d). If capital (e..g.

construction) project, will U.S.
 
engineering and professional services be
 
used?
 

2. 	F- $ec,_611(c). 
 If contracts for
 
construction are to be financed, will
they be let on a competitive basis to
maximum extent practicable?
 

3. 	FAA Sec. 620(k). If for construction of

productive enterprise, will aggregate
value of assistance to be furnished by

the 	U.S. not exceed $100 million (except

for 	productive'enterprises in Egypt that
 were described in the CP), 
or does

assistance have the express approval of
 
Congress?
 

C. 	OTHER RESTRICTIONS
 

1. 	FAA Sec. 122(b). If development loan 
 N/A
repayable in dollars, is interest rate at

least 2 percent per annum during a grace
period which is not to exceed ten years,

and at least 3 percent per annum
 
thereafter?
 

2. 	FAA Sec. 301(d). 
 If fund is established N/A
solely by U.S. contributions and

administered by an international
 
organization, does Comptroller General
 
have audit rights?
 

3. 	FAASec. 620(h). Do arrangements exist 
 Yes
to 
insure that- United States foreign aid
is not used in 
a manner which, contrary

to the bes. interests of the United

States, promotes or assists the foreign

aid projects or activities of the
 
Communist-bloc countries?
 



a.a e :n ;e: e u se of 

a. AA Sec. 104(f): FY 1987 Continuing 
Resolution Secs. 525, S38. (1) To 
pay for performance of abortions as a 
me:nod oi family planning or Lo 
motivate or coerce persons to 
practice abortions; (2) to pay for 
performance of involuntary 
sterilizatio as method of family
planning, or to coerce or provide
financial incentive to any person to 
undergo sterilization; (3) to pay for 
any biomedical research which 
relates, in whole or part, to methods 
or the performance of abortions or 
involuntary sterilizations as a means 
of family planning; or (4) to lobby
for abortion? 

Yes 

b. FAA Scc. 483. To make reimburse- Yes 
ments, in the form of cash payments, 
to persons whose illicit drug crops 
are eradicated? 

c.. FAA Sec. 620(g). To compensate 
owners for expropriated or 
nationalized property, except to 
compensate foreign nationals in 
accordance with a land reform program 
certified by the President? 

Yes 

d. FAA Sec. 660. To provide training. 
advice, or any financial support for 
police, prisons, or other law 
enforcement forces, 4xcept for 
narcotics programs? 

Yes 

e. FAA-Sec. 662. For CIA activities? Yes 

f. FAA Sec. 636(1). For purchase, sale, 
long-term lease. exchange or guaranty
of the sale of motor vehicles 
manufactured outside U.S., unless a 
waiver is obtained? 

Yes 



- FY .199? 	 ~ 

::reme pay, or adjusted se:r'ce
 
compensation for prior 
or current
 
military personnel?
 

h. 	FY 1988 Continuing Resolution sec. Yes
 
5C5. -To pay U.N. assessments,
 
arrearages or dues?
 

i. ¥y1988 Continuing Resolution Sec. 
 Yes

506. To carry out provisions of FAA

section 209(d) (transfer of FAA funds
 
to multilateral organizations for
 
lending)?
 

J. 	FY_1988 Continuing Resolution Sec. 

510. To finance the export of 

Yes
 

nuclear equipment, fuel, 
or
 
technology?
 

k. 	FY 1988 Continuing Resolution Sec. 

511. For the purpose of aiding the 

Yes
 

efforts of the government of such
 
country to repress the legitimate

rights of the population of such
 
country contrary to the Universal
 
Declaration of Human Rights?
 

1. 	PY 1988 Continuing Resolution Sec. 
 Yes

516; State Authorization Sec. 109.
 
To be used for publicity or
 
propaganda purposes designed to
 
support or defeat legislation pending

before Congress, to influence in any

way the outcome of a political
 
election in the United States, or 
for
 
any publicity or propaganda purposes

not authorized by Congress?
 



"n ,is papez which examines tn, instit-jtiona envi:onment of t.e CAP project
 
-:.e ::"in; s-zb:e-.-t3 ii. A -ei as-.s. .. i-..e.- ::m a'.d & ct r.-ea of tn:.e 

:r&nia - nai pers;ective in tnese ifli:s; :.-e,., -e actaai ar.c potentia.,
of policy analysis in these units; 4) the organizational structure of the CAPP 
project; and 5) c-onclusions and an overall assessment of the prospects for
 
success of this project.
 

There are tnree distinct ministries involved directly in 
the project (MINAGR:,

M:NEP:A 
and M.NPAT)and two additional ministries (M:NDIC and MESRISES) which
will nave pcotentia-v important roles to play. 
 7he Key organizational proo/em

for tnis project is tc promote effective interaction oetween them. Given t.e
 
limited resources availanle for the project, the closely linked
 
responsioilities of chese ministries and the different level of experience and

development of capabilities in the 
areas of data collection, processing and
 
anai'ys o,.deen the minist:ies, a caref.;i balance must 
De achieved in the
 
provision of technical assistance and participant training.
 

Pormal Ministry Str'ctures 
M4AGRI - The functions of the NINAGRI, as defined by the Decret No. 88/772 of 
May 16, 1988 signed by President of the Republic, are defined as 1) theelaboration and implementation of government programs related to agriculture,
forestry, hunting, wood related industries and reforestation; 2) agricultural

education; 3) extension work; 4) rural comunity organization; 5) data
 
collection and processing; 6) exercise authority over the CDC and SOCAPALN and
 
otner parastatals as designated by the government; and 7) act as a liaison for
 
the government with the PAO.
 

The current organization of the Ministry of Agriculture (MINAGRI) was
 
officially established by Decret No. 83-84 of February 14, 
1983. According to
 
an 
analysis prepared by William Litwiller (May 8, 1984), internal
the 

organization of the N.' nistry *is 
a well thought-out structure." Be did
 
identify several important weaknesses, including "1) lack of 
internal
 
cooperation between the divisions, services and bureaus...and unstaffed or

inadequately staffed offices.0 
 As can be seen from the attached organigrarme

the DEP (Direction des Etudes et Projets) which includes the divisions of

statistics, studies, project management and 
administration, is well placed in
 
the Ministry. Lines of authority flow from the DEP directly to the
 
Secretary General. 
 It is thus a key Direction for providing techni:al advice
 
and policy studies to the top decision making levels of the ministry.
 

rhe DEP in the Ministry of Agriculture (MINAGRI) bas thp advantage over 
the
 
)ther two ninistries of having participated in the OSAID Agricultural

4anagement and Planning Project (AMP) over the last eight years. 
 Its staff
 
:hus has experience in the areas of data collection, processing and analysis.

It has also benefited from a consideranle amount of training, both long 
and
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s-r . ~ a 3r~ staff on b-and. The,e foe, n e fa*.:-t 
 - :'.e:x tra.in in :.te 'Z? s scmew.a- less t.a :.a: .-. 

:raine. :nze: :.e project nave zeen retained Dy DEP. :n addiron, tne i.y
analysis goals of the AMP project have been carried out to only a limited
 
extent. .t is tn.erefore necessary to provide training in the policy


.:ea 
and in tne tecnnical fields necessary to maintain t:.e C:::ent
 

Current staffing in the NINAGRI DEP includes, or will include in the near

future, six agricultural statisticians trained 
at the M.S. level (four trained

in the U.S.), three computer science specialists (one at the N.S. level, one
at 
the B.S. level and one in a non-degree program) and six agricultural
economists being trained 
at the M.S. level. Several of these long term

participants 
are still in the U.S. but most are expected to complete their
degrees and return to Cameroon by the end of 
1988 (one will not graduate anti!
'une 1989). Given the standard career patterns, demands witnin the Ministry
and elzewhere and the vicissitudes nf the public service in Cameroon, 
some of
these individuals will undoubtedly be seconded to positions outside the DEP.
Although this is 
not optimal from the perspective of the project, it does
 serve ncnLt.neless 
to increase capacity throughout tne GRC.
 

M.NE?:A - The Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries (MINEPIA) is officially

cnargd with (Secret no. 
88/772, 16 May, 1988): the elaboration and
implementation of government policy in the area of livestock, fishing, 
and

animal industries. From this perspective its principal functions 'ire 
1) the
application of all 
regulations and laws dealing with the conservation, the

development and the exploitation of domesticated animals and their products;
2) assuring the hygiene of meat 
 and meat products; 3) extension and training

work with livestockmen and fishermen; 4) oversight of the SODEPA, OHDAPB, OPV

and the programs for animal fattening and small fishing enterprises.
 

The MKNEPIA below the level of the Minister is organized (Decret no. 86/704,

June 14, 1986) i:to a Central Administration and a Secretary General.
 
Reporting to the Secretary General 
are the directors of five departments
(directions), including the DEPT (Direction des Etudes, des Projets et de la
Formation, see attached Organigramme). The DEP? was created by this decree in
1986 and is now fully staffed. The DEPT was established in response to a need
for technical assistance in policy and project analysis required by the
secretary general /And the minister. 
 It is well placed in the Ministry to
provide such assistance to the highest level policy makers.
 

In the Ministry of Livestock's Division d'Etudes et 
Projets (DEP) there are

eighteen staff members. including one veterinarian, four agronomists

(ingenieur-agronome), one statistician/economist (M.S. level) 
and six

individuals who have completed their first degree (license) only. 
One of
these has participated in a workshop on project management and 
one bas some
 
experienlce as a manager of a project. The relevant skills MINPAT required for
the implementation and institutionalization of this project effort include the
ability to do economic policy analysis and evaluation, planning, data
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Training Plan). 

MI.P.AT- The Ministry of 
Plan (M:NPAT) is charged with establisning the five

'ear e :e,..en: plans Decret 8 , 7', 
 16 May 1988). ::s principal act.:".es
 

preparing regional plans, including consideration of environmental issues; 3)
promoting public investment; 4) establish procedures for the design and
 
implementation of programs and of the investment budget; 5) elaborating

national economic statistics; 6) with organizing industrial zones in

cooperation with the Ministry of Industrial Development and Commerce; 7)

preparing a human resource plan; 8) monitoring the work of the World Bank,

UNDP, EEC and CEA; and 9) uverseeing ISPEA, MAGZI and PAID,
 

The Ministry is organized into six departments, the directors of which report

to the secretary general. These departments include (Decret no. 84-797, 17
July 1984) Projects and Prograds, Economic and Technical Cooperation, General
 
Ad~ministration, Regional Development, Statistics and National Accounts and tne

Department of Planning. 
 It is with this latter department that the CAPP
project will work directly. The Department of Planning is further divided
into six suo departments: Economic Stadies and Syntheses, Manpower Resources,
industrial Planning, Control and Execution of the Plan, National Casd Index,
Documentation and Data Base Service and Rural Development Communications and
 
Services. 
The sub director of this last sub service (Rural Development,
Communications and Services) has been assigned to assist the Director of the
 
Planning Department in working with the CAPP project. 
 This sub department is
further divided into four services, Rural Development Planning, Food and
 
Nutrition (the base for the FAO planning project), Transport and Communication
 
and Services.
 

In the Planning Department (Direction du Plan) 
the current professional staff

consists of two statisticians, two statistics technicians, one 
demographer,
one 
legal specialist, eight 'economists' (one at the M.S. level, one with a

maitrisse and six with the license) and one agronomist (ingenieur) working on
 an PAO nutrition project. 
Virtually all of these personnel lack both a solid
 
theoretical grounding and practical experience in planning or 
land use
planning. The individuals in the Direction also lack the training in the key

substantive areas of concerr to the project, agriculture (including forestry)

and livestock (including fisheries). 
 In order tn perform well in planning in
 
:nese vital 
areas they must be able to interact with and understand the
problems and processes involved, and the techniques of analysis appropriate to
 
planning in each.
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3efOre Procee-oing to a discussion of 
tne role rnese various ministries wiII
 
play in the CAPP project it is 
important to have some perspective on the

organizational behavior and perspectives within each of them. 
 In essence we
 
are aaK.IC t:eae minstIres, wit.in tne context 
of this project, to
 

' o:e: :ne 3ctivi:ie3 of t.e DEP kM:NA"?:), DEP? (M:4EP:A1 and 
tne Direction du Plan IMINPAT). Given the nierarcnical administrative
 
structures of these ministries, how can we expect to stimulate the significant
changes in bureaucratic behavior which will make such activity possible? 

In order to 
address this question three related but different methodological
 
approaches have been employed: 1) structured interviews and follow up

interviews have been held with the key Cameroonian actors who may potentially

be involved in the project; 
 2) a review of a variety of documents, includin
the Sixth National Plan, has provided some insights into the organization and
 
activities of these Ministries in the larger national context 
and; 3)

careful observations were made under controlled conditions, of the
 
representatives of the participating organizations during two workshops

organized oy tne design team. 
These three data gathering approaches produced

convergent findings in two key areas, organizational goals and behavior and
 
individual motivation and behavior.
 

The Cameroonian bureaucracy has maintained and expanded on the adminIstrative 
perspective derived mainly from its francophone colonial tradition (althoughelements of anglophone administration are also present). Emphasis is placed 
on formal procedures derived from legal texts and on a system of well defined
hierarchical interactions. The approach is largely deductive. In the process
of organizational design little regard is paid to the nature of behavioral
interactions or human resource capabilities. Organizational charts are drawn

and expanded to meet perceived functional needs. Bureaus are, however, often
 
left either grossly understaffed, or without 
an adequate operating budget or
 
both. Their prime functions often include providing reports witbout the
 
benefit of adequate information or data or the possibility of gathering such
 
data. 
 In fact many of the bureaus and services identified in the

organigrammes of the three Ministries directly involved in this project are
 
little more than single individuals. In 
some cases the lack of an operating
 
budget may have an effect on morale.
 

.Horizontal communications between ministries, including the three directly

'involved in the CAPP project, 
are extremely limited. The normal path for

:communications between individuals at 
comparable levels in different
 
:ministries is up the administrative hierarchy to the top of one ministry,

across at 
the top levels to another ministry and then down the chain once
 
again. Responses require the same laborious process. 
This of course poses

tremendous potential problems for 
a project which, although officially based

-in one ministry (NINPAT), will have important components in two others.
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perceived as zero sum games which must be carefully oalanced by regional and 
political considerations (see Steedman 1988, and Ntangsi, 1987). The national
 

limited if any monitoring. 
The influence of the Plan on other activities is
 

;,a also resil:s from an exchange in the context of an environment which is 
n-t .E..f sys ema:ic planning. As a result, tne Plan tends to ze a 

: -. ; -4-t- real czrerernce )rzorJ.srtn and ;i 

therefore limited.
 

The development activities of Cameroon, like those of most African countries,
 
are based on the di.'crete project as the basic unit for analysis and
 
consideration. The national development plan, although it specifies 
a list of
 
national goals, is more a list of projects than a 
plan in the true sense of
 
the word. This point has been underlined, even by officials charged with
 
producing the plan. 
 Little effoct is made to show the links between projects,

parastatals and goals. Rather than identifying and selecting projects based
 
on national or sectoral priorities established in the Plan, this is done to 
a
 
considera1le extent v;ch reference to donor preferences and priorities.

Although t:ere has been some effort in that direction, communications and

coordination oetween donors also leaves something to be desired. 
 The result
 
is a plethora of only moderately related projects with different donor
 
financing.
 

The donors themselves further subvert the planning process within the
 
ministries by distorting the organizational reward structure. There even
 
appears to be a sort of competition between donors for the time and commitment 
of the best Cameroonian counterparts. Since most donors provide salary
supplements and other benefits such as per diem to Cameroonians assigned to 
their projects, there is a strong incentive for Cameroonian functionaries
favor project interventions regardless of their broader implications. 

to 

Projects also tend to provide significant immediate rewards and benefits for

distrioution in the form of vehicles, equipment, operating expenses and
 
scholarships and other training opportunities. Identifying and generating new
 
projects is thus a major preoccupation of Ministry staff. 

Policy Analysis

The CAPP project, while promising some of the etw* benefits, is oriented
 
toward 
a type of output which is outside the experience of most Cameroonian
 
functionaries: policy analysis. The output of pobl-y analysis, a series of
 
studies and papers evaluating current policies and presenting policy options,

bears little relationship to career objectives and advancement. Thus far,
 
requests for policy studies from higbi level ministerial officials are quite

limited. These individuals are either unfamiliar with the concept of policy

analysis or fail to see any concrete adv&ntages in requesting it. Heretoforwhat policy analysis is done is initiated from the top levels and used at 
those levels largely as a basis for negotiations regarding budget allocaZions. 



Res crsioilir-, for t.ie acriciltural 3ector .,as zeen characterized as purposely

-er.n.,: a of 3iffe:en: mi.i :ries
o: .Agz.i.i:-re, "es::ci,
Commerce and Scientific Research) (Ntangsi, 1987). This made the
 

concentration of overall policy making power in the agricultural sector easier
to maintain in the Presidency. In tne past, agricultural policy making has
 
een ..
i.nly centralized, heavily infl enced oy vested, particularly elite
 

•

result was a 
 - ar-

1907: .; . series of regressive policies which have helped contribute to the
current national economic crisis. Even Ntangsi, however, admits that the high
degree of centralization of policy making in the Presidency which has
predominated in Cameroon since independence is being seriously modified by

President Biya (1987:73). For both technical and political reasons, policy

making is being decentralized to the level of the Ministries, thus providing

tne opportunity for much greater technical expertise and analysis to enter
into the policy selection process. In addition, the democratization program

has provided the government with a political counterbalance to purely elite
 
interests.
 

Among the key variables identified by Stangsi as having an important impact on
tne failure of agricultural policy is the lack of information. Although this
factor is mentioned time and time again, it has until recently been given

little weight by the government. Donors have expressed great concern in this
 area and the GRC, through the USAID sponsored Ah? project has made a major

effort to improve the quality of data available on the agricultural sector

which can be applied to policy analysis. The top ministry officials, who in
part because of the decentralization and in part because of the impact of theeconomic crisis and the attendant budget cuts, are now such more cognizant ofthe importance of technical c:onsiderations than was previously the case. Theynow find it necessary to produce better analytic studies in order to promote
 
new, and defend *existing programs. The demands by the World Bank and other
donors for such studies as a precondition for financing projects may also have
 
an important impact.
 

Those Cameroonians who will be charged with producing policy studies have

little experience in doing this type of work and, based on past exprience,
feel that they must take account of the policy priorities of high leel
 
decision makers rather than presenting them with real options. The potential

payoffs to tbe individual are also somewhat tenuous. 
 There is no clear

indication that good analysis will produce more projects and the associated
rewards or promotions and recognition of the individual within the current
 
struct:.re. 
 There are also consideraole risks to the analyst if the results of
his studies 
are not consistent with existing government preferences and

objectives. This perspective will gradually change as decision makers become
fully cognizant of the advantages of having objective analyses available to
 
them. Good analysts will become highly valued members of their teams,

especially withl'the reinforcement provided by the CAPP project. 
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Added to the motivational constraints militating against conducting policy
analysis are the resource constraints. These ministries are not set up to do
studies. Vehicles, gasoline, per diem, paper and other resources are often in

short supply or totally absent. The emphasis on personnel an opposed to otheroperating expenses further retard the development of effective study units and 
tears. 7ne :,.rrent econ .-: :ris:S and :h-e as3-oi ated4 ::; ' :-t-: 

operating budgets are likely to undergo further cutbacks. 
The impact of this
 can already be seen in terms of the loss of service vehicles and the

subsequent reassignment and selling of others. 
The data collection
capabilities of several provinces have already suffered 
-s a result. In the

latest oudget, the operating budget of the statistics division in MINAGRI's
DEP has been cut by 80 per cent. The operating budget for the DEP? in the

Ministry of Livestock remains at 
just over two million CFA for the entire
 year. its personnel are in essence confined to their offices and have little
 
opportunity to do productive work.
 

The government's decree (002) stating that all projects must fund one hundred
 
per cent of project expenses with no formal contribution from the GRC, further
increases the pressure to identify and gain donor financing for development

projects regardless of type. This perspective on project finance, if accepted
by the donors (although ther are good indications that it will not be), 
makes

it easier for Cameroonians to accept any project, regardless of whether it is
associated with perceived national development goals or not because the

marginal costs to Cameroon are 
so low. 
 The ability to obtain resources,
rather than the success or potential contribution of a particular project

could become for some the principal criterion.
 

For reasons explained above, the incentive for the Cameroonian technical
personnel will be on the identification of new projects rather than on

analysis of broader policy questions. Bence, the demand must come 

the
 
from


above. 
 Given the growing pressure from above in light of the economic crisis
and with the added pressure from the donor community, it seems that the demand
tor policy studies will be such that technical personnel will perceive it to
be directly in their own interests to pursue a program of policy analysis

consistent with prioritien set above and/or pushed by the donor community.

High level Cameroonian technical personnel will buy into the program because

,they will see it as consistent with their jobs and the wishes of their
superiors. This confluence of interest will create the
 
possibility for the institutionalization of the policy analysis
 
program.
 

Proiect Organization

In order to participate fully and 
access the resources of the CAPP project

MINAGRI, MINEPIA and MINPAT are 
in a situation in which they must try tocooperate in the performance of certain key functions. Each will, however

maintain control over those actions and studies which are clearly part oftheir respective official charges. MINAGRI wants to at least maintain and
probably strengthen the existing system for data collection and ar.alysis. 



MINAGRI officials would be very pleased to see the entire project continue to
 
be based strictly in their ministry. Recognizing the reality that A:D wo.:d
 
not continue to 
fund their efforts if the scope and coverage were not 
expanded, MINAGRI reluctantly accepted an inter-ministerial perspective with
the project at least nominally based in nINPAT. The key questions revolving
around :he deferse of the existinc system and tne maintenance of con:rzi over 

.~**,-~-- -- 'o,an: z:t.e: rs.re 
practice, altnougn consideramle progress hs oeen reached in arriving at 
theoretical accords. 

The case of HINEPIA is somewhat different. It regards itself as considerably

behind in the development of data gathering and analysis capabilities and
 
wants to acquire the resources which will enable it to catch up to M:NAG:.
 
At the same time there is 
some fear that MINAGRI will continue to dominate the
 
project and divert resources to its own purposes. The feeling on the part of
 
MINEPIA officials is that their ministry should be given extra support in
 
terms of training and technical assistance in order to catch up. The )EPF (La
 
Direction des Etudes, des Projets et de Formation), while fully staffed, is
 
relativeiy new (established in 1986) The personnel in the DEPP have
 
consideraole experience in the 
livestocK sector but virtually no experience in
 
conducting economic analysis or 
systematic data collection and processing.
 
The director must expand the capabilities of his unit in the context of both
 
the CAPP project and a World Bank sponsored project which emphasizes the
 
development of project management skills. 
Although there is a clear
 
expression of interest in conducting policy studies of interest to 
the
 
livestock sector, it is not apparent that at this time this unit bas 
a good

handle on what is involved in policy analysis. However, the complementarity

of the World Bank effort may make such analysis more attractive. Assistance
 
has been requested by the director from a management consultant to help to
 
assess personnel needs and the organizational design of the D9PF.
 

MiNPAT, which will in principal coordinate the CAPP project, is very

enthusiastic and co~rvitted to the effort. 
 They are concerned about improving

their policy analysis and evaluation capabilities. With increasing pressure
 
being put on the MINPAT to participate effectively in the national planning
 
process rather than merely acting 
as a clearinghouse for the technical
 
ministries, the Director of Plan and his staff 
see clear advantages accruing
 
if the project is successful. Playing the role as project coordinator 
also
 
adds prestige and resources to the unit. MINPAT also hopes to forge the kinds
 
of linkages with the other two ministries which will provide it with access to
 
data which will make its own job much less cumbersome and provide the basis
 
for realistic planning.
 

The two CAPP project design workshops held on June 14-15 and 23-24
 
respectively, provided some interesting and useful insights into 
tne problems

involved with and likelihood of success in estaJkisbing an effective system of
 
inter-ministerial coordination and oversight of the CAPP project. 
 These
workshops had three basic objectives: 1) to obtain input from the Cameroonian 
agencies participating in the project into its design; 2) to conduct a team 
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building exercise which would have carryover into the implementation stage ofthe project; and 3) to observe and test certain hypotheses regarding thefuture organization and possibilities of success of the project from an
institutional perspective. 
The two latter objectives are of interest in this
 
section.
 

~r~e~f
-~ t~ aSeeri',:~y re~a:Ka:e lev*e!:fise::ie: 
 na. :iresen~atves of toe . ....together in small groups, were aole to reach agreement on the principalobjectives and sub-objectives of the project and even on the distribution ofresources under the project. 
This latter agreement, reached in the 
course of
the first workshop, regarding the distribution of technical assistance 
was
further expanded upon in the course of the second workshop. it has been
further refined in this project paper. 
 While it can be argued tnat the
artificial environments provided by workshops may have little relation toreality, that argument does not appear to have much validity in tnis case.The familiarity generated by four days of working together in small groups, in
plenary sessions and even of dining together, allowed the participants to
engage in a frank, open discussion of their positions. This was especiallyevident in the course of two key discussions involving the organization of the
project and the distrioution of technical assistance, training and cowodities.
 

The organization of the project was presented in a draft document designed topromote discussion regarding interministerial relations and to place emphasis'
on the need for a streamlined organization and set of operating procedures.
Given the rigid hierarchical relations characteristic of the bureaucracy, it
is essential to the success of the CAPP project to find a means of opening upcommunication channels and coordinating the common efforts of all 
three
ministries while-avoiding the untimely delays and implementation difficultieslikely to be experienced if standard interministerial communication channelsare followed. 
 Bence there is a need for establishing new organizational
procedures while, not violating the official operating procedures of 
the GRC.
 



TECHNICAL ALYSIS
 

The design of the statistical component of this project is based on the
current accomplishments 
 of the AMP project, and realities that exist withinthe Ministries in terms of data collection, processing, and inadequacies that
have han:ere: carrvina - e:no stjdies. For th :-:rents.;ccessf ! --I accompl,snr.na its gcal, 	 :etne foiv...
 
to be met. These preconditions are identified as:
 

1. 	Continuation of data collection efforts in MINAGRI.
2. 	Development of methodologies for data collection in MINEPIA.
 
3. 	Coordination of data collection activities between the three
 

ministries.
 
4. 	Improvements on the present sample design and survey.

5. 	Improvements in data processing.
 
6. 	Establishment of a common data bank.
 

1. 	Data collection efforts in MINAGRI 

A major component of the Agricultural Management and Planning (AMP)
project was to "institutionalize a sector planning and statistical
capacity within the Ministry of Agriculture's (MINAGRI) Directorate of

Studies and Projects* (DEP). To accomplish the task of building
statistical capacity, the Division of Statistics (DS) beg'n collecting

data beginning with the 1984 Agricultural Sample Census, followed byannual production surveys for 1985, 1986, 1987, and continuing into 1988.
 

To carry out the functions of design, collection, processing, analysis,
interpretation, and dissemination of surveys, the Division is divided into
 
two sections - the Agricultural Surveys Service and the Agricultural
Statistics Service. The responsibility for the sampling frame, survey

design, training of enumerators, data collection, editing and quality
control lies within the Surveys Service, while data processing is a
function that is performed by the Statistics Service. This responsibility
specifically includes data entry, computer editing and correction,

tabulation of summary results and statistical estimates, and training of 
technical staff. 

Evaluation reports, and observations made by the CAPP Design Team,
indicate that data collection in the Ministry of Agriculture has beenrelatively successful despite some delays in tabulation and dissemination

of data on a timely basis. 

Besides streamlining the present data collection, processing and
tabulation effort, The CAPP Project will 
also be responsible for assisting
the GRC in making needed improvements in:the existing systems,

incorporating the collection of livestock data into the existing system,
and 	enhancing the 
ability of the system to incorporate or carry out
special surveys or studies. Further, the CAPP Project will be expected to
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assist in developing a coordinated interinitterial data collection,

processing, tabulation and analysis capability for the Ministries of Plan,
Livestock, and Agriculture. For the CAPP Pro]ect to meet project
 
objectives and also resolve existing isystemic problems in this area viiirequire careful coordination of the use of GRC and Project resources, and
 
a collaborative effort to define responsibilities, agree on time schedules
 

specific analysis or series of analyses. Policy analyses should be the
 
driving force behind the data collection activities. In this context,

there needs to be more diagnosis of what the major problems of the

agricultural sector are and vbat policies constrain sector development. 

To carry out effective policy analyses, CAPP will continue to address the 
need for improvements in agricultural statistics. In terms of the 
technical issue, there is a need to build consistency checks into all data 
collection and processing efforts. 
With the magnitude of data collected,

and 	the delays experienced in the tabulation of data, errors 
are 	highly

likely to occur. 
 If errors are not found and corrected in the current
 surveys, the credibility of a statistical activity can be brought into
 
question. Consistency checks may be performed through error 
analysis,

sensitivity analysis, 
or, 	at a minimum, reviev by a knowledgeable

statistici an.
 

CAPP goals for the annual agricultural survey will be guided by the
 
following objectives:
 

(1) Do an 
analysis of the data needs'of the involved GRC ministries, and
adjust the survey system as necessary to meet those needs. 

(2) Have the survey system operating ,So that it is collecting, processing

and tabulating data and disseminating reports on a regular annual
 
schedule.
 

(3) Adjust or increase the capacity of the present survey system to meet
 
increased demands for data fron'the three ministries involved,
 
including:
 

a) 	addition of livestock questions/sections.
 

b) 	ability torconduct special,.or, add-on surveys or studies on
 
as -needed:basis. K. 

c) 	ability toirevise/improve.-questionnaires and procedures based on
 
information gained in the annual survey process.
 

d) 	ability.:,toCarry out special treatments of the data for specific

stiatistickl summaries, including the calculation of sampling
 

e) addition of such characteristics as cultural practices, food
 
consumption, marketing, cost of production, and prices received by

farmers in the survey system.
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2. Development of methodologies for the collection of livestock statistics in
 
MINEPIA
 

The DEP? of the Ministry of Livestock currently collects considerable data
 
on livestock, poultry and fisheries. Most of the data, however, is
 

!n----1 - i 

Annual Report currently available is for 1984-85. The 1984 Sample CensuE
 
did include livestock production, but subsequent surveys have not
 
considered collection of such data.
 

Given that CAPP project will emphasize strengthening the analytical
 
c.%pabilities of the technical staff within the Ministry of Livestock, it
 
is important to pay special attention to the major weaknesses that
 
currently exist in data collection, processing, tabulation, and reporting
 
within the Ministry.
 

A statistician in -onsultation with those involved in tho collection of
 
livestock data should consider special procedures to account for migratory
herds. Experiments will have to De conducted using different ways of 
asking the farper to report ownership, livestock numbers, age, etc. A 
section of the Form I could be devoted to the collection of information on 
livestock. For example, on an experimental basis such information as 
cattle by different age groups, and by type such as cows that had calved 
during the past year, the number of heifer calves less than six month old, 
and the number of heifers from six montb to a year of age should be 
collected. Once recognized as an optimal survey measure, this may be done 
every two years so as to minimize the associated cost of data collection. 

Gathering data on migratory herds requires the collaboration of herders. 
Special rules to uniquely associate a herder of migratory animals with a 
segment should be developed. For instance, after determining if the 
herder tended livestock for himself/herself or someone else, the herder 
could be counted as a resident herder if he had set up a temporary camp in 
the segment and was there at the time of the interview. Special efforts 
should be made to train the enumerators to guard against respondents
misrepresenting the true numbers of livestock because of tax purposes, and
 
to develop special questions on subsequent surveys that the enumerators
 
could use in probing for the correct number and information for further
 
analysis.
 

Additional information such as poultry production, fish production,
 
slaughter data, meaL inspected, hide, and price information may strengthen

the data base, and should be collected through special surveys. 

In summary, if livestock questions are to be added to the agricultural 
survey, there tre a number of questions and problems which will need to be 
addressed before changes are made to the system to add then, including: 
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l1 	 Is the agricultural survey area frame the proper vehicle for obtaining 

appropriate data an livestock? 

2) 	 How viii data be obtained from nomadic or migratory cattle herders? 

3) 	 Are .nere characteristics of :,,nershio or 'stewards'.i. f :-es::.:, 
wnr need to oe &o._dresazed- :o assa.re tnat val,.4 .4ata ~c*.are 


4) 	 Should the fact that most cattle, goatB and sheep are in the northern
par't of Caneroon alter the way data are collected there (and 
elsewhere) or the kind of sample f!rae used? 

5) 	How should the tendency of livestock owners to onderreport ownership 
be taken into account or resolved?
 

It may be necessary to enlist the assistance of some short-term technical 
assistance to address and answer these questions and issues. *At any rate,
planninr .,r the inclusion of livestock questions should proceed

carefully, with case studies 
 and 	 pilot studies being completed prior to 
implementation of a livestocK component in the agricultural sarvey. 

3. 	Improvements in the Survey and Sample Desing 

A. 	Needs/Problems: The Present Agricultural Survey System 

Before reviewing the needs/problems regarding the present agricultural
 
surveys system (and suggesting solutions) it is important to point out
 
that many of the identified needs/problems were previously
documented - often with suggested solutions  in the i984 and 1987
 
evaluations and in other documents or reports associated with the AMP
Project. The present situation in the area of data collection and 
processing of the annual agricultural survey data must be resolved as soon as possible so that the collection and processing effort can be 
put 	on a dependable yearly schedule, with data collection, processing
and taoulation/report generation occurring before the start of the 
next yearly cycle. Morale in the provincial and departmental offices 
(as well as in the national office) is being negatively impacted oy
the 	failure to generate any tabulations or reports of any kind from

the 	data collected over the last three and a half years. To the CAPP 
design team, it appears that the existing backlog of data is 
negatively affecting every phase of the present collection and
 
processing system. This backlog indicates that there are proolems in
 
the present system in the areas of questionnaire management and flow,
 
manual control and editing, computer editing and tabulating, and
publication of results (generation of preliminary and final
 
tabulations and reports). 
 Given the present condition in the DS, the
earliest time period that CAPP can make substantive changes in the 
survey questionnaire will be in 1990 and 1991. 



The 	implementation of a positive ad effective project management
 
system, both in Cameroon and in the U.S., will give the CAPP Project
the ability to resolve existing problems and to meet new challenges 
and needs. Development projects are expected to achieve specific 
objectives within time and resource constraints. Effective management
of human, financial and other project resources is essential to :he 
ac.'.eve.-en- of pro-eo oz )ec:-ves. F.rt.er, .nrojan :heco.*azo:.:e 
use of management tools and techniques and related training efforts, 
participating Cameroonian ministries will enhance their capability to 
manage efforts and resources more effectively. The management system 
which will be implemented by the CAPP Project was documented in detail 
in the CID design proposal (pp.104-113). This system will emphasize: 

1) 	obtaining agreement and commitment to project objectives and
 
operating strategies from involved organizations and individuals;
 

2) 	establishing effective liaison coordination,- and ownership by

organizations and individuals involved in the project;
 

3) 	defining roles and responsibilities of involved organizations and 
individuals for project activities.
 

4) 	using management tools as continuous mechanisms to plan, monitor,
 
coordinate and evaluate project activities;
 

5) 	using monitoring and evaluating methods to frequently determine
 
progress, identify problems, and provide feedback for redesign, if
 
needed;
 

6) 	having effective and timely coordination of contractor project
 
management in Cameroon and in the U.S. from the lead university
and 	the CID Executive Office;
 

7) 	having periodic management oversight by USAID and top leve of the 
GRC.
 

These management guidelines are repeated here because they will serve 
as the guiding methodology in addressing existing problems in the 
agricultural data collection and processing system and in meeting new 
needs or demands. With this in mind, it is appropriate to now address
 
current issues and problems with the agricultural survey system in
 
Cameroon, and to suggest solutions or changes in terms of the sampling
frame, quality control, and questionnaire management and flow. 



B. Recotmendations 

1. Sample and Survey Design
 

The area sampling frame used in the AMP Project is a staD!e frxme 
rea. ir.ng 'ew :.anges f:or year to yea:. :t a-: ears -:at .ne 
present frame contains segments that are varlaole in size. 
Specifically, a review of several segments in the north and 
extreme north indicates that the segments are too large and it is 
difficult to enumerate them completely. The CAPP Project will

perform a study to 
reduce the size of the segments in this region

by sub-sampling or two-stage sampling. The main advantage is that 
a frame has to be prepared for only those units which 
are in the
 
sample. The fieldwork becomes less expensive since the survey is
 
to be carried out in the selected primary sampling unics (psu's),

Supervision is easier when the work is restricted to a few 
clusters. 

Sub-sampling of the large segments can be done provided
 
satisfactory boundaries can be established for the segments. This may not be possible with available maps; new low altitude aerial 
photography should be considered on a "spot" basis to determine ifthere has been any significant migration by farm operators. In 
the event this has occurred, the farm operators have zero chance 
to be selected using the present sampling frame, and the frame
 
needs to be chaged. 

Given that data collected by interviewers cannot be treated as'an 
independent random sample of responses, a new interpenetrating
sub-sample, ignoring department boundaries, should be selected 
within each province. The reason is that there are correlations
within interviewer assignments. In this method the total sample
 
is divided up at random into gm groups and 
an interviewer is

assigned at random to each group. Since the "in sub-samples are 
random samples from the same population, the interviewer means
should agree apart from fluctuations of sampling. If they do not, 
the survey is not under statistical control. When they do, the
 average of the 'n' interviewer means can be used as an estimate of 
the population mean and an unbiased estimate of the variance can 
be obtained from the sample itself. 

Additionally, future samples should be allocated to land use 
strata at the provincial level and seek other sources of survey
data to be used in conjunction with area frame survey results for 
making department level estimates. Furthermore, the new samples
should replace the current sample over a period of time. The 
segments that are not 
replaced will need to be reviewed to
 
determine which of them will need to be split prior to the next
 
survey. 

Best Available Document
 



In terms of the survey schedule, there is a need to revise the basic
 
format of the agricultu:al survey questionnaire for ease of data 
collection, editing, and transcribing. It is estimated that revision 
of the questionnaire viii reduce editing and data transcribing time by 
20%-301. Once t-he questionnaire is revised, a software parkage sucn 
as :ne C3NZDR, and :C-N:S 4, wnicn is deve'oe: :z,":-.e t... 
Census specifically for use in the developing countries, can oe 
installed on a PC. CONCOR has automatic correction capability vitt 
error tolerance checking. It has comprehensive edit diary vith
 
complete system documentation. CENTS 4, on the other hand, is a 
generalized tabulation package vhich produces statistical 
cross-tabulations of census and survey data.
 

2. Ouaity Control
 

The previous project has generated a census, and several agricultural
 
surveys. While much data has been collected, data summarization has 
not progressed in a timely manner, and, as result little emphasis has 
been placed on reviewing the questionnaires and incorporating changes 
that viii ensure collection of quality data. 

Quality control has been defined as observations and procedures used 
in any operation of a survey in order to prevent or reduce the effect. 
of non-sampling errors. 

Survey errors consist of two kinds: sampling errors and non-sampling 
errors. Sampling errors occur because the characteristics or results 
of a sample viii always differ from those of the entire 'population' 
to some degree. Methodologies in sampling theory pro#ide mechanisms 
to compute with a fairly high degree of accuracy the size of the 
errors vhich can be expected as a result of sampling. If the size of 
the sampling error seriously affects the usefulness of the data, 
usually the only solution is either increasing the size of the sample 
or changing the sample design itself. 

Non-sampling errors, on the other hand, include errors arising from
 
non-responses and non-intervietc, enumeration errors, and processing
 
errors. Non-sampling errors are comon -indeed, unavoidable - in any 
survey, and the importance of having systems in place to avoid them as; 
much as possible cannot be overemphasized. Such systems are usually 
referred to as quality control systems, but may also be called quality 
assurance or process control systems. Before suggesting improvements 
in quality control systems to improve the quality and accuracy of the 
data being collected in the agricultural survey system being used in 
the Ministry of Agriculture, it may be useful to review the kinds of
 
non-sampling errors which can occur.
 

son-response or non-interview errors occur because it is usually not 
possible to interview all units (fares, persons, households, etc) in a 



au=-e, w-iQ of those interviewed there will some information missinc 
or 'Jnota.na~le. The size of the errors is based on two factors: 

~ :,tne =r:c-rt-~. of cases that ari n,_,-interview, ar-.3 sec~nd, 
metnod ised for adjustment. The adjustment methods always male some 
assumptions about the relationship of the missing or non-enumerated 
units to the enumerated units. It is very important that 
non-interview and non-response rates oe Kept at very low levels. Many 
s-:,di. s have ,ndicated tnat the char arteristics of interview units
 
(versus non-interview) differ significantly. The only safeguard 
against the possibility of serious bias is to keep the 
non-interview/non-response rates at as low a level as possible. for 
surveys done at the U.S. Census Bureau the goal is usually to keep the 
non-interview rate below 5%; levels at 10% or higher are considered to 
put 	the data in danger of being in serious error.
 

Enumeration errors include those made by either enumerators or
 
respondents. Enumerator errors can include (among others):
 

1) 	failing to ask questions as worded and thus misleading respondents 
as to what was being asked; 

2) 	recording answers incorrectly on the questionnaire;
 

3) 	 failing to obtain data on all persons (or farmers) in a household: 
I 

4) 	leading respondents to particular answers and not giving them time 
to answer on their own; 

5) ,not using the proper techniques in the identification and
 

selection of sample units,
 

6) 	other errors which can arise from carelessness or not
 

understanding instructions.
 

Respondent errors are caused by:
 

1) 	 failure of the respondent to understand the question! 

2) 	 lack of sufficient interest to answer questions-carefully. 

3) 	 not knowing the answers to questions; 

4) 	deliberatively giving wrong or misleading anowers. 

Additionally, respondent errors may be caused by failure to measure 
agricultural outputs accurately. For example, one of the major problems 
faced by the data collection agencies is the reliability of reported yield 
estimates by farmers. For this reason, the use of measured yield from 
small sample plots is a common practice. To ensure that yield estimates 
are reliable, the proposed project would have to give special attention to 
a numkxbr of possible means for estimating crop production. 
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Interviewers serve as the emechanisug through which responses are

::a4ne.
.- They he'p to interpret questior.s to respondents (quite 

in :ne :-r.erocn irlcu.rjoral scrve,. -in:; nc: nders:.r 

into a usaDle form, or tney may remind respondents of items that are
 
frequently forgotten. 
These functions of the interviewer
 
(the'interviewer effect') 
are performed satisfactorily only if the
 
work of all interviewers is standardized througn careful and ongoing

training, observation, and supervision. 

Processing errors result from mistakes in clerical editing and codinc 
and from machine or computer related editing, coding,
keypuncning/entry, and tabulation errors. 
 Many processing errors can
 
now be controlled more readily than in the past due to 
advances in
 
computer software which identifies, controls and corrects these kinds
 
of errors (suggestions were made in the earlier section for using CC.R
and CENTS 4). Such software will often be designed to 
identify the
 
source(s) of errors 
and will tabulate error occurrences.
 

To summarize, the reasons for assuring that a survey has an adequate
 
quality control program include:
 

a) 	to serve as a basis for finding and correcting errors,
 

b) 	to establish publication policies relating to errors for which
 
* 	 corrections are not possiblei -

to understand the limitations of the data when conclusions are
 
drawn;
 

d) 	to have a basis for future improvements in procedures and
 
methodologies so that accuracy will improve over time.
 

It is important to note that a quality control program does not
 
include contrcl over errors which occur before the beginning of a 
survey or after its conclusion. That is, errors resulting from 
inadequate specifications for the program (not including the right
topics in the survey to answer the questions that are at issue) or 
errors resulting from making the wrong interpretation of the results, 
are 	not controlled  even though they can be very serious sources of
 
errors.
 

Although therejare certainly costs associated with efforts to assure
 
or control the'quality of data collected in statistical sample
 
surveys, failure to implement a working, documentable quality control
 
system means that, l)there is no check on the quality of the 
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quality control program will raise serious concerns regarding the value 
and valid y of the results generated, and of decisions made based on 
- - .e..erare. frn :De data col.ected. Wit.h tnis said, CAP? gca.s 

: :e ::.ra. s.rvev system in Cxneroon w'Il inclide cons: era: on 
z e of c..e zoA.Qoing recorenatca ions ne .zeearen ;ve: :, 

3 years:
 

1) 	Begin a formal, documented, (but fairly simple) system of rechecking
 
interviewer selection and enumeration of sample units by Department 
supervisors and Provincial Office personnel to verify that:
 

a) 	H.ouseholds were correctly listed in segments.
 

D) 	 Sample households were correctly selected and actually interviewed. 

c) 	All farm operators were identified.
 

d) 	The interviewer asked appropriate questions.
 

e) 	Pield measurement was accurate by remeasuring at least one field 
to verify interviewer accuracy. 

This recheck should be done on a regular basis, on a rotating 
scheduled sample of interviewers, so that all interviewers are aware
 
that ,their work will be checked and reviewed. Forms, manuals and 
training wtll need to be developed to implement this system. The 
forms on which results are entered should be processed and tabulated 
with reports of results of rechecks quickly generated. resulting
 
error identification should be used to correct deficiencies in the
 
process and to retrain interviewers when necessary. The important
 
thing to emphasize in recommending such a system is the need to keep

forms, instructions, and training simple, and to do the recheck on a 
rotating saple of interviewers.
 

2) 	 A re-interview program should be instituted (beginning as a pilot 
study) which would require complete and careful re-interviews of a 
small saple of households and/or form operators, including redoing 
field measurements and plant counts. At present there is no 
information available regarding the quality and completeness of the 
data being generated. A carefully designed re-interview program 
(using only supervisory personnel or the best interviewers) will serve 
as a tool to h lp in measuring interviewer errors and interviewer 
effect, and respondent bias or error. Again, very specific 
instructions, manuals and training procedures will have to be 
developed. Results of re-interviews should be processed and tabulated 
in the national office, with results used to correct process errors 
and to give analysis tools or information when using survey results. 
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3) Periodic visits should be made by national office staff to provincial 
Lnc :e:e offices to verify tnat the correct p:ocedu:es are being 

* -~ -. ~.'t~and selection of secne..s and . 

correctly carried out. National ofi ce staff should periodically
 
observe interviewer enumeration in dfferent parts of the country to
 
keep in touch with the difficulty of field collection activities and
 
to help make interviewers feel like part of an operating system.
 
Although these visits may not seem as important as other quality
 
control efforts, they can be of great importance in building good
 
relatzonships between different parts of the system, in improving
 
morale, and in improving tne national office staff's ability tc plan
 
and develop new or additional studies. Such visits should be
 
scheduled on a Legular documented basis to assure that different
 
offices throughout the country are observed, and that different
 
national office staff are involved in the observations.
 

The present system should continue to stress the importance of quality
 
control in all meetings with staff at all levels, through the
 
continuing training sessions and by introducing special seminars or
 
workshops on quality control and its importance with regard to the
 
accuracy of the data. Additional suggestions to improve quality
 
control are given in the sections below on questionnaire management,
 
training and processing.
 

3. Questionnaire Management and Flow
 

In terms of questionnaire management which encompass all activities
 
related to data collection, field editing, computer editing and tabulation 
in national office, and storage of questionnaires before and after the 
data have been entered into the computer, a system must be developed that 
is responsive to the needs of those who depend on timely publication of 
data. 

The current system requires the questionnaires to be forwarded to the 
Provincial Office as the segments are enumerated on a segment-by-segment 
basis. The Provincial Office reviews Form 1 to ensure that the 
sum-sampling has been done correctly, and that segment materials are 
complete. The krovincial Office then forwards the survey material to the 
National Office after all questionnaizes for the entire province are
 
reviewed. Past performance shows that survey materials have been very
 
late in reaching the national office. Streamlining Provincial Office
 
procedures would help in this regard. One approach that may help is to 
require manual editing and initial tabulation be done with a calculator at 
the Provincial Office.
 



.t =r:est --zs wh . ch need to >e addressed re ardins 'iet-er 

appropriate responses, including the follovng:
 

a) 	Do q-estions asking respondents to identify household members or
 
frm. ne:atars ise .e.-an:. cnogy applicazle to Caze:oonian systens 

b) 	How accurately are interviewers able to translate questions 
written in French or English into local dialects or languages,
 
particularly since there in no system or ability to check on the
 
interviewer's interpretation of wording or content ft'oe one
 
language to another? 

c) 	 How accurately are farm operators able to estimate production 
without the use of some objective method of measurement? Further, 
what recall errors occur when asking for pzoduction figures over 

the last week? Does "telescoping' of production from before the 
survey week into the survey week occur? 

d) 	Does data from the three survey weeks accurately 6expand' to*
 
yearly data? What evidence is there that estimates derived in 
this way will represent yearly production figures?
 

The answers to questions 9c9 and 'dO above may be obtained to some 
degree if the CAPP Project implements an objective yield or production 
study as was suggested earlier. Answers to questions *a* and *b', 
however, would probably require the involvement of az anthropologist 
or rural sociologist with experience working in sub-Sahran Africa, or 

perhaps someone with linguistic capabilities relevant to Cameroon. 
Given the importance of these issues to the accuracy of the data being 
collected, consideration should be given to at least some case study 
work, or studies in conjunction with thesis work 6y Cameroonians in
 
degree programs.
 

Other issues related to an improved management of questionnaires 
include:
 

a) 	 Can pre-printed labels be used to assist in tracking and managing 
quest.ionnaires? 

b) 	 Does the system at present allow progress checking by at least 
Province? If not it should. 

c) 	 If delivery problems occur, the national office should have the 
authority (and ability) to go out and pick up.
 

Best Availabk'u 1
 



measures such as the development of weexly cbarts shoving the numoer
 
of questionnaires processed would be extremely helpful. 
 Additionally,
the:e needs to De substantial on-the-IoD traininc anL-d
:oss train.:-:
 
3.f .erscnne" in the var:o ;s 
pnases -f t~e js~a .::cess-.c.
 

Recommendations made by the 1987 evaluation of the AMP Project

specifically asks for additional storage facility for storting~aps,
questionnaires, and manuals and other necessary supplies for better 
management and increased productivity of workers. I'.is essential 
that this issue be addressed in the early implementation stage of the 
CAP? Project. 

4. Training Related to Surveys/Statistics
 

Many of the suggested changes, improvements or additions to the
 
ex:sting survey system will probably require some short-term technical

assistance both for technical expertise and for in-country training.

Care should be taken to involve provincial and department level GRC
 
staff in in-country seminars or workshops. Additionally, some
 
consideration should be given to some kind of workshop training in
data collection techniques for the interviewers (done by contract
 
short-term T.A.). Another suggestion is to do a workshop which
combines economists and statisticians so that both have scee 
understanding of the needs of the other, as well as 
an understanding

of the limitations of data collection efforts in the Cameroonian 
context. Possible areas of training and suggested topics are given 
below:
 



In-country
"4orIshops 

Workshops 
in U'.S. 

2) Quality control (non-sampling errors) 

3) Questionnaire Design 

4) Re-interview/Recheck Programs 

5) Sawple Design/Selection 

6) Ag. Objective Measurement Surveys 

7) D.?. Edit/Correct/Tabulation Software. 

8) Puolication/Report Generation 

9) Use of P.C.s 

.10) Stat. Analysis Techniques 

11) Management Systems/Tools 
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Such training could be offered by consultants from CID member 
universities, NASS, and BUCEN. Similarly, on-the-job training
will be offered by the long and short-term technical ssistance. 



I., Status of Data Processing at NIRAGI/DEP/Statistics
 

:ne Division of Statistics nas sufficient worKing :BM PCs to carry on
 
the data entry and tabulation function. In addition, several of the
 
staff have PCs on their desks for various tasks. The summarization 
and tabulation tasks can be performed on either of the PC/ATs that are 
available. Backup of the database(s) is done using removable 
cartridge Bernoulli Boxes.
 

7he PCs and PC./A:s are approximately 2 1/2 years old. Each has a 
Frencn keyboard and has recently been retrofitted with a 20 megabyte
nard disk in the form of a "hardcard'--i.e., a hard disk mounted on a 
printed circuit card internal to the machine. The machines arv 
showing the effects of two years of use and especially the effects of
 
the last seven months of use in an uncontrolled environment. 
 Since
 
moving to the new Statistics office, the computers are in 
a room 
equipped with air-conditioning which is inoperaole due to inadequate

electrical supply. Witbout air-conditioning the large doors which
 
open onto the street-side of the building are usually open ihich
 
allows the dust to blow in. The power regulation system (an
 
uninterruptible power supply), which was installed when the project

moved into the building, is not yet operational due to difficulties in
 
getting sufficient current wired into the building. 
Consequently# the
 
data processing operation and the computer hardware itself are 
susceptible to the vagaries of the local electrical system. 
It ir not
 
possible to assess any damage that may have already occurred of-her 
than for the pieces of hardware that have failed and been replaced up 
to this time.
 

In general, it is very difficult and costly to get a piece of hardware
 
repaired in Yaounde. The price of a maintenancA contract per year is 
essentially the replacement cost of a PC (in the U.S.). Wben a
 
failure has occurred, the experience in getting the repairs done has 
been less than satisfactory. Spare parts are in abort sepply even 
when a technician is available to do the work. In addit1-n, some 
administrative procedures have been counterproductive such - when the 
IBM repair shop refused to release a repaired computer until they 
received payment while USAID would not ;aake untilpayment the computer
had be,:n returned and verified as working. This stand-off lasted for 
several months ihile the computer sat in the repair center. Other 
experiences point out additional problems in reliability of the repair
work, difficulties in getting back all the parts in i system that was 
delivered for repair, and the timeliness of repair work. 



k .r::e""-.Y rt. -s ex.eting delivery short'y of new :BM ccmpn:e: .a-:.a: 

data processing and computer support. The new equipment will consist of 
eleven IBM PS/2 Model 50s, two IBM PS/2 Model 60s, and two IBM PS/2 Model 
80s. ..ese 15 .acnines were ordered from the U.S. and, consequently, will 
nave u.S. style <eyooards. Eacn will have a hard disk. The Models 53 and 

Model 80 has an Intel 80386 processor and is equivalent to a
 
minicomputer. Together they will comprise a powerful data processing
 
system. The Model 50s are much more than adequate for data entry. In
 
fact, two or three terminals could probably be added to a Model 50 and
 
data entry done in a time-sharing mode. The Model 60s will be powerful

tools for software development and testing. The Model 80s will provide
 
. -o'etnan adequate processing power and storage for the data summarization 
and tarulaticn and for the storage of large databases. 

Various other hardware has been recently acquired such as draft printers,
 
near letter quality printers, Bernoulli Boxes(large capacity removable 
disks), and spare disk drives.
 

Software
 
M:NAGR.I and the AMP project currently have a variety of commercial
 
software including Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, Framework, SPSS/PC, Turbo 
Pascal, WordStar, the Smart System, dBase III Plus, Reflex, and others.
 
The English version of the Agricultural Census tables were produced using 
Lotus 1-2-3 and, for some unknown reason, the French tables were produced 
using Symphony. These two packages are similar, but incompatible, 
spreadsheet programs. Such an approach is exceedingly counterproductive 
in that the numbers have to be re-entered rather than simply changing the 
headings from English to French if orie package were used for both. 

Software for the data entry process has been custom produced by the data 
processing specialist on the AMP project using the Turbo Pascal language. 
Currently, the programs have very little documentation for users or for 
other computer specialists. The purpose cf writing specific software for 
the AMP project was to incorporate the dual language requirements
(English, French) of the Cameroonian personnel. Unfortunately, very 
little dual language capability has been built in. Numerous problems have 
been encountered in debuggicg the softuare, leading to the re-entry of 
data and re-running of computer edit checks. At this time most of the 
pr rarLuing problems seem to have been worked out and the data entry and 
computer edit checking can be performed. Several additional programming 
tasks remain to incorporate the new data into the database of raw data, 
calculate the variances and coefficient of variation, as well as other 
tasks. 
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tables which were put together by the Agricultural Statistician and 
entered into Lotus 1-2-3(in English) and then Symphony (in French). Since 
tnat t-:e, an o,::s-de -on:ract:or was retained to produce software which 

.
 e an print
publication ready tables in either or both languages. Additional work is 
underway to expand the capabilities of this software to manage the large
scale printing of tables and to extract data from the raw data set as well 
as the summarized data set. 

After reviewing various software and other similar projects, the AMP 
pro3ect staff decided that the custom production of software was the best 
way to approach the specific needs of AMP and solve the dual language 
problem. When the software can 
be completed with suitable documentation
 
in both French and English, the CAPP project can begin with a very usable
 
system for the entry, editing, and tabulation of agricultural surveys as
 
tney are currently oeing conducted.
 

Statistical analysis of the survey data has been d')ne using several 
software packages by extracting data from the raw data into text files and 
using SPSS, Lotus, and other packages to read the data and perform 
analyses. To date this seems to be a satisfactory procedure and the AMP 
economists believe this is an effective way to acquire and process data 
for the studies which have been undertaken. Data in this form has been 
provided for studies in AINIGRI/DEP by Cameroonian econoLists, some 
students doing studies, and some contractors. Lack of permission from 
highei" levels in government has restricted any further distribution of raw 
data outside of MINAGRI. 

Training
 
In country training in data processing for the AMP project has been 
minimal. No formal courses or workshop. have been conducted. One-on-one 
training on the job has occurred with two Camerooni~ns. Very little 
transfer of data processing expertise from the techncal assistant to the 
Cameroonian counterpart has occurred. This appears to be a combination of 
lack of interest (or time) on the part of the chief of data processing
and/or the inability of the technical assistant to comunicate with the 
chief of data processing. 
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Data is made aiailable to economists and otber analysts in two form--tbe 
individual questionnaire data (i.e. raw data) and the summarized 
questionnaire data. The raw data consists of one record for each 
-.es or.,-ire and its associated expansion factor. This data has limited 

." anai'sis in :.at r.ne metand of coliection ill not S.ppozt 
individual farm level studies. The summarized data is provided in a form
 
essentially the same as a printed report. The data is presented in rows
 
and columns as in a printed table, but (ifrequested) without headings and
 
with row codes rather than labels. This data can easily be imported into 
other software p ,-kages such as spreadsheet (Lotus, etc.) or statistical 
programs (SPSS, SAS, etc.).
 

Developments in support of the statisticians and economists will include
 
procedures for accessing and acquiring data to be used in analysis and 
implementation of a database using a standard software package to contain 
the summarized data. Statistical analysis can be done with standard 
software packages such as SPSS/PC or SAS/PC. The AMP project acquired a
 
copy of SPSS/PC so it is already available in HINAGRI/DEP/Statistics.. SAS 
has advantages in that it is widely used within USDA/NASS so that 
Cameroonians sent to Washington DC for training may be trained in use of 
the package. TDY consulting assistance would also be available -from
 
NASS. The disadvantage of SAS is that the licensing agreement requires 
an
 
annual license payment (the amount depends on the number of copies in
 
use). There is some question as to whether this would be a feasible
 
process for GRC after the end of the project. First, the software stops

working after the anniversary date of the license agreement vhich means 
that the license payment process would have to start far in advance of the 
date in order to get payment to the SAS company and receive an update disk 
in advance of the expiration date. Second, the license fee may be in
 
exc.ss of $1000 per year which would have to be sustained indefinitely.

Consequently, software with one-tine, paid-up licensing would appear to be
 
more feasible. 

The project will also acquire less sophisticated and more user-friendly
statistical software packages (such as Statgraphics and many others).
These are packages which long-term trainees are likely to be using at U.S. 
universities. Such packages are relatively inexpensive and, although .they 
may not provide every statistical procedure that would ever be necessary, 
they will provide a major portion of the procedures necessary for the
 
analyses envisioned. In addition, these packages usually have well 
developed graphical procedures which allow for visualization of the data 
analysis.
 

http:econoi.ic


An : -ant za:t:.f tne statsti:&L and database systems is ac.zess for 

comp'i:ers and statistics. .,ae data processing offices in the three
 
ministries vii be trained to use the equipment and software available. 
:he technical assistance (TA) person in data processing/computing will
 
3et ip procedures in the ministries to access the systems and be
 

-'24r :f :ne :h'e TA *,ill-w:r1K 4n 
both MI.AGRI and IINPAT to train users# assist users, set up computers 
and software, create databases, do programming as necessary, and other 
tasks in support of computing needs. 

111. Local Situation
 

Sales and Maintenance Capability
 

:he AM? project has had experience with several modes of maintenance. 
The original NorthStar computers were maintained by the Cameroonian data 
processing specialist in Statistics. He was provided with spare parts in 
the form of circuit boards which could De swapped with faulty boards in
 
the computers. 
The computers had been purchased in the U.S. and there 
was no maintenance availaole in Cameroon. Several factors made this 
unsatisfactory. The state-of-the-art in computer hardware at hat time 
required that options in the hardware be set (changed) by soldering them 
onto the boards. The training of the technician, who was not hardware 
trained but software trained, was not adequate for him to be 
disassembling computers, making hardware changes, and reassembling them. 
The state of the hardware after arriving in the country was unreliable 
with intermittent, unexplained failures due to their having been exposed 
to moisture while sitting on the customs dock. The software provided
with the computers by USDA, and perhaps even by the vendor, was very 
unreliable, which led to regular system failures, many of which were 
interpreted as hardware problems rather than software problems which 
resulted in the machines being disassembled and parts replaced. As a 
consequence of these factors, the equipment became inoperable as a result 
of both hardware and software problems. Eventually, the system was made 
operable by a TD¥ person provided by DSDA/OICD and hardware which was 
actually found to be faulty was returned to the U.S. for repair. 

New equipment for the AMP project was purchased in-country after
 
interviews with local vendors 
 indicated that, if the equipment was 
purchased in-country, local maintenance would be provided on contract.
 
If purchased out-of-country, the local vendor (IBM) stated that they
would not provide any maintenance, either contract or time-and-material. 
Based on this information, the new computers were ordered from the 
IBM/Cameroon office. Prices were nearly three times the prices in the
 
U.S. for the same equipment (based on retail, not, list, prices).

Maintenance contracts were then 
offered at annual prices equivalent to 
the retail price of a computer in the U.S. The equipment was delivered 



:t.. :mpr-pe: se:-up whch has hampered operations for more than two 
*!s r:ecently resc~ved. 

Experience with the in-country maintenance has been les than 
satisfactory. The vendor has required months to make repairs. The 
re.=a:rs have not alwayls been acceptable. Parts have been missing from. 
nac.-nes ..en they were re:urned. The vendor has oeen less than
 
coope:,uve. Gene:aiy, tne level of deveiopmenm of tne computer
 
maintenance industry in Cameroon does not make it feasible to rely on 
in-country maintenance for computers. :
 

The CAPP project will stock sufficient spares to perform maintenance at 
the level of circuit board swapping, disk drive replacement, monitor 
replacement, and so forth. Circuit boards needing repair can be shipped 
to the lead university for repair. Disk drives, monitors, and printers
 
can generally oe replaced moEe economically than repaired (even in the 
U.S.). The data processing technical asistant should be able to perform
circuit board replacement, disk drive replacement, and the like and
should train the Cameroonians in the Statistics offices to take over that 
f~nction, At some later date it may be possible to purchase some repair

services in-country as there is growing interest both in the private
 
sector and in the GRC to develop maintenance capabilities. The limiting
factor at this time seems to be the cost and availability of spare pzrts 
rather than trained technicians. 

Spare parts will be stocked on a ratio of I to 10. A viable approach to
 
spare parts is to purchase one additional machine for every 10 purchased

and hold that machine in reserve to use as spare parts. There is some
 
reluctance on the part of tb GRC to accept this approach, but it is

generally cheaper than buying the same set of parts as "sparesa. Other
 
equipment such as external disk drives, special circuit boards (..g.

those from other than the computer manufacturer), other miscellaneous
 
equipment should be backed up with spares at the 1 to 10 level. 

For the long term the HINAGRI Division of Statistics should develop

maintenan,, capability at the rodule (circuit board, disk drive) level 
and purchase board-level repair from local vendors as they become 
available. 

Of possible interest is a firm in Douala which is assembling an IBM PC/AT
clone which is sold under the label RAMSES I. Since the machine is 
as3embled in-country, repair service would be available. However,
 
further investigation would have to be done to evaluate .,quality,
 
reliability, and usability of such a machine. 

An additional real concern to the future of the CAPP project and any 
governmental computer purchases is a H&.ter Plan for Informatique for 
Cameroon which is being developed by a U.S. firm called IOCS, Inc. This 
plan may recommend procedures ior computer purchase which require central 
approval of all acquisitiuns and possibly limit the brands available. 



S; ra System could greatly slow-down acquisitions, raise pri:es, aS.n 
ma.e tne desired systems znavaiazle. The CAP? imr:emerta:i-n :ea- w:. 
le-d t Keep t.emselves 4pcated on tnese developmen:s. 

Computational Capacilities 

.'ne Ministry of Computer Science (now in MESRES), Direction de 
llinformatique et de la Teleinformatique, has two mainframe computers and 
expects to install a third in the near future. Presently, they have no 
personal computers. All the mainframes are IBM 43xx systems running
MVS/SP with CICS. The two current machines are an IBM 4361 Model 5 and 
an IBM 4381 Model 13. The machine to be installed dill be an IBM 4381 
Model 23. The machines are coupled with JES/2 to allow the sharing of 
peripherals. Most of the applications development work is done in a 4th

generation language under ADR/DATACOM, a relational database management 
system licensed from a 3rd party vendor for use on the IBM system. In
addition to that software they have the following major software packages 
available: SPSS (statistics), BIOMED (statistics), CENTS4 (from U.S.
 
Census), and CONCOR (from U.S. Census). VarI.ous other statistical 
software is also available. 

Access to the computers is possible through terminals in the couputef
 
science building and from some remote sites. The three primary users are

Personnel (including payroll) using a system called Antelope, Treasury, 
and the Program Development Group. The major user of the statistical

software is MINPAT. The new system about to be installed will b6 used by
Taxation. These users are connected through IBM's SNA network but also
with a'connection to an X.25 network. Hooking on to this network 
requires an IBM 3270 compatible terminal or a PC with 3270 emulation 
software and hardware.
 

The X.25 network is called the Caneroon Packet Network (CAMPAC) and is 
available to anyone desiring to connect. There are nodes in Yaounde,
Douala, and Garoua. The network has an international interconnect to 
Paris. Control and management of the network is handled within the
ministry by the Teleinformatics Division. Connection to the network by a 
user is paid for by the user and requires a connection to the telephone 
system (special grade line). 

Access to the mainframes is available to the CAPP project. Currently,
this requires a dedicated phone line and modems which must be paid for by
the user. The ministry is studying implementing a charge-back system
which would require the users to pay for their use of the mainframe. 
Computer Science's position is that MINPAT is already receiving too much 
computer time fo statistics and National Accounts which might limit the 
time available to the project. 



.'iven t.e above factors, the likely high cost of installing telep.one
 
"'..nes, aa 
:e ;sual ong delay in phore lne instalation, t:e CAP
project should not look at accessing the mainframe for computation or 
large database storage as a feasible alternative for computing. Large
personal computers, such as the IBM PS/2 Model 80s ordered for
 
MNAGR:/Statistics are the preferable way of storing the national
 
gr;.cltra; statistcs dataoase. 
Over the long term it is desiraoie to 

have such databases in MINPAT, MINAGRI, and ILINEPIA intercolnected. This 
can be done with dedicated (leased) telephone lines and the
 
implementation tea. should plan for the long lead-time for installation.
 

IV. Computational Needs
 

Hardware
 

The fifteen new computers expected in MINAGRI will be more than adequate
 
for several years. 
The PS/2 Model 80s can be used to maintain the
 
acricultural statistics database, do large-scale statistical 
analysis,

and produce tabulated data for the annual survey. 
A similar system will 
be needed in MNEPIA and MINPAT. If it is feasible politically, one of 
the two Model 60s could be moved to another ministry and only one 
additional system would need to be purchased. The Model 60s are 
satisfactory for data analysis and tabulation. The Model 50s (11 units) 
are satisfactory for analysis using packages such as Lotus 1-2-3, 
Symphony, dBase III, and SPSS as 
well as for word processing. The Model
50s can be used for data entry after the original IBM PCs are worn out 
and provide such more power than is needed for data entry., 

MINEPIA will need six computers at the beginning of the project. Units
 
identical to 
those in MINAGRI should be purcbased to minimize spare parts

requirements and allow interchangability of parts. MINPA will need
 
three computers initially and will need to 
add the equivalent of the
 
Model 80 in the third year of the project.
 

In the fifth year of the project, replacements for some units will have
 
to be acquired. 
 The planned life of personal computing equipment is five
 
years.
 

All of the computers should have draft quality printers. Bach ministry

should have at 
least one letter quality printer. The use of laser
 
printers is very unlikely given the environmental conditions and is not
 
recommended.
 



Sof: dar4 

The software for processing the annual agricultural 
survey consists of
 

perform range and validity checking, createallow data entry,programs to 
taoulate and summarize data, and print the 

of 'cleaned" data, T21ea datanase a zilingual fashion. 
of tme programs operate in 

data :aries. Some 
eacn!L:m~:~ i:.

.t :.e 
-- £ - - 

programs is minimal or nil. 

(and should be
 
Very early in the CAPP project 

a decision needs to be made 

reserved for the long-term data 
processing TA) to complete development 

of
 

to select some
 
ams to form a coherent system or 
the existing progr BrieflY,the existing programs. 


commercial 
 software package to replace 
as follows:
the pros and cors are 


1. A custom set of programs 
can be more effective than a 

'canned'
 

for this particular
The data entry can be customized

package. The entire system can
 
application and the questionnaire 

in use. 

as well as thethe operators

operate bilingually to accommodate 

professional staff.
 

ms to develop and maintain them. 
require a programmer

2. Custom progra it virtually impossible. to 
AK? data processing specialist found

The 
develop software while providing 

assistance to the professional staff
 
for processing of

of the operations
and assisting in coordination will be othersoftware means there

Use of *canned'survey data. 
users and often training available from various vendors. 

a team
 

If it is decided that software 
development work needs to be 

done, 


at one of the CID institutions 
should be contracted to produce 

the system
 

as soon as possible.
 

Range and validity checking of the 
data on the computer is currently 

a
 

An interactive version of this 
program would allow
 

batch process. data entry operator or the 
data either the 

immediate checks of the 
both.
making corrections or
technician 

The table generation program 
currently under development 

should be
 
'raw data'
from the current 

that data can be retrieved
complete so data without.

ready tables of summarized 
to produce publicationdatabase The current system provides 

the 
a programmer.
requiring access to and footnotes for a table 

the name, title, headings,
ability to specify data from theand summarizesand English; retrievesin both French 

table with rounding and formatting of 
database; and produces a finished 

insert new footnotes into 
then reviev 6L results,

The user maynumbers. 
the text, and print the table 

with eievch, English, or both 
headings. 



:n ad-::-ion to tle s,:vey data processing pr.rams, the AMP pro.ect -as
 
.. :.'ase a varie: o! om.e:Lal sof:wa:e. :rs inc..:des - -- , 
Symphony, dBase III, SPSS/PC, Framework, Turbo Pascal, Smart System, 
Clipper, Portran, COBOL, Wordstar, and others. This software will be 
.;seful to the CAPP team and tne staff in MNAGRI. Similar, compatiDle
softiare should De purcnased wizh the systems for MNPAT and MINEPIA.
 

A major commercial database package should be acquired to bandle the 
agricultural statistics database. Packages to be investigated for' this 
include ORACLE, ADR/DATACOM, and others which include SQL capability and 
allow users to perform retrievals without programing. 



Scnedule and 3idget 

Year. I
 
•MI.EPIA 8 PS/2 Model 50 systems 1 86000 $48,000
 

Yar 2
 
X:-:;.'-.-" 3 ?S,': ..cde" 50 3ys .-s $6000,
 

(system-computer, extra nemocy, 
miscellaneous softvare for
 
spreadsheet, vordprocessing,
 
UPSeetC.)
 

Year 3
 
MI NPAT,
 

1 PS/2 Model 80 system 1 $9000 $ 9,000
 

MI4NEPIA
 
1 PS/2 Model 80 system I $9000 ,00
 

MINAGRI
 
5 PS/2 Model 50 systems 0 $5000 $25,000
 

(replacements)
 

Year 4
 

Year 5 
MINAGRI 

5 PS/2 Model 50 system, 1 $5000 825,000 
(replacements) 

1 PS/2 Model 80 system 0 $7500 $ 70ao , 

MINEPIA
 
2 PS/2 Model 50 systems 1 $5000 $10,000
 

Years 1-5 
Miscellaneous software 820,000
 



Remote Data Entry
."here is a high level of interest in the provincial offices that were 
visited to perform some or all of the data entry of questionnaires a: that 
.ev'. Anno., .ot without proolens of its own, sicn a sys:em dcu.-!d nave 

n:e .ccil en:ry -,f ia:& ;erl::---summarization for immediate feedback to the departmental enumerators on
 
the quality of their work. Preliminary figuree would allow provincial

*chiefs to discontinue some of the parallel dta collection they 
are now
 
doing so that they can have figures to repor, to their governor. Remote
 
data entry would take some of the load of processing a large number of 
questionnaires off the central office.
 

The disadvantagez and risks of remote data entry include the possibility
 
of introducing new quality-control problems, a question of what to do if a

province cannot get the data entered and to the central office on time, 
problems with equipment mclntenance in distant sites, placing computers in
 
less :.nan desiracle environments, and others. The initiation of remote

data entry would require very stable, well developed data entry software. 
.Trainingfor provincial staff would have to include all facets of
 
questionnaire control, editing, entry, data backup, and preliminary

summazization procedures. Sessions must be conducted to step the chiefs
 
and operators through each of these procedures.
 

Remote data entry should be initiated through a pilot process by selecting

three or four provinces, equipping then with computers, and training them
 
to do the data entry. Good candidates at this time would include Central,
 
Littoral, West, and one of the northern provinces. If this proves to be
 
successful, the process could be expanded to other provinces. Since the 
data entry software must be fully stabilized, the pilot of remote data 
entry should not be started before the end of the second year. 

A lead-in to the pilot which would give some indications of likely success
 
would be the decentralization of the preprocessing of the ques, ionnaires. 
Some of the manual editing could be distributed to provincial offices. 
The work could be rechecked at the central level. Provincial offices 
could be provided with tabulation sheets and procedures for recording some
portions of the data and doing a hand tabulation of data for preliminary 
results using only a calculator. Evaluation of this process would suggest

candidates for receiving computers and participating in the remote data 
entry pilot.
 



:n;ves-:en- ;, a :ii:re hias been at lcws: ;evels tna-. necessary for ae;a:e
devec-.nent sf re-s, -es. G?.C nas f aie ts deve~::asc;a.c ar.: 

nigh, and transportation and distribution costs are excessive. The government

has attempted to accomplish social goals through the agricultural parastatals 
witn :esJ':g high operating expense and losses. in the ansence of grading

:r saanrda.-s, acri:il:ral p:oducts appear to ze :oorv 

(1988) cites situations where cocoa and coffee beans are often air-dried
 
directly on the ground. When the product arrives at the central griding and
 
processing facilities with large amounts of stones and other impurities, the
 
overall quality of the graded and exported coffee and cocoa is naturally

affected. A similar situation exists in maize, where poor handling Is
 
compounded by insufficient storage facilities. This makes the breweries and
 
feed producers reluctant to use domestically-produced corn in their brewing
 
and feed-mixing operations because they cannot be assured of reliazle supplies
 
and quality.
 

Many of these problems could be addressed by the agricultural extension
 
services, c..;t
these services must be effective than they are currently. The
 
result is an agricultural sector in which parastatal and public organizations
 
fail to function effectively and produce significant losses for the GRC.-

Given the current economic crisis, it is unlikely government technical support
 
for agricultural will be increased. 
 In fact current subsidies of agricultural

inputs such 
as fertilizer and pesticides are being reevaluated or scheduled
 
for reduction. It has been suggested, and is generally believed that by

transferring many of the governmental and parastatal activities to the private
 
sector, revenue could be increased and sectoral performance improved.
 

Private Sector Management
 

The private sector provides an attractive alternative to public or parastatal

enterprise since it is genera.lly more efficient at generating profits. In
 
considering private sector development and the privatization of public
 
enterprises, it is important to recognize why private enterprise generally

performs better. It has a single purpose: the generation of profit for its
 
owners. It is not hampered in its operations by a desire to achieve social

objectives at 
the same time. In countries where private enterprise has been
 
subjected to extensive government regulation requiring attention to social
 
goals such as the creation of employment, private sector enterprises do not
 
fare any oetter than the parastatals. Similarly, state-run enterprises with

clearly defined goals of generating profits can be as effective as any private
 
sector enterprise.
 

In order to effectively develop the agricultural sector, policy must be
 
developed to encourage good management of agricultural enterp~ises in both the
 
public and private sectors. Privatization is attractive because it forces
 
conside:ation of management issues auch faster than is typical of the public

and parastatal sectors.
 



Priva:zation Potential 

, az-e,.. .o revi-..:ze t.e parastatais, tne GRC in conjunction w,-. tne 
WB has undertaken a study to determine which enterprises are most suitable 
candidates for privatization. According to the ISTI study, prime candidates 
for prIvatization are 
the companies in the Societe National d'lInvestissement
 
tS.. :n general, althouon these companies were established witn the 
or;;ec:;'e or oecoming viasie entities wIZn StOCK soAd to tne general puriic,
the reality is they have served the GRC as instructions of aocial engineering 
at 
a great cost and with a loss of economic viability. Brassaries of Cameroon
 
is a commercial success with 80% market share, bit major 
losers among the SNI 
enterprises include SOCOPALM, SODECOTON, SCI, SOSUCAA, CAMSUCO, SAFACAM, 
SOFIBEL, CELLUCAM (inliquidation).
 

T.e World Bank has categorized parastatals as profitable, potentially
profitarle, and hopeless. Privatization also requires clear separation of the
 
social objectives from those related to generating profits. Until this is
 
done, it is unlikely any of the major money lcsers would be attractive enough

to be sold without continued government subsidy. For example, even the 
liq.idation of FONADER, after it was determined to be beyond salvation, has 
been delayed because of the need to relocate its numerous employees. Similar 
problems exist in most of the candidates for privatization and must be 
evaluated and resolved. 

Private sector performance has been better than the performance of the public
 
and parastatal sectors, but it is not clear that privatization of public and
 
parastatal organizations is either possible or will solve their problems.

Each case must be thoroughly evaluated on both economic and social grounds. 

New Private Sector Initiatives
 

The private sector usually is Dore capable of exploiting ousiness
 
opportunities than the public sector. 
This makes stimulation of new
 
enterprise and introduction of new products and technologies througb the
 
private sector an attrative possibility. For example, while examining

possible new ventures in the Extreme North Province, ISTI (1988) provided
 
examples of agricultural enterprises which could be developed as private
 
enterprises: sorghum bakeries, sorghum use in breweries, fruit production,

well maintenance, garden crop seed production, and seedling nurseries. 
These
 
represent potential enterpreneurial activities which have good face validity
but whicn must be studied to determine feasibility. They do not represent 
existing opportunities to be eivioited by the private sector.
 
Ayissi et al. (1988) cite a wide range of opportunities for private sector
 
development of food processing opportunities but indicate significant needs
 
for policy reform to ecourage expliotation of the opportunitls.
 



Policy Analysis Needs
 
Tc - e= ri-: ,re
P ;ate ..5 ' 


:t is relat:vely easy to say the parastatal organizations are doing a poor jot
of . ze.e:
p:fits zn:ough =,eir activities in tne acricultare sector since
 
•ea.' " " -ire "ostnc rcne'.'. .:s is in part "]e to "r..snanac~e.ent, =.t 
: ate: par: ae to tne imposition or assumption of social goals in place ofeconomic objectives. As a result, privatization is attractive from a

financial perspective, but may be difficult to achieve in reality because of 
the social consequences. 
This type of analysis has never been conducted.
 

One particularly difficult task of the GRC in manageme.nt of the agriculture

sector is the setting of prices. Proponents of the private sector suggest

price controls and attempted regulation of prices are the cause of poor

paras:a:a.. erformance. 
An analysis of the price setting mechanisms should be
undertaken to determine wnat information is needed and if better information
 
and analysis could improve performance. 
There is evidence that the production

and marketing in the food sector is aole to respond beLter to changes in
demand tna, is the case for state controlled cash crops. Where the government
 
can assist is in the provisior of market information to the private sector in
such a way tnat the latter can 
react to price changes more readily. It is
 
also apparent that the weak infrastructure contributes significantly to higher

costs, 
and the absence of storage and transformation facilities result in high

levels of post harvest wastage.
 

Assessment of Privatization Opportunities
 

Although the current economic reforms have led the WB and the GRC to identify

priority candidates for privatization among the parastatals, it 
 is not clear 
the criteria for selection included thorough evaluation of the social
 
consequences of privatization. It is apparent that least some of the poor
at 

performance of these enterprises has been due to the imposition of social
goals on enterprises initially formed to generate profits. Privatization of
 
these enterprises does not eliminate the need for the social services; it only

eliminates the organization currently providing them.
 

A major benefit of strong private sector activity in any economy is its
 
ability to identify and exploit new opportunities for economic growth. 
In the

agriculture sector it is apparent that opportuniies exist in both the
marketing and transformatior, of products. The private sector already
dominates the production and distribution of unprocessed foods and performs
most of the traditional processing. New opportunities for transformation 
abound as indicated by the low levels of processing shown in the study of food
processing conducted by Ayissi and Nkwain (1988). 
Similar possibilities may

exist in the development and commercialization of new crops. 

http:manageme.nt


-- ev a:~ ;.at ed:..-.e : as, a :f ec:-. :~ an 
financial analysis. Involvement by tne government in normally private sector
activities usually results from a decision to use tbse business to accomplisb 
some social or political objective. It is the conflict between social and 
"an:c.a' Dectives that usually leads to failure of the parastatal. Studies 
-r;.4e :-.4eern = o i .e t.e exten: to wn::. :n-e pocr onera:i
performance of the parastatals is due to poor management and to what extent it 
is due to imposition of additional objectives. 

Marketing Opportunities
 

Marketing activities in agriculture need particular attention because they are 
essential to tne development of the sector and their current position &q a 
major barrier to development. Problems resulting from the price setting 
activities of the government have already been discussed. The GRC also issues 
regulations restricting movement of goods within the country. This has in 
practice inflated prices and caused regional surplus and scarcity. This 
proolem is exaceroated by police controls which further iahibit movement and 
increase costs. More significant has been the lack of investment in marketing 
infrastructure. There is serious in~sufficiency in transportation and poor 
road networks. Distribution is hampered by generally inadequate market 
facilities and an absence of adequate storage. Development of competitive
markets is hampered by a lack of useful market iaformation. 

An important potential approach for achieving greater value added in 
agriculture is thrcugh the transformation and processing of agricultural
products and the improvement of product quality through grading. Increasing 
the value added component oZ agricultural products in a major focus of GRC 
agricultural policy. However, standards of quality and a system of uniform
 
weights and measures useful in determining the benefits of transformation and 
improved handling do not exist in Cameroon. Their absence eliminates much of
 
the incentive to improve quality since producers do not receive benefits from 
value added.
 

Export marketing is handled through state marketiDg boards which operate 
primarily as sales outlets for agricultural products. They set prices and 
attempt to secure export marketi. There is a general lack of a marketing 
approach to developing markets .brough segmentation or product
differentiation. As a result, Cah.?:-oonian products face still competition in
 
world markets due to relatively high production cost and a lack of 
differentiation. Many agricultural products face competitive world markets 
where price determines share of market. With high production costs, Cameroon 
is unable to effectively compete. A more sophisticated approach to marketing 
based on differentiation of products on quality or other attributes should 
appear to be a more viable approach, 



Conclijsion
 

Siqnificant private sector opportunities exist in Cameroon. Nany of then in 
agriculture are currently being explored and developed. Small scale producers 
and mar'eters dominate t.e market for foodstuffs, out government intervention 

d=: .3,-::::nal .Do:)cies in .- er areas n.ave s-±.fed . :-.ative. ?.o~ i 
of tne private sector is an approacn tnat forces nard economic and financial 
analysis on organizations and leads to decisions based on economic rather tban 
social or political bases. In times of economic crisis this is peraps 
valuable. 

Privatization, however, is not a cureall. Many of the problems in Cameroonian
 
agriculture result from bad policy and inappropriate control of the sector by
the government. Many of the governmental and parastatal organizations are 
unsuccessful financially because they have oeen charged with conflicting or
 
unprofitanle goals. It is important that the GRC develop procedures for
 
evaluating alternatives rather than blindly accepting privatization or private
 
sector control on a wide spread basis. Agriculture is a diverse sector with
 
competing and conflicting activities. 'rivate sector development and
 
consideration of privatization alternatives can produce sound policy decisions
 
and can nelp restore economic strength to the agricultural sector. However,
 
these changes come with significant social costs. Thorough and extensive 
analysis of policy options in this complex area is essential to insure fair
 
and positive development.
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im.-m.vv zzS ANALYSIS AND PLA-N 

Training Needs Analysis 

".is training needs analysis is oased on interviews and discussions with 
:-.re.:-nat:.ves of the three ministries most directly impi-cated in the
 
pro3ect, MNPAT, MINAGRI and MINEPIA, including discussions, conclusions and 
agreements reached during the course of two project design workshops. In
 
addition it is based on exmination of the existing skills and resource base 
in each of these ministries, on past training provided to the staff of the 
affected units by AID and other donors, and on an assessment of the technical 
needs of the project.
 

There are two crucial technical areas of concern for the CUPP project: 1)
 
economic policy analysis, including program and policy evaLuation; and 2)
 
establishing an integrated policy information system including survey and/or
 
study design, data collection, data entry, data processing and data analysis 
and dissemination. In conjunction with these two broad categories of
 
technical needs, an inventory of personnel available through the participating
 
units was conducted.
 

:n the Direction du Plan the current eighty professional staff consists of- two
 
statisticians, two statistics technicians, one demographer, one legal
 
specialist, eight "economists' (one at the H.S. level, one with a maitrisse
 
and six with the license) and the rest agronomist (ingenieur). Virtually all
 
of these personnel lack both a solid theoretical grounding and practical 
experience ip planning or land use planning. The indiviluals in the Direction
 
also lack the training in the key substantive areas of concern to the project, 
agriculture (including forestry) and livestock (including fisheries). In
 
order to perform well f.n planning in these vital areas they must be able to
 

interact with and understand the problems and processes involved, and the
 
techniques of analysis appropriate to planning in each.
 

In response to this need and consistent with the resources available in the
 
context of the CAPP project it is proposed that six Cameroonian staff members 
in the Direction be sent for training at the N.S. level in planning. Emphasis 
in their programs should be on agricultural sector planning (2), livestock 
sector planning (2), land use planning and natural resource management (1) and 
agricultural business management (1). All of the participants should receive 
training in policy and program evaluation and the use of coputers as part of 
their course work. Because of the lack of practical experience on the part of 
the likely participants, their programs should include an internship und/or 
relevant thesis work conducted in Cameroon. 

In the Ministry of Livestock's Division d'Etudes et Projets (DEP) there are
 
eighteen staff members, including one veterinarian, four agronomists 

(ingenieur-agronome), one statistician/economist (M.S. level) and six 
individuals who have completed their first degree (license) only. On* of
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implementation and institutionalization of this project effort include the
 
ability to do economic policy analysis and evaluation, planning, data 
colec-tion, crocessing and L-alysis. These skills either do not currently 
exist :r are io. yet .eveloped to an adequate level in tne DEP. 

To meet the needs in these skill areas, nine individuals will require training 
at the N.S. level in the U.S. Three will study agricultural economics to 
enable them to contribute to policy evaluation and analysis in the livestock 
sector. Two will take minor concentrations on the livestock sector and one 
will specialize in fisheries. Two staff members will study planning with 
emphasis on the livestock sector. The planning and analytic techniques 
learned shcld make it possible to more effectively integrate the livestocK 
sector into :te larger national planning process and provide for more 
effective monitoring and evaluation of plan implementation. 

The DEP in the Ministry of Agriculture (MINAGRI) has the advantage over the
 
ot*er two rnnstries of having participated in the USA!D Agricultiral
 
Management and Planning Project (AMP) over the last eight years, and thus has 
experience in the areas of data collection, processing and analysis. Ithas 
also benefited from a considerable amount of training, both long and short.
 
term and has trained staff on hand. Therefore, the need for additional long 
term training in the DEP is somewhat less than that which exists in the other 
two ministries. Unfortunately, not all of the personnel trained under the
 
project have been retained by DEP. In addition, the policy analysis goals of 
the AMP pro3ect have been carried out to only a limited extent. It is 
therefore necessary to provide training in the policy evaluation area and in 
the technical fields necessary to maintain the current data collection system. 

Current high level staffing in the MINAGRI DEP include six agricultural 
statisticians trained at the M.S. level (four trained in the V.S.), three 
computer science specialists (one at the M.S. level, one at the B.S. level and
 
one in a non-degree program) and six agricultural economists being trained at
 
the M.S. level. There are a total of 70 professionals in DEP in the three
 
'Divisions. Several of these long term participants are still in the U.S. but
 
most are expected to complete their degrees and return to Cameroon by the end 
of 19CS (one will not graduate until June 1989). Given the standard career 
patterns, demands within the Ministry and elsewhere and the vicissitudes of
 
the public service in Cameroon, some of these individuals will undoubtedly be
 
seconded to positions outside the DEP. Although this is not optimal from the
 
perspective of the project, it does serve nonetheless to increase capacity 
throughout the GRC.
 

To meet the recurrent personnel needs of the MINAGRI DEP it is proposed that
 
training of an additional five long term participants occur, including two
 
agricultural economists, with a specialty in policy and program evaluation 
techniques, one person trained in computer information systems and two trained 
as survey statisticians (including survey methodology and management). All of 
these individuals will conduct their thesis research in Cameroon in 
conjinction wit.n DEP activities, therefore providing an important contzibution 



r. term'-s :f waays'.s while providing for closer 11init b.etween.* 
tne participants and tne project implementation staff, including the tectnical 
assistance tea. 

Snort Term :rainxn2 
Man,.. f :.e training needs of the three ministries involved in the pro.ect can 
oe addressed oy either on the jon training or workshops and seminars of 
relatively short duration. One of the pressing needs expressed almost 
universally by Cameroonian participants in the design vorksbop is for 
assistance in the area of management. in fact, many of the existing problems 
were attributed to shortcomings in the area of management rather than due to a 
lack of technical skills. The most notable of the problems appears to be in 
the area of human resource management. Styles of organization and patterns of 
interpersoral interaction derived from the colonial experience and
 
institutionalized by practice since independence are still ma..ntained. Common 
management practices employed successfully in a variety of cultural milieu
 
throughout the world are either unknown or at least not practiced. For
 
example, an authoritarian style characterized and accentuated by rigid 
hierarchy and a lack of financial incentives has resulted in some instances in 
a low level of motivation, limited initiative and innovation and generally low 
productivity (especially in the area of data entry aid editing).
 

It seems clear that involving the staff of these organizations in obj~ctive 
setting activities could bring about significant improvements in output and 
job satisfaction. Developing an understanding of the Management by Objectives 
(MBO) approach in the three ministries might bear significant fruit. The use 
of 'quality control circles" derived from the Japanese management experience 
is yet another of the many potential approaches to improving output. Other 
techniques, more common in the production and planning area such an PERT, CPR 
and many others should also be considered for adaptation to the Cameroonian 
environment. 

In order to respond to this need a series of in-country management workshops
 

can be provided. In-country workshops in this area using case studies derived 
from African experience, are cost effective because of the relatively large
 
audience which can be reached and because of the possibility of developing a 
local training capacity. Training terms composed of U.S. management 
specialists and Caseroonians trained in the management area can be 
constituted. The Cameroonian trainers can be charged with providing follow up 
visits to the various offices of the participants to provide the kind of
 
assessment and assistance which is needed if the new techniques are to be 

really adopted and used effectively on a regular basis. 

Some other areas in which short term training is clearly called for are in the 
use of the software being employed for data analysis purposes in Cameroon, 
field survey design, quality control and sampling techniques, data processing 
and tabulation methodologies, financial analysis and budget prepartrion and 
policy evaluation techniques. Other topics which will require soam short term 
training will be identified and addressed in the course of the implte!-ntation 
of the CAPP pro~ect.
 



Introduction
 
All training to be conducted under this project will be carefully coordinated
 
witn A:D and the GRC to insure tnat resources are targeted at priority areas
 
and are sed nre mcs: efficacious, cost effective manner. The fo!lowinc
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resource inventory are met and to insure that a strong linkage is established 
between the work of trainees and the agencies they are targeted to work with. 
The implementation team, both the CID and the GRC components, should be 
maximally involved in all aspects of the training effort. The training plan 
consists of a combination of long term training in the U.S., primarily at the 
masters (MS) level (although some Ph.D. level training is also anticipated),
 
short term training in the U.S. in special workshops and training courses
 
which addresz well defined needs in CameiLoon, short term training in Cameroon
 
in specific topics designed to maximize participation and coverage in the
 
project associated GRC bureaucracy and short term training in other African
 
countries where appropriate programs are available.
 

I. Long Term Training
 
Initial plans call for about twenty Cameroonians to be drawn from the
 
Ministries of Plan, Agriculture and Livestock to receive long term
 
training in the U.S. at the M.S. level. Training at the Bachelor's level
 
is not cost effective because of the four to five year period required to
 
complete a degree and the fact that trainees must take a variety of
 
courses to satisfy U.S. degree requirements which are only marginally
 
related to their future specializations in the GRC. Training at the Ph.D.
 
level is often both too long and too research oriented for the need-,of
 
most Cameroonian functionaries. There may be a few cases in which Ph.D.
 
training may be justified but this should only be used for individuals who
 
already have high competence in English and previous training at the M.S.
 
level or its equivalent in the U.S., Canada or another country.
 

Long term training programs, in order to meet the needs of the project and 
of the GRC, must be adapted to local conditions as much as possible. In 
that sense three important types of action are deemed essentiai: 

1) Programs will be selected to reflect an Interest in and orientation
 
toward Cameroonian policy concerns. That is, intitutions and
 
departments which have faculty experienced in African development
 
istsues will be targetea. It will be made clear from the beginning
 
that faculty advisers capable of understanding key issues and guiding
 
thesis and dissert&Lion research in Africa will be preferred. While
 
many institutions in the U.S. will be considered in the selection of
 
universities and programs, where possible (and academically
 
Justified), participants may be placed in one of the ten CID
 
universities (University of Arizona, California State Polytechnic
 
University, Colorado State University, University of Idaho, New Mexico
 
State University, Oregon State University, Texas Tech University, Utah
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:raining;, lang ter-n 
the possioli ty of perfecting and expanding existing skills my providing 
opportunities for practical experienco through internships (for *xample
 
witn NASS state offines in the U.S.)and on the job training. All short 
term training activicies will be offered in an "actionO format. That is, 
1:ires -i!! to minim=n and a heavy dose of participation will
 

-- ret::..r c:dn training, and to provide
 

-e kept a 
be expected. Emphasis will be placed on programs organized around the use
 
of case studies, simulations and other activities which take into account 
and build on the backgrounds, experience and knowledge of the participants 
themselves. This insures that the training will be more relevant to the
 
existing conditionr in Cameroon.
 

Emphasis will be placed on offering workshops and seminars in-country to 
as great an extent as possible, since that is the most cost effective
 
approach. In this fashion a significantly larger number of Cameroonians
 
can be trained by doing so at a relatively low cost. Training teams can
 
be sent from the U.S. on TDY assignments. In addition, expertise
 
available through the long term technical assistance team, their
 
counterparts and other Cameroonian consultants drawn from other
 
ministries, the universities, consulting firms and the private sector can
 
be tapped. This can serve the dual purpose of offering the particular
 
training program and of also creating the opportunity for the training of
 
trainers. To the e;atent that Cameroonian specialists can be given on the
 
job training as part of a training team, the long tern capacity to provide 
similar training and the multiplier effect of the initial workshops will
 
be maximized.
 

Although the emphasis in short term training will be on in-country
 

programs, there are instances in which short term training in the U. S. is
 
more productive. In some cases, highly specialized workshops and the
 
associated equipment may not be readily available in Cameroon. In others,
 
site visits and internship activities may be available in the U.S. for
 
which there may not be a Cameroonian equivalent. Other, advantages of
 
offering short ters -t,inilig programs in the U.S. are: 1) the importance
 
of having a mix of j 1:ticipants fron a nunber of developing countries to
 
provide for effectiva exchange of ideas, experiences and information. For
 
example, Francophone African participants in the French language project
 
management workshop offered annually at Cal Poly often note in workshop 
evaluations that their interaction with participants from other countries 
gives them new and valuable pcspectives which are very important for them 
in their own day to day work; and 2) the difficulties associated with
 
providing in-country training to higher level government officials.
 
Sometimes the demands on their time are such that if they remain in their
 
own country they risk being called out for job related activities on such
 
a regular basis that much of tht material and activities and continuity of
 
the workshop is lost.
 



$tate University, Wasn.-ntor State Unvers.-tv and the n:'e:s:: 
Wy::.:n~g) and cooperating HBCJ univers't::es s,.ch az ,s.e:.ee 

direct assistance, coordination and day to day assessment of trainee 
progress. Participant progress viii be carefully monitored by a 
training coordinator (.33 FTE, who will serve part time as part of t..e 
car:=s oackstoppinc effo:r.) and regular progress reports will ze 
:::. -- 2-.- : . . . . -. o : e pa :.i: z; 2' : s; - ' e . -. : . : -T. 
Advisors will be contacted regularly and site visits will be made 
several times a year. The International Student Offices on each of 
the campuses will also be contacted to insure that regular counseling 
and orientation to their respective communities till be provided. All 
participants will ggiven a general orientation and where necessary 
enrolled in an intensive English language program.
 

2) Data for all theses and dissertations will be ciathered in Caneroor.. 
Topics will be selected on the basis of needs identified by the 
participants' respective ministries in consultation with the students
 
and 	their Wdvisors at the university at which the degree is being

pursued. Supervision of thesis work will be carried out by 
a
 
corinination of the long term technical assistance team, faculty 
advisors who will make TDY site visits to Cameroon and possibly by
 
fac.lty from the University Centers at Dschang, Yaounde or Douala. 
Discssions along these lines have already been undertaken with a very 
positive response being received from the Cameroonian faculty in 
agricultural economics at Dschang. Copies of all theses will be 
delivered to the participant's ministry, the appropriate documentation 
centers, Cameroonian university libraries and to U.S.A.I.D./ Yaounde.
 

3) In addition to the regular degree programs being pursued by the 
participants, CID will organize annual meetings, special workshops and 
seminars during vacation periods for all project participants 
studying in the U.S. These workshops will treat subjects of special
 
interest to all participants. For example, if a particular software
package will be adopted for use in the project all participants will 
be trained in its use with real data drawn from previous studies 
conducted in Cameroon. Other potential topics include project
 
evaluation, human resource manag.eent, small enterprise development, 
financial analysis of projects and many others. Cultural activities 
will be organized to insure that participants gain a broad 
understanding of the cultural milieu in which they are studying. A 
transition re-entry seminar will also be offered to ease the return 
from the states and reintegration into the Cameroonian bureaucracy. 

II. 	Short Term Training
 
The importance of the one on one on the job training provided by the long
 
term technical assistance team can not be stressed too much. This will be
 
complemented by training activities designed to reacb somewhat larger 
groups. Short term traininq in the CAPP project will be designed to 



a limited extent. The advantages of such programs include the lower 
costs, ease of dealing with language and cultural differences and the
 
relevance of the training materials to the milieu from which the
 
partic':-an-s are drawn. WeaKnesses of such programs inclide t.ie
 

forat (lecture) which is sometimes still employed. There are, however,
 
some eucellent programs offered through regional institutions such as
 
CEPAG a.d IDEP in Dakar which may be appropriate for CAPP partiipants.
 

Project Training Plan 
Based on the training needs assessment condticted in relation to the
 
developmeit of this project and the specific human resources available to 
the key Cameroonian administrative units included in the project the 
following long term training activities are proposed for the life of the 
project (see Chart T-l). 

Training Administration
 

Standard procedures for nominating and approving participants for long.
 
term training will be followed. Based on descriptions of requirpd

qualifications, the Cameroonian government will officially nominate
 
candidates for all positions. The qualifications of the nominees will be 
assessed along with the specific needs of the service and the project.
PIOP's will be prepared after consultation with the project training
coordinator in the U.S. Appropriate programs will be identified both for 
the regular degree training and for prerequisite training such as topping
o.f in English and preparation in the technical area. For example, some 
individuals who will be sent for training in economics may have little
 
formal background in the area or lack familiarity with the associated 
technical terminology. These individuals may be sent to Boulder,
Colorado, where a special program in available to prepare international 
students for entry into U.S. univerity programs in economics. 

All travel advances, airline reservations and other logistical details
 
will be handled directly by th' technical implemontation team, more 
precisely the team leader and bin administrative assistant. A 
pre-departure orientation will be provided to each participant. Close 
contact will be maintained with the U.S. based training coordinator to
 
insure that all paticipants are met and that appropriate houting and other 
arrangements -aait them on arrival. In addition to housing, assistance 
will be provided to all participants in obtaining appropriate
identification cards, checking accounts, linens and other necessities.
 
Every effort will be made to to ease the transit.on to life in the U.S. 
and to insure that participants have maximum time to dedicate to their 
studies.
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CAP? BUDGET OUTLINE: SUPPORTING FIGURES
 

TOTAL LONG TERM TA
 
Team Leader 

Ag. Economist, MINAGRI 

Aq. Economist, MINEPIA 


Survey Stat, MINAGRI/MINEPIA 

Data Proc. Specialiat 


Subtotal. L.T. TA 


Inflation 


Off-campus indirect costs 

CID G & A 


Total long term TA 


S1IORT TERM TA 


($16,000/month, etc). Ind. costs)
 
Inflation 


Otf-Campus indirect costs 

CID G & A 


Total short term TA 


HOME OFFICE SUPPORT
Campus coordination (1/2 FlU) 

Secretary (on campus) 


Campus coordinator mgt visits

and admin. supervision 


French training for 1;t. TA 


($2,00 per person)
 

Subtotal 


Inflation 

On campus indirect costs 

CID G & A 


Total Home Office Support 


210,000 


200,000 


201),000 


180,000 


190,000 


980,000 


0 

225,U00 


85,000 


1,290,000 


40,000 


0 


9,OO 

3.200 


52,200 


25,000 


20,000 


10.000 


10,000 


65,000 


0 

32,000 


7.500 


104,500 


1800o0 


170,Ogo 


17UUUU 


150,000 


160,000 


830,000 


42,000 


230,000 


88.0U0 


1,190,000 


55,000 


l,500 


9,100 

3,500 


69,100 


25,000 


20,000 


10,000 


55,000 


3,000 

29,00U 


67,00 


93,700 


190,U00 

155,000 


15!)000 


15000U 


160,000O 


8I0,000 


84,000 


231,000 


87.UO 


1,212,000 


50,000 


3,000 


9,2UO 

3 


66,000 


25,000 


2U00 


10,0O0 


50,000 


6,100 

31,000 


7,200 

94,300 


1oo#0oo 


170,U0U 


0 

165,000 


51),000 


62,00 


130,U00 


45,000 


742,000 


40,U00 


4,900 


1l100 

,90200 


58,900 


25,000 


2U,000 

10,000 


50,000 


9, 100 

30,000 

6C900 


96,000 


1801te 941ootlul 
I 69.l11li 
II 511,II(I0 

0 
- 15 i tIJlI 

180,. uu 3,311.l)uo 

35,tiouu 21 1,11(11 
55,110U 871,0U0 
21,u01) 3.=j,,0f 

291,t.u0 4,72--,0UO 

50,1.UU 2J5,000 

6,.iWO 16,900 
10, iou 4/,700 

11,L60o 

71,.juu 311,21)0 

25,i0UU 12.,O 
20,isuU loil',ots 

10,00 51,00( 

1t1,011( 

50,,I0U 2711,. Ou 

12, #Iio 311,151|0 
31,oiU 15sowi 

--- L Zito J1So 

100,'ri1n 4ki-0 ill0 



CAPP BUDGET OUTLINt SUPPORTING plGURES (eont.) 

Tuition, support 
I'articipant ar fare 
Inflation 

(NO-.eparate On Or off Campus 

77,000 
17,570 

0 

231,000 
17,500 
12v425 

374,000 
15,000 
39,873 

286,000 
0 

45,081 

132,000 
0-

28,447 

1,100,000 
50,000 

125,825 

tdiirpct costs)
CD a &A 9356 25832 42,458 32777 15884 126307 

TatalLong Term Traning 103,856 286,757 471,331 363,858 176,331 1,402,1.2 

SHORT TERM TRAINING 
hort term in U.s. 

(20 participants at 810,000 each)
Annual Conferences 
Workshops, local: short term TA 
Workshopn, local costs 

(2 vorknhops/year at $10,000 each) 

40,000 

5,000 
32,000 
20,000 

40,000 

5,000 
32,000 
20,000 

40,000 

5,000 
32,000 
20.000 

40,000 

5,000 
32,000 

20000 

40,000 

5,000 
32,000 
20,000 

200,000 

25,000 
160,000 
1001000 

Subtotal 
Inflation 
"frf-campum 
CID G fs A 

s rkt term training 

indirect costs 

97,000 
0 

25,220 
9,603 

97,000 
4,850 

26,481 
104083 

97,000 
9,943 
27,805 
101587 

97,000 
15,290 
29,195 
11.117 

97,000 
20,904 
30,655 
11,673 

485,000 
50,986 

139,356 
53,063 

Total Sh.irt term trainng 131,823 138,414 145,335 152,602 160,232 728,405 



vehicle mainteance & repair 


(50. 	purchase price spread
 
OYr 5 years)
 
auel
(Laid Cruinars 300 liters.mo.v
 

others 10 liters)
Photocopier maintenance 


(is for vehicles)
 

Subtotal 


Inflation (lona, 

"iff-canpus indirect costs 

'K 0 4 A 


Total localcots (LC) 

Total Commoditeu/LC 


9,DO 


15,360 


.1710 


26,970 


0 

6,986 

2,660 


36.516 

305,616 


9800 


15#"360 


1.710 


26,870 


2,687 

7,695 

2,926 


40,168 

72,718 


9,800 


15,360 


1,710 


26,870 


5,643 

8,453 

3.219 


44,185 

105,925 


9,800 


15,360 


1,710 


26,870 


8,894 

9,299 

3,541 


48.603 

57,664 


9.300 


15,360 


1,710 


26,870 


12,470 

10,228 

3,895 


53.464 

114,847 


49,000
 

8,550
 

134,350
 

29,694
 
42,651
 
16,240
 

222,936
 
656,970
 

76.800 



;' UDIE.S SUP0R FOR RELATED PROJECTS 

,;Itdies 
I if lation 
"If-Cam in, . 00*tB (Studie. only) 
(I) 0 1 A (-.tudiea only) 
f.brnll project 
I,.cuxentaLiln Center 

Total Stiuieg 

60,000 
v 

15,600 

5,940 
250,000 

50,000 

381,540 

60,000 
3,000 

16,380 

6,237 

85,617 

60,000 
6,150 
17,199 

6,549 

89,898 

60,000 
9,458 
18,059 

6,876 

-

94,393 

60,000 
12,930 
18,962 

7,220 

99,112 

300,000 
31,538 
86,200 

32,822 
250,000 

50,000 

750,560 

4'IMODIT IFS 

1 Toyota haiid Cruisers 
I 'Toyota pl.'kup (no a/c) 
i royota corolla sedans 
'.MHonda mot oroyeles 

'mputers 

C-1mPutor nortvar. 
I;AS Tehni-al Analysis, page 

for comptil er )
('mputer papec, ribbons, etc. 
Aircond. for computer& 

I,otoopi r-t 
Plotocopytr.i paper, toner 

Iter oft i ..- supplies 

s;ubtotal, cowmodities 
iiflationn (11S) 

Silo indir.-i cost recovery on 

20 

50,000 
13,500 
34,500 
85,000 

48,000 

10,000 

3,000 
3,000 

17,100 
2,000 
31000 

269,100 
0 

18,000 

5,000 

3,000 

2,000 
3,000 

31,000 
1.550 

43,000 

-5,000 

3,000 

2,000 
3,000 

56,000 
5j740 

0 

R 

3,000 

2,000 
3,000 

8,00o 
1,261 

42.500 

0 

3.000 

2,000 
3,000 

50,500 
10,883 

50,000 
13,500 
34,500 
85,000 

151,500 

211,000 

15,000 
3,000 

17,100 
10,000 
15.000 

14,600 
19,434 

Tot l Commodities 269,100 32,550 61,740 9,261 61,3uos 434.034 



....
C 19808/Fom 3 


';,I/eil 
 $ 23,000

V-hicle MaintenSance 20,000

Ti res 30,000 

Field Support 
 32,000 

Trnaning/Fild SUpplieg 
 -

Ofinenq Fomup /pReport 

P'-Ppecpmmnt vehicle -

Total 
 $105,000 


N,,rals (Joc ' A/lS) 

1969 


$ 85,000 

80,000 

40,000 


120,000 

80,000 


63,000 


50,000

55,000 


$460,000 


1990 


$75,000 

70,000

30,000 


120,000 

80,000 


60;000 


50,000
45,000 


$420,000 


1991 


840,000 

20,000
10,000 


80,000. 

70,000 


40,000 


- 40,000 


6300,000 


1992 Total 

$30,000 
.

5,000 

60,000 
50,000 

15,000 

-

$160,000 $1.445.000 



L rCA,,ADMIN ISTMION 

Almift. officeeo Jocal salary 
9-cretary (in dllroon) 
2 Drivers 
Translator 
(Each of thp ab6ve 3 at 

$S550/montli, incl. 9S) 

Subtotal, Other 
Inflation (local) 
off-ompus indi tect coats 
CID 0 & A 

Total Local&M.anistration 

EVALUATION (2) 

Direct Coat + Inflation 

Contingency 

45,000 
6,609 

6,600 
6,600 

60,300 
" 0 

15,549 
5"920 

6,268 

50.000 

45,000 
6,000 

6,600 
6,600 

60v300 
5,980 

17,103 
6,512 

94.395 

195,000 

45,000 
6,600 

6,600 
6,600 

60,300 
12,558 
18,813 
7,163 

103,335 

90,000 

190,000 

45,000 
6,600 

6,600 
6,600 

60,300 
19,794 
20,694 
-. 880. 

113,168 

160,000 

45,000 
6,600 
6,600 
6.600 

60,300 
27,753 
22,764 
8.668 

123,985 

110.000 

149,282 

225,000 
33,000 

33,000 
33,000 

324,000 
66,085 
94,922 
36,143 

521,151 

200.000 

764,282 

GOART TOTAI. 2,610,803 '2.685.700 2.988.124 2.153.785 1,556,588 12,000,000 



JOB DESCRIPTION CAPP PROJECT TEAM LADER 

o : ; : '. - e ai :ea d e , za e r oo n k z i .ac-1to.i al,d ? .- nni n P e 

Qualifications: Fluency in French to the PSI, 3,3 level, past experience as
team leader on a USAID project a or design tem, experience in sub-SaharanAfrica especially in a Francophone country preferred, excellent organizationaland communication skills necessary, knowledge of the planning and budgeting
process and experience in organizing and/or conducting policy analysis in the
agricultural sector. 
 Knowledge of and practical experience using micro
 
computers is essential.
 

Education: 
 Ph.D in economics, agricultural economics, public Specialization
in policy analysis in developing countries, development planning, development
management, strategic planning and management or some combination of these
 
preferred.
 

Description: 
 The team leader, who will be based in the Ministry of Planningand Land Use Planning (MINPAT) will be charged with coordinating the efforts
of 
a six person technical assistance team which will be based in three
ministries, Agriculture (MINAGRI), Livestock (MINEPIA) and Plan. 
The
principal tasks for the team include setting up an inter-ministerial data
bank, a data. collection# analysis and processing system and conductingcollaborative policy analysis studies. 

counterpart will report to an 

The team leader and his/her

inter-ministerial Committee and be charged with
supervising the preparation of and symposia, coordinating training activities
(long and short term) overseeing commodity procurement and representing the
project vis-a-vis other donors and other projects. The team leader will serve
as the principal contact between the pro~ect tern and the U.S. base campus
coordinator. 
Be will be assisted by an administrative assistant. 
 The team
leader's technical functions will include assisting MINPAT with prepavation of
the 7th Five Year Plan and with coordination of the planning efforts of all
 

three ministries.
 



O0 DESCR:P':ON FOR AGRIC"' "P-AL ECONOM:STS
 

Positions - Economist, Cameroon Agricultural Policy and Planning Project (1 -

Ministry of Agriculture, I- Ministry of Livestock) 

ua.ifcations: Fluency in French to toe PSI 3 level, actual policy analysis
 
experience in developing countries, and ability to work collaboratively with
 
individuals in the Ministry of Agriculture: and USAID.
 

Education: Ph.D. in economics, agricultural economics, or other relatea
 

discipline. Experience in agricultural policy analysis in developing
 

countries, particularly Africa, and in carrying out studies involving field
 

survey work, is highly desiraole.
 

Description: The economist will work closely with counterparts in the 

Ministry to carry out special studies on the agricultural sector and its role 
in the national economy, so as to identify and evaluate policy options for the 
decision makers in the Ministry. The economist will have overall
 

understanding and general expertise in the type of data needed for policy.
 

analysis, and work closely with the statistician in the design of surveys to
 

solicit data for special studies.
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OB DESCRIPT'ON FOR SURV!Y STAT:ST!C&AN
 

Position - Survey Statistician, Cmeroon Agricultural Policy and Planning
 
Project.
 

Qualifications: Fluency in Frencn to tne FS; 2/2 level. Extensive experience
 
in survey/census planning, management and implementation. ork experience in 
Prancophone Africa or other developing countries in desirable. Knowledge of 
and experience using microcomputers is essential. 

Education: A minimum of an M.S degree with over 10 years of experience in 
survey and census design, data collection, tabulation, and data management. 
Preference: Above experience plus MS or Ph.D. in Agricultural 3conomics, other
 
Agricultural field, or Statistics. 

Description: The survey statistician will be based in the Ministries of
 
Agriculture and Livestock, and (1)will work collaboratively with GRC
 
counterpart(s) to institutionalize Cameroonian ability to manage and operate
 
all phases of data collection, processing, and tabulation of data from
 
statistical surveys or other sources, (2)coordinate requests for short-term
 
technical assistance and training (seminars, workshops, special programs in
 
the U.S., Cameroon or third countries) with the Chief of Party and Cameroonian 
counterparts , (3)work closely with project economists/analysts and their 
counterparts in identifying data needs and methods of collection, processing, 
and tabulation, (4) prepare requests for procurement of needed equipment as 
required.
 

/2 



JC DESCRPTION FOR DATA PROCESS)NG SPEC:AIST
 

Qualifications:
 
M.S., Computer Science. Five years experience with programming, systems
 
analysis, and data processing operations. 

Experience in tne use of personal computers including installing new computers

and 	 diagnosing problems, fluency in Pascal. Experience with spreadshe.tsa,
word processors, databases, statistical software. Experience with Couter
 
networks and telecommunications.
 

Fluency in French at the 2/2 level. Experience with computers in developing 
countries.
 

Duties:
 
1. 	 Program (or oversee programming) a system for data management, data entry, 

storage, manipulation, tabulation, and maintenance of the questionnaire 
dat a. 

2. 	 Train technicians, users, and data entry staff in the use of the computer
 
systems. Conduct training for analysts and planners in the use of
 
standard software packages for word processing, spreadsheets, statistics,
 
and databases.
 

3. 	 Consult with other personnel in computing to provide expertise in the 
Q.plications of computers for professionals ir 'be ministries of Plan, 
Livestock, and Agriculture. 

4. 	Assist data processing chiefs in organizing and supervising the data
 
processing operations.
 

5. 	 Assist provincial offices in installing computers and initiating data 
entry and processing at that level.
 



AL.NZX 3 

(Also contained in section 1:I.D. Project Outputs, under output d
 

:!,-e - a.' af-. ne . .- i s e' -

comprehensive picture of the agricultural and livestock suo-sectors in 
Cameroo,, shoving, for example, in which crops productivity is growing and 
where it is lagging, where markets are adequate and where they are lacking, 
and how different agricultural activities interact with other sectors of the 
economy. This kind of information will be invaluable when consideration is 
given to where in agriculture the highest returns to investment or the
 
greatest impact on farmer income can be achieved.
 

In the following is an illustrative lIst of topics, several are very broad: 
for example, the stuay of the role of cooperatives. What is contemplated here 
is an analysis that will go beyond the paper prepared for the July 1988 
cooperative seminar in Yaounde and will consider in detail the economic and 
operational cnaracteristics of various cooperative manaement options. 

- The impact of privatizing fertilizer supply and removing subsidy on
 
fertilizer availanility, farm costs and crop production. As the subsidy

removal program is underway, and has important implications where
 
additional market liberalization programs are concerned, this will be a
 
good study to undertake early on.
 

- A study of the role of cooperatives in agricultural and livestock
 
sub-rector development with a view to defining in which commodities and
 
which activities they can make the best contribution.
 

- Estimates of farm costs of producing major food and export crops to 
provide a tool for assessing the impact of changes in market conditions
 
and government policies. This kind of information is loso of value, not
 
for its own sake, but as an input to other studies such as that already
 
mentioned on fertilizer. It will therefore be helpful early on at least
 
to assemble already available information on farm costs so that what gaps
 
exist are clearly known.
 

- A survey of land use patterns in the country, in order t determine where 
land is being used profitably and where it is'being underused, either 
because of the farming methods employed, the items produced or the labor 
and other resources available. 

- An eva',uation of industries involved in the processing of agricultural and 
livestock products with a view to and overcoming any constraints and
 
identifying additional opportunities for increasing value added in 
Cameroon. This is another subject that can be treated in broad terms to 
begin with in order to identify areas where further work should be done. 



- An asses.ment of the means of relieving constraints on the compet:tiver.ess 
.:i .z;cmst.c&-Iy prod.jced goods which' are potential s,;csti:,1res fo: 
imports. 

- The market out1ook for major existing and potential exports (coffee,

-. -ocoa, ioce:, palm oil) with a view to relating progrns for prorot.ng
 

pr:id.cz;n .o :ealistic assessments of tne f£tire sales possioilzties. 
Information on the market outlook for these crops in not bard to obtain, 
but with different parastatals responsible for different crops what is 
lacking is a coherent strategy for emphasising the promotion of those
 
crops with the most promising future.
 

-
 A study of the extent to which existing road networks and transportation 
facilities act as a constraint in the efficient supply of inputs and sale 
of Zarm ov'tputs. 

- Evaluation of reporting on food pricing in different locations and design 
of a system for reporting price information so that the private sector can 
take advantage of it and food distribution improved. 

- The effect of rural-urban migration on the supply and demand for food
 
products with a view to forecasting the impact on food security and
 
identifying actions the government can take to safeguard it.
 

- Identification of opportunities for supplementing farm incomes through 
small ruminant production and on farm fattening and finishing of large 
stock. 

- Description and analysis of the basis on which land is allocated among 
alternative uses, particularly in the vicinity of population centers. 
Improvements in land use planning will be investigated, recognizing the 
importance of traditional social and political criteria.
 

- A study of the potenLial impact of lMI on agricultural production,
 
marketing, food security, and exports.
 

http:prorot.ng
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USAD/ARD/300 Tel. : 23-05-81.". . .;r. :.:22-02-69
 

Ministry of Agriculture
 
Yaounde, Cameroon
 

I have the honor to inform you that USAID received your letter (referenced

No. 
003839 DEP/DS dated August 18, 1988) which requested OSAID support to the
 
agricultural data collection surveys of 1988 and 1989.
 

USA:D concurs, in principle, to support your request. However, our
 
support for 
this measure is directly tied to the proposed project 
- the 
Agricultural Policy and Planning project. 
Whereas USAID can support this
 
October's Form 2 data collection effort, the 
1988 Form 3 and complete 1989
 
schedule poses somewhat of 
a design issue, at this stage.
 

As you know, USAID and the representatives from the Ministry of Plan,. the

Ministry of Livestock and the Ministry of Agriculture have refined and nearly
crmpleted the Project Paper design. 
The proposed project is basically a
 
sector policy support program to the government's efforts in the structural
 
adjustment program. 
The project proposes a quick start-up with technical
 
assistance to conduct policy studies and in-service training to improve the
 
government's capacity to conduct economic and policy analysis.
 

I have reviewed the project design in detail and I am 
interested in
 
discussing with you the following issues:
 

Most 
importantly, the issue of recurrent expenditures to the agricultural

data collection. 
USA7D would agree, in principle, to increase the
 
contribution to the data collection effort for the proposed project given the
 
current financial situation and spread this contribution over th5 five years
 
were you to 
agree in the Project Agreement Covenant to increases in your

contribution accordingly. Please refer to the attached options paper.
 

As you are aware the Agency for International Development has 
a regulation

which.statis that the host country government must contribute 
at least 251 of
 
the total funding of the project. 
 In order for this project to succeed as

well as satisfy the 25% contribution, the goverament will have to increase its
 
contribution to the data collection on 
a reasonable scale, 
as shown in options

1 or 3. Historically, the Division of Statistics has received ample

allocation for tnis effprt, howeve: the budget shown for this year raises

serious doubts and the future year planning levels must be better defined.
 

Were we to support the data ctllection effort to a greater degree than
 
originally planned, we would have 
to reduce our contribution in other areas.
 
I an suggesting the fOl owing:
 

Best Avaiable oc
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1. 
The design proposed that twenty (20) Cameroonians would be trained at the
Master Degree level meaning as many as 15 staff would be out-of-country in
the early years of work. 
 Given the small number of technicians presently
in ZEPF in M:NEP:A, DP in MINPAT and DEP inMINAGPI when the technicians
depart for the 2-3 years of training in the U.S. there will 'not be, in my
opinion, an adequate core group of individuals in the three departments tointeract with the technical assistance term. I propose reducing thenumber of andlong-term short-term participants to a more balanced number
of 10 and 18 participants respectively. By phasing the training one canexpect greater continuity during the project. Moreover the possibility of
addressing most of the original training target still exists by way of
USAID's long-term training project (HRDA).
 

2. Given the cost of long term technical assistance, I propose deleting one

of the agricultural economists in favor of 
a modest increase in
short-term. 
The remaining economist would conceivably liase with MINAGRI
 
and MNEPIA.
 

I an awaiting your earliest response to the above proposals.
 

Yours sincerely,
 

.Aanson 
Acting Director
 

cc: Minister of Plan & Regional Development
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Attachment.
 

AN EXPLA.AT ON CF T.E OPT:CNS
 

Major AssOmption:
 

. :nat tne average annual cost of data collection is approximately.200
 
million FCyA or $650,000 ($1.00 - 305 FCFA).
 

2. By year 5 there will be cost savings to the existing system of data
 
collection. For example, cost savings may result due to the policy of the
 
Division of Statistics to change vehicle fleet from cars to motorcycles
 
for enumeration, area frame made more efficient, sampling procedures
 
strealined and processing costs are reduced.
 

Option 1:
 

1. AID decreases contribution for recurrent expenditures as 
URC increases its
 
contribution.
 

1988 1989 1991
1990 1992' Total, 

S 105M N60 5W Mr - i6K: $1,445,000 
% 75 50
65 25
 

GRC 
I Ok $1,410,000 

CPA f! 1,!7nl359,995,0000 
- 25 35 50 75 

2. 
AID Total Grant for project remains at S12 rillion, as now designed.
 

3. AID and GRC contribution as percentage to total: AID 74% 
and GRC 26%.
 

4. 
AID cuts one year from long term T.A. (statistician) and slightly modifies
 
contingency line. Note: 
 Another option would be to cut contingency by
 
$2001 + and keep the statisftician.
 

5. g4 s'..-.-prace.into-Proect-Agreesent" No. I -above as covenant, ".i'.e',.
t hef.dC: guarantee41to provide4budgettoDivision ofStatistica. at. these 
levels.
 

6. GRC economy improves due to SAP, mories are 
available for data collection
 
and GRC recognizes economic utility of 
accurate and consistent set of
 
agr.'cultural statistics and will allocate increasing amount of resources
 
to the data collection effort.
 

Best Avaiuable 
Ly*~~.-A 

http:EXPLA.AT


1. 	GRC*i ribution f a3-' oqtis A.ghW
 
years of project.
 

2. 	Budet.iplications: 
cuts $12 million CAPP budget bT $2.2mil nevtotalS9;8rmil' 751
 

GRC 
 nay 	total 83.8 ail - 25% 

3. 	AID cuts 6 years ($1,480,000) of long term T.A. and $720,000 from
 
contingency. All other items remain the sne.
 

4. 	Summary of long ter T.A.:
 
Years
 

Before cul After cut
 
Team leader 5 
 4
 
Ag. 	Econ. IINAGRI 4 
 -3
 
Ag. 	Econ. MINEPIA 3 2
 
Statistican 4 
 2
 
Data processor 3 2 



. e.GRC-contribution for datacolectxon:.ncr eases.A gnty from yearYear."uoi; ,d"Footti' "l ere"eWGRCc"-con t r b'-io ncreases 
to 

at bigherrates. Re:a';: Z,=ticn 2 shows GRC contrib-.ion at a strair:'ine ".J 

2. "orslfghtly increase its'dblfbution. .odatacollection-accordingly,

however
 

(a) Decreases long-term technical assistance by four years as opposed to
 
option 1:
 

Years 

Before cut After cut

Team leader 5 
 5

Ag. Econ/MINACUI 4 
 (The one Ag. economist
 

would liase Wi.:n
 
MINEPIA
 

Ag. Econ/M4NEP:A 3
 
S.r ;'ey Statistician 3 
 3
 
Data Processor 3 3
 

(b) Increase snrt-term technical assistance by five months.
 

(c)"Decrea'sepaticipant training-by 50%. Instead of 20 participants to
 
bea't'ained at M.S. levels*, 
now only'10 participants'woold oe trained.
 

(d) Reduce short-term training by two participants
 

(e) Other.minor reductions.
 

3. New total and percentage of contributions:
 

AID: S11,00U,00 75%
 
GRC: S 4,079,UOO 25%
 

Wang No. 0056A 

Best Available DocUn 0,x
 



GRC 26%
 

USAID 74%
 

SIJMMAIRY 

GRC EXPENUijruHF: BY FISCAL YEAR 

PY U1/89 FY 89/90 PY 91)/91 FY 91/92 rY 92/91 IiTrrA i.-

Salaries 

Senior pertonnel 35,000 76,000 94,000 105,000 148,000 4!#,u. ISupport personnel .350,000 364,000 
 377,000 388,000 402,u00 1,88 1,uiu, 

Commodities !5 l 

Vehicles ... .6U0000 -i 0,OOO 1J,iI1ii)
Furniture 
 - 5,000 - 5,000 1u,'t,)Field Support 
 - - 10,000 - 10000 211,. 111 

Other Costs I LIJI 

Studies 10,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 UI),0001
Building/maintenance 
 40,000 40,000 45,000 
 45,000 . 5,000 2Ilibta 
Otface Supply 
 UU 5,OU 5,000 5,000 .,U00 2. *,1t1
Data Collection i 150,000 190,000 230,000 350,000 490,000 1,411,li11 

TOTAL 4.4 e , iI. 

CFA Total (for data collection only) 57,950,000 70,150,000 106,750,0U0 149i,411,UUO
 

(Sl.00 - 305 CFA)
 

1. Cost of data collection average at $650,000 per annum or 20U million CFA. Budget compt isoi of .;t'C u.t. IU:.AIlprepresents GHC increasing contribution 
as USAID reduces c.ontribution. Beginning in FY 119/90 to FY 9.1/vI tlhLei.
vili increase contribution cash costs to the data collection following dpproximate perc.oitage apIlorl :. ,,rmt..is 
percent: 25, 3S, 50, 75).
 



SUMMAIY
 

USAID I-XPEI-)*JITUI:.S
 

(D 
Long Term TA (18 person yedrs) 

Short Term TA (14 person months) 
Home Office Support 

1988/U9 

1,290,1111 

S2,200 
iu4,6 ll! 

1989/90 

1,190,000 

69, 100 
93,700 

['91/9 

1,212,0110 

b6,Ull 

94,311 

1991/92 

542,01111 

58d,900 

96,000 

1992/93 

291,000 

71,000 

100,800 

4,238,11ni,, 
317,2ill 
489 11111 

T(afl-Ati-.* 

TOTAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANLfr 1,44o,700 1,352,800 1,J7,jUU b9b,900 462,800 5,J31,Jill) 44 

Long Term Training 
Short Term Training 

TOTAL TRAINING 

103,056 
131,823 

235,679 

206,757 
138,414 

425,171 

471,331 
14S.JS 

b1b,666 

J6J,850 
152to11 

b16,459 

176,331 
160,232 

336,563 

1,402,1i2 
728te-a': 

Z,130,511 

Policy Studies 

Commodities 
Locai Finance 

381,540 

269,100 
36,516 

85,617 

32,550 
40,168 

89,898 

61,740 
44,185 

94,J9J 

9,261 
48,603 

99,112 

61,383 
53,464 

750,5nu 

434,014 
222,91b 

6 

vLocal 
Ez:q 

t 

TOTAL COMMODITIES/LOCAL FINANCE 

Cost Financing/ 
DS Data Collection 

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

EVALUATIONS 

Contingency 

GRAND TOTAL 

305,61t 

105,000 

06,268 

0 

50,000 

2,610,803 

72,718 

460,000 

94,395 

0 

245,000 

2,735,700 

105,925 

420,000 

103,335 

90,000 

240,00) 

3,030,124 

57,864 

300,000 

113,168 

0 

230,000 

2,008,785 

114,847 

160,000 

123,985 

110,000 

199,282 

1,606,588 

656,911. 

1,445,U6111 

521,1"1 

200, Iti 

9%4,11. 

12,06;001i 

4 

01 

i.. 



SIJI*AAHY 

GI;C EXPENDITUHS BY VI';(.AI. YEAR 

ry 88/89 1vY 89/91) FY 1)(/91 PY 91/92 FY- 92!/91 TiMAI.-
Sal aries. 

jJ IIl 

Senior personnel Jb.000 7b,, UUU 94,00 105,000 14U4000 
Support personnel 30,000 364,0UO J17,000 388,000 4u2,)0U Ift 111111 

Commodities 5 111I11 

Vehicles 

Furniture 
Field Support 

-

- -

-

60,000 

5,000 
10,000 

-

-

bO,000..-

5,00 
0,000 

1211,lI) 

20,1111 

Other Costs 
310 LIIi;) 

Studies 

Building/maintenance 

Office Supply 

Data Collection 

10,000 

4,000 
5,000 

150,000 

75,000 

40,000 

5,000 

150,000 

75,000 

45,000 

5,000 

150,000 

75,000 

45,000 

5.000 

150,000 

80,000 

50,00 

5,000 

150,O00 

J1 ,ou' 
220,0111l 
25,nui;i) 

.70, u! 

TOTAL 
2 , 1 9 9 HMI 

CFA Total (for data collection only) 45,750.U000 45,750,000 4b,7bO,000 45,750,000 45,750,U00 



SUMMARY 

USAID EX1'I:n'ImUuIH-; 

Long Term TA (13 person years) 
Short Term TA (14 person monthi) 
Home Otfice Support 

TOTAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

P19U/89s 

1,2.0,000 

12'(100 
10%%.531(1 

1,44b,7oO 

1989/90 

1,190,UI)U 

69,1UU 
93,711 

1,352,8500 

1990/91 

523,UUli 
66,usju 

- 4I, 

b6j1,J0 

1991/92 

297,0U01 
5)8,9J00 

llt1 

451,90U 

1992/93 

-

71,0UU 
100,80U 

171,800 

rot.ai 

JSJU0,IIW 

317,.oIu
4 8 9 L jl.ll 

4,10b,*'b1 

.7sl - "i',l. 

42 

Long Term Training 

Short Term Training 

TOTAL TRAINING 

103,856 

131,823 

235,679 

286,757 

138,414 

425,171 

471,331 

145,JJ5 

616,666 

363,158 

152,6')2 

516,459 

176,333 

160,232 

336,bb3 

1,402,11.2 

28L411'j 

2,130..sJ7 2 

Policy Studies 

Commodities 
Local Finance 

TOTAL COMMODITIES/LOCAL FINANCE 

Local Cost Financing/
DS Data Collection 

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

EVALUATIONS 

Contingency 

381,540 

269,1100 
36,516 

305,bl6 

105,000 

U6,26U 

0 

.5O,00 

85,617 

32,550 
40,168 

72,71j 

874,Oi 

i4,395 

0 

75,00U 

-

-89,89U 

61,740 
44,185 

105,925 

,103,33h 

90,00 

94,393 

9,261 
48,603. 

b!,864 

113,165 

0 

775,01J00O, 

99,112 

61,383 
53,464 

114,847 

-

123,98M 

110,000 

IB0282 

750, tbu 

434,014 
.222,916 

b56,i.0/11 

979,00 

521, 1'" 

200, 

45,,1t 

0 

III 

4 

GRAND TOTAL 
 2,510,80J 2,979,700 1,764,124. 1,308,'1051 1,136,508 9, 800 ,000 l1'1, 



GRC 251 

USAID 751 

-SIIMMARY 

GRC EXPENDITURES BY FISCAL YEAR 

VY UU/69 VY 8991_i r"Y 911/91 PY 91/92 FY 92/S j T"IA 1. 

SdlarLes 

Senior personnel- 35,000 -76,U00 94,000 105,000. 118,000 428,4Iuu 
Support personnel 350,000 364,000 371,0O00 388,000 402,00 IU131,(1o(i 

Commodities 

Vehicles 
Furniture 

Field Support 

-

-

-

-

-

-

60,U00 
5,000 

10,000 

-

-

-

61,00U 
buu 
10,000 

12o.0tou 
!U,0U(3 

l,,UE 

Other Costs 
I9,700 UI 

Studies 
Building/maintenance 

10,000 
40,000 

75,000 
40,00U 

75,000 
45,000 

75000 
4b500 

80,000 
50,UUU 

315,uUo 
22U, Uno 

OfDiceSupply n 
Data Col lect on 

,000 
150 000 

5,000 
18U000U 

5,000 
180,000 

5,000 
200,000 

b,IjU 
350,000 

25,..1 
i,0bO,000 

TOTAL 
4,1)79, 0Ij0 

CPA Total (for data collection only) 54,900,000- 4,900,000 61,000,000 106,750,U00 

($1.00 - 305 CPA) 



SUMMARY
 

USAID EXPENDITURES
 

Long Term TA (15 person years) 
Short Term TA (19 person montha 
Home Office Support 

TOTAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

190U/89 

1,090,000 

73,30u 
94,500 

1,257,800 

1989/90 

1.020,000 

9-0,700 
93,700 

1,204,400 

190/91 

1,057,00t) 

77,8U0 
94,300 

1,299,100 

1991/92 

542,000 
0U,700 
96,000 

718,700 

1992/93 

291,000 
83,100 
100800 

474,900 

Total 

4,000-,Uolu 
405,6100 
48,rll) 

4,884,9110 

UF TOTAL. 

44 

Long Term Training 
Short Term Training 

TOTAL TRAINING 

66,500 

131,823 

198,323 

159,500 

138,414 

297,914 

230.000 

145,335 

375, 335 

170,000 

152,601 

322,601 

139,000 

140,232 

279,232 

765,0tio 

708,4I! 

1,473,405 13 

Policy Studies 

Commodities 
Local Finanue 

381,540 

244,100 
36,516 

85,617 

32,550 
40,168 

8,898i 

61,740 
44185 

94,393 

9,261 
48,603 

99,112 

61,383 
538464 

750,56o 

409,OJ4 
J 

6 

TOTAL COMMODITIES/LOCAL pJw&NNCL 280,616 72,718 105,925 57,864 114,847 631,970 6 

Local Cost Financing/DS Data Collection 

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

EVALUATIONS 

Contingency 

GRAND TOTAL 

105,000 

86,268 

0 

.. 56,000 

2,359,547 

470,000 

94,395 

0 

185000 

2,410,044 

470,000 

103,335 

90,000 

205,00U 

668,593 

450,000 

113,168 

0 

20U0000 

1,956,727 

300,000 

123,985 

110,000 

103,014 

1,605,090 

1,795,Ouo 

521,151 

200,00 

743,014 

11,000b00" 

16 

5 

2 

8 

10i 


